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ABSTRACT

Scholars of nationalism contend the nation or national identity is an artificial construction and they acknowledge one cannot create something from nothing — a kind of “building block” is required. For some socio-political movements, including those that use violence, human rights violations become building blocks. The power of violations as a building block is grounded in their real and perceived importance in both the domestic and international political and legal arenas.

This study examines Sinn Féin and the Irish Republic Army (Northern Ireland); the Muslim Brotherhood (Egypt); and Hamas (Israel and the occupied territories), and finds that all are examples of “nationalist” entrepreneurs. These movements strategically use human rights abuses as building blocks in their support-seeking narratives, defining and reinforcing in-group and out-group boundaries (i.e. the oppressed vs. the oppressors) in the domestic arena, justifying their actions — from civil protest to violence — and demonizing their opponents on the international stage.

Part of the theoretical underpinnings of this study are founded in the fact that the opposition and resistance groups herein are rational support maximizers that tap into the emotion-based preferences of their target populations. Groups strategically utilize grievances and emphasize their simultaneous roles of being oppressed and resisting the oppressor on behalf of the nation, whether it is Irish, Egyptian, or Palestinian. This both reinforces the ties between the organization and the larger community and serves as a vehicle of othering.

Othering relates to the other major theoretical girder of this study — nationalism. Herein, the focus is on the process and formation of national identities. Human rights violations, as evidenced in the forthcoming case studies, are a tool used to cultivate group identity as the
project of “nation” building requires attention to an underlying precept of nationalism: in order to have *us* you must also have *them*. In the discourse that follows, the *us* are the violated or the oppressed and the *them* are the violators and the oppressors.

If, as Benedict Anderson states, nations are imagined communities, there exists an opportunity to influence those who are doing the imagining. The nationalist entrepreneurs studied herein are rational actors who make choices and those choices exist in a context. Human rights building blocks can be used to create sustainable communities that embrace diversity or they can be used to craft narratives in opposition that enhance discordance and can encourage violence. Those who are concerned about ending state violations of human rights and resistance movement violence have an opportunity to influence that context.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

From the terrorists’ point of view terrorism is a rational problem solving strategy.¹

Senses of belonging correspond to contested issues of territoriality that are the basis of essentialised group identities and the potent focus of national mobilization.²

OVERVIEW

Since the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001 (9/11) a tremendous amount of attention has been paid to the phenomena of “terrorism,” particularly “Islamist terrorism.” However, nonstate acts of violence designed to compel particular state responses through inciting fear and raising the costs of noncompliance existed long before that tragic day. Hamas’ attacks on Israeli civilians, which amount to “resisting” the Israeli occupation, are one example. Moreover, such acts have long taken place outside of the Muslim world. Northern Ireland’s Irish Republican Army, which opposes British rule in that province, is one example.

After 9/11, U.S. President George W. Bush famously said, “You’re either with us or you’re against us,” and a global war on terrorism had new momentum.³ An “axis of evil” was also identified, which included state-sponsors of terrorism such as Iran.⁴ Terrorists were not people to be negotiated with, for they were irrational actors bent on death and destruction.

Organizations that had nary anything to do with al-Qaeda, the networked organization responsible for the 9/11 attacks, were caught up in the demonizing rhetorical melee that ensued. Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, the most powerful, and nonviolent opposition movement, is one example.\(^5\)

The result is a conflation of actors, motivations and goals obscuring the individual contexts in which certain social, political, and militant groups operate. This lack of understanding hinders the ability to discern what groups want and thus, how to open windows of opportunity and transform these state/non-state actor conflicts.\(^6\) To continue with the metaphor, it is critical to understand that these windows are not sealed – there are an array of “tools” that can be used to open them. One of those tools relates to human rights.

Since the founding of the United Nations more than six decades ago, states have wielded human rights as real and rhetorical props on the international stage. Some states have attempted to enhance their own standing through extolling (honestly or not) their virtuous commitments and actions and by demonizing or marginalizing others through spotlighting violations. States, however, are not the only actors to use human rights strategically. Nonstate actors, including opposition and resistance movements, also utilize human rights rhetoric to improve their position.

Scholars of nationalism contend the nation or national identity is an artificial construction and they acknowledge one cannot create something from nothing — a kind of “building block”


is required. For some socio-political movements, including those that use violence, human rights violations become building blocks. This study examines Sinn Féin and the Irish Republican Army (Northern Ireland); the Muslim Brotherhood (Egypt); and Hamas (Israel and the occupied territories), and finds that all are examples of “nationalist” entrepreneurs. These movements strategically use human rights abuses as building blocks in their support-seeking narratives, defining and reinforcing in-group and out-group boundaries (i.e. the oppressed vs. the oppressors) in the domestic arena, justifying their actions — from civil protest to violence — and demonizing their opponents on the international stage. Moreover, these groups operate along a non-static continuum of opposition and resistance and have engaged in a range of activities - from social and political organizing to varying levels of strategically targeted violence.

These case studies were chosen because of the objective and comparative value of learning how each group uses human rights as building blocks. However, more importantly, the first two, Sinn Féin and the IRA and the Muslim Brotherhood are subjects of inquiry because of the learnable lessons applicable to Hamas. The Muslim Brotherhood is the Islamist organizational womb from which Hamas sprung to life. It is also embroiled in its own battle with the state — Egypt — through political and social opposition, and it lends real and rhetorical support to its neighbor and offspring, Hamas. Sinn Féin, the political face of the Irish Republican movement, has transformed itself from a movement and party that supported republicanism’s violent manifestation – the Irish Republican Army (IRA) – to one fully engaged in and committed to a peace process. Hamas, meanwhile, is battling on the political and militant fronts, within Palestinian society and against Israel, not to mention many neighboring Arab regimes. It
has indicated a willingness to engage in a limited truce (*hudna*) with Israel, which carries with it the implication of creating space for a real peace process.

Investigating how Hamas uses human rights violations to garner support is interesting and analytically valuable in its own right. However, the Muslim Brotherhood as well as Sinn Féin and the IRA offer comparative opportunities to lay the groundwork to think about how Hamas might one day engage in its own brand of transformative entrepreneurial politics – moving from an organization whose charter calls for the destruction of Israel to one which could constructively engage Palestinians within and outside of the occupied territories to find a peaceful solution to the conflict. Sinn Féin has been through this process; the Muslim Brotherhood offers a window into how a related, Islamist movement uses human rights rhetoric to separate itself from the state, while maintaining its connection to the Egyptian, Muslim nation.

**THE RATIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF “NATIONS”**

Part of the theoretical underpinnings of this study are founded in the fact that the opposition and resistance groups herein are rational support maximizers that tap into the emotion-based preferences of their target populations. This is grounded in rational choice and related literature, which highlights value-maximizing choices from a set of ordered preferences that place pleasurable outcomes over painful ones, finding value in the role of emotion in decision-making.7 Some opposition and resistance groups strategically utilize grievances and emphasize their simultaneous roles of being oppressed and resisting the oppressor on behalf of

---

the nation, whether it is Irish, Egyptian, or Palestinian. This both reinforces the ties between the organization and the larger community and serves as a vehicle of othering.

Othering relates to the other major theoretical girder of this study — nationalism. Herein, the focus is on the process and formation of national identities. Peering into the nationalist constructivist toolbox, one can use historical, anthropological, and political insights, and focus on symbols, traditions, and cultural traits to examine the formation and nurturing of national identities. However, human rights violations, as evidenced in the forthcoming case studies, are another tool used to cultivate group identity. The project of “nation” building also requires an understanding of an underlying precept of nationalism: in order to have us you must also have them. In the discourse that follows, the us are the violated or the oppressed and the them are the violators and the oppressors.

According to Anderson, nationalism is a modern concept of an imagined, limited, sovereign community. Motyl theoretically concurs with this notion of imagined community and posits that we cannot create something from nothing. He believes nationalist entrepreneurs use purposeful building blocks, herein, human rights violations, to invent group identity. In the example of the Middle East, in which two of the case studies find their geographic locus, there has long been a perceived battle — à la Huntington’s “Clash of Civilizations” — between Islam and the West. However Said tells us we ought not to think of things in those meta abstractions but rather conceive of them more practically as the powerful and powerless framed by issues of

justice and injustice. Kecmanovic provides a tidy list of justifications for nationalism as well as social circumstances in which such movements are born and thrive; these include sovereignty and revenge for the former to individual and collective memories of human rights abuses for the latter.

It is important, however, not to confuse the argument herein, that state violations of human rights can be used by opposition and resistance movements as an effective tool to generate “national” support, with a causal one, that human rights violations cause particular types of behavior. Moreover, the violations of human rights that contextualize these situations and materialize as grievances and building blocks can be different – they can range from self-determination to political participation to illegal detentions to education and extrajudicial killings. The resultant desire for positive identity and the frustration of related needs can manifest as individual and group issues – the latter key for the entrepreneurial nationalist.

The link between emotion and human rights abuses plays a role. For example, Palestinians have been forced to endure gross violations of human rights, spotlighted on the world stage, relatively helpless in the face of tanks and superior armaments. Stern, looking at religion and “terrorism” addresses the plight of the Palestinians and focuses on humiliation, which has led to desperation and rage. She notes that militant leaders use these feelings to

15 Shibley Telhami, The Stakes – America in the Middle East (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2002).
encourage reciprocal attacks.\textsuperscript{16}

The consequences of state failure to create environments that hinder rather than fuel militancy are obvious. Societies that lack or eliminate legitimizing factors for militant actions and permit them to choose alternative positive paths provide a more constructive setting for ending conflict and nurturing peace.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{UNPACKING THE CASES}

Sinn Féin and the Irish Republican Army are the “face” of Irish republicanism in Northern Ireland. In their current manifestations, both have been around for approximately four decades, although their historic roots go back much farther. Sinn Féin is a legitimate political party in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Members of Sinn Féin have been elected to the British parliament, the Irish parliament, and the relatively new Northern Ireland Assembly. The Irish Republican Army, at its height of operations was a relatively well-armed and organized paramilitary group. Sinn Féin and the IRA have opposed Northern Ireland’s union with Great Britain to form the United Kingdom. Opposition activities have been directed at the state itself as well as those in Northern Ireland who seek to maintain the union.\textsuperscript{18}

Sinn Féin and the IRA have used British state violations of human rights in Northern Ireland to justify acts of violence like bombings and shootings as well as political resistance through tactics such as refusing to take political oaths and parliamentary seats at Westminster. They have highlighted a range of state human rights violations – from the British military’s

\begin{itemize}
  \item Crenshaw, \textit{Terrorism in Context}.
\end{itemize}
killing of fourteen unarmed protestors in 1972 known as “Bloody Sunday,” to prison conditions in the infamous H.M. Prison, the Maze (commonly known as Long Kesh), to a lack of fair judicial proceedings in the juryless “Diplock” trails, to discriminatory policing by the notorious Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC), members of whom have stood accused of colluding with paramilitary groups loyal to Great Britain (loyalists) to kill Irish nationalists.\footnote{18 See, for example: Tim Pat Coogan, \textit{The IRA – A History} (Niwot, CO: Rhinehart, 1994).}

The IRA and Sinn Féin have used these human rights violations as part of their support-seeking narrative. However, Sinn Féin and the IRA have also used compromise over human rights issues to justify making peace – ending violence and embracing constructive political engagement. This involved shepherding the movement into and through the negotiations that culminated in the Good Friday Agreement in 1998, the political referendum thereon and maintaining cohesion in the years that have followed.

By contrast, the Muslim Brotherhood has primarily existed at the social and political end of the continuum in Egypt. Members are elected to the Egyptian parliament as independents. The Islamist organization also provides social services to a population that has had little faith in the state’s ability to deliver. In decades past, Brotherhood members engaged in militant acts of “resistance,” but they long ago renounced violence. Although the Brotherhood survived phases of overt illegality in Egypt, they have been considered “banned but tolerated,” by the Egyptian government. That changed in 2005.

In 2005, President Hosni Mubarak’s government enacted constitutional and political changes that initially raised and then seriously frustrated expectations. Since then, the Muslim
Brotherhood has taken a much more overt role organizing social and political opposition to state policies. They have paid a heavy price as evidenced by mass arrests of members and supporters, torture, unjust trials and the state’s strategic infringement upon political rights.

Hamas is an Islamist organization based in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, also known the Israeli Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT). Israel has occupied these lands since the 1967 War when it seized control of them from Egypt and Jordan, respectively. Hamas evolved out of the Muslim Brotherhood in the late 1980s, during the first Palestinian uprising, the *intifada*. It has utilized both the bullet and the ballot box in its struggle against the Israeli state (and other Palestinian factions). It is infamously known for using “suicide bombers” also known as *martyrs* to target and kill Israeli civilians. In 2006, Hamas won democratic parliamentary elections in the Palestinian territories, defeating their main political rival Fateh, the central organization in the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). Hamas is also known for being an organization open to internal debate and consultation, as well as one that eschews corruption, both key criticisms of Fateh and the PLO. It also provides social services to the beleaguered Palestinians.

Hamas has highlighted Israeli violations of human rights intrinsic to the occupation of Gaza and the West Bank as part of their support seeking narrative. These include arbitrary arrests and detention, extrajudicial killings, torture and the right to self-determination.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

This study examines some of the ways opposition and resistance movements utilize human rights in building “the nation” by reviewing select events and related rhetoric. The approach is illustrative rather than exhaustive. The point is that the groups in focus do use human
rights violations as building blocks; this is neither an effort to show that human rights are their only tool nor is it an evaluation of the strategic decision making that goes into choosing human rights over other motivating options, such as religion.

Militant grievances were collected from established websites, published statements and interviews. The findings of academic and journalistic experts about group motivations and context will also be considered. This study uses a variety of reports from international and local NGOs (non-governmental organizations), as well as official government documents to determine state behavior. Because two of the case studies are situated in the Arab world, reliably translated sources are employed.

In terms of case selection, Przeworski and Teune highlight the distinctions between "most different" and "most similar" research strategies. By looking at most similar systems, countries sharing economic, cultural and other characteristics, they conclude there is limited generalizable applicability.\textsuperscript{20} The goal of the research and findings that follow is to develop an explanation that is general and parsimonious as well as applicable to opposition and resistance groups beyond the limitations of this study. Thus, the cases under investigation, Sinn Féin and the IRA, the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas, were chosen in part because of their differences.

The IRA, a paramilitary organization and its political party counterpart, Sinn Féin, have operated within Northern Ireland, part of the legitimate, recognized international borders of the United Kingdom. The IRA and Sinn Féin represent the primarily Catholic minority but their overarching goal is secular – the political and legal reunification of Ireland. The Muslim Brotherhood is an Islamist opposition movement that has espoused nonviolence for decades and

\textsuperscript{20} Adam Przeworski and Henry Teune, \textit{The Logic of Comparative Social Inquiry} (Malabar, FL: 
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opposes the current political hegemony of Egypt’s ruling party, the National Democratic Party (NDP). Hamas also espouses an Islamist agenda, but it is divided into military and political units. It seeks to create a Palestinian state, and end Israel’s illegal occupation the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

These descriptions of differences, however, also spotlight some areas of common ground that make the case studies interesting points of comparison. Two cases involve Islamist movements — the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas, while the IRA is nominally Catholic. Religion plays a role in all three conflicts, but in very different ways. In Northern Ireland, it is a cleavage along which people divide, but it is not per se a conflict about religion. In Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood are very much an Islamist organization, while, Egypt might be labeled a Muslim state — both in terms of the constitution and the majority of the population. In the occupied Palestinian territories, Hamas is also an Islamist group, however, it is battling an occupying state whose foremost definitional character is its Jewishness.

All three states are in varying stages of democratic, political development. The United Kingdom has long been considered an established democracy. Israel is often referenced as the Middle East’s only democracy; however, there is widespread discrimination within the state’s borders, which, for some, undermines this claim.21 Egypt, is the least democratic of the three, in terms of free and fair elections, but claims it is “deepening” its democratic development.22

Investigating the hypothesis that militant actors perform as “nationalist” entrepreneurs and use state violations of human rights as building blocks in their construction of group support requires a layered methodological approach: examining state human rights abuses, and assessing the groups’ usage of those violations.

The Road Ahead

The pages that follow unfold along the lines of the preceding introduction. Chapter 2 provides a more in-depth examination of the theoretical foundation for this study that was previewed. Chapter 3 examines the IRA and Sinn Féin to look at their use of human rights as nationalist building blocks over a thirty-year time span, honing in on key periods, from the rebirth in the early 1970s to the Good Friday Agreement. Chapter 4 focuses on Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, using a narrow time frame, from 2005 through 2009, that coincides with their reinvigorated role as a very activist-oriented opposition movement. This four-year period allows for a rights-based approach rather than a chronological one as is exhibited in the other two case studies. Chapter 5 looks at Hamas from its founding in the 1980s through Israel’s Operation Cast Lead in 2008-9, which targeted the Islamic Resistance in the Gaza Strip. Chapter 6 concludes this effort and pulls together lessons learned and assays some of the implications of this study and also poses questions for future research.
CHAPTER 2

CONSTRUCTING THE NATION IN OPPOSITION: THE RATIONAL USE OF HUMAN RIGHTS BUILDING BLOCKS

Bin Laden's deep and general sense of cultural and religious humiliation does not drive all, or even most, of his followers. The Israeli—Palestinian conflict, U.S. occupation of Iraq, American support for authoritarian Arab regimes, and relative economic deprivation (more in Asia than in the Arab world) are more proximate spurs to jihadist recruitment and activity.¹

Each of them, man and woman, child and Elder, stood tall at times of great danger and greater sacrifice, with no expectation of any personal fame or reward. Not because it had to be done, because there was no one else to do it.²

INTRODUCTION

The path through the murky world of militant and opposition group motivations, grievances, and actions is full of theoretical stumbling blocks and other academic pitfalls. Thus, this chapter serves as practical road map for the case studies that follow. The first notion explored is rationality, as it applies to these movements and their expressed motivations. This analysis delves into the realm of state responsibility for human rights violations under international law, contextualizing and validating, in the eyes of resistance groups and their supporters, the struggle with and battle against the state. Concluding is an examination of groups’ use of human rights violations as building blocks in their narratives of victimization, justifying actions, and garnering support in constructing their respective “nations.”

WANTING TO BELONG: A RATIONAL CHOICE

Rationality is the process of making “consistent, value-maximizing choice[s] within specified constraints.”3 Essentially, individuals develop goals that are partially determined by “values or preferences,” and work to realize them.4 Some scholars further posit a reordering of preferences may take place “when an open public sphere permits the appearance of public deliberation oriented toward the questioning of consensus norms.”5

With its roots in the ideas and words of Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham, the rational choice approach focuses on an individual or a particular set of individuals who share the same ordered preferences, their preferred needs and wants. Centuries ago, Smith observed: “It is not from the benevolence for the butcher, the brewer or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest.”6 Smith entitled his book The Wealth of Nations and was clearly talking about physical, material gain. However, as shown below, humans also seek out and need emotional benefits. Bentham, Smith’s contemporary, fleshed out nuances of the approach and advanced the “principle of utility” - that individuals are ruled by pain and pleasure, with the latter obviously preferred. Each action undertaken results in the enhancement or diminution of one’s discomfort or happiness. Thus, humans act based on the incremental enrichment of pleasure and the minimization of pain.7 Moreover, “Culture and individual history may change the threshold at which it [pain and pleasure] begins to be triggered

---

or its intensity, or provide us with means to dampen it.”

Applying these criteria to the case studies explored herein nets the following supposition: A member of the IRA, the Muslim Brotherhood or Hamas should choose a pleasurable outcome over a result that is painful. One is then led to a particularly troubling conundrum: How does individual engagement in acts of violence - either through placing oneself at risk or through infliction on others - become a positive, “pleasurable” choice? The answer lies in the context.

Anthony Downs takes rational choice one step further and associates roles with the maximization of certain tangibles. Thus, in Downsian terms, politicians are vote maximizers; herein, members of resistance movements are viewed as support maximizers. Downs did not believe in parsing out all the variables that went into individual actions; rather he focused on the prototype, what he termed the homo politicus. To paraphrase Downs, for purposes herein, s/he is the average individual in the resistance world, the rational resistor.

From an analytic perspective, the general, distinguishing features of rational choice are methodological individualism, explicit identification of actors and their goals or preferences, recognition of institutions and other features that determine the options available, as well as costs and benefits. However, the parameters of traditional rational choice analysis have been somewhat narrow. Graham Allison, citing James Rosenau, notes the international system has focused on the actions of states, insentient entities, and the need for analytic shorthand allows the ascription of decisions to them. In the cases that follow, opposition and militant group leadership is spotlighted to examine how they garner support from society at large and within the

---

organizational rank and file, as well as to examine the roles played by material gain and positive emotional maximization.

Present-day observers of resistance movements and militant groups fall into the all-too common trap of placing rationality and emotions at odds. One sage reporter on the conflicts in the Middle East its environs writing about the construction of Al Qaeda’s narrative discussed how the group came to define us and them, and noted, “More contemporary allusions to objects of widespread hatred and fear were added too, so Zionists and Jews, seen as synonymous by bin Laden and many others in the Islamic world, became a key enemy. All these references and visual images were intended to allow [al Qaeda leader Osama] bin Laden’s slogans to bypass rational thought and plug straight into the emotional and the unconscious…”12 Such disconnect is not new as Descartes did not believe emotions played a constructive role in the reasoned actions of men. Key to this proposition was the Cartesian idea about the separation of mind and body.13 In “Meditation 1,” Descartes clearly saw passion or emotion as a hindrance: “To-day, then, … I have opportunely freed my mind from all cares (and am happily disturbed by no passions)…”14 He believed that the senses misled, and the perception that something causes pain was distinct from the consciousness of the sadness resultant from the perception.

Machiavelli, nearly a hundred years prior, acknowledged the role of positive and negative emotions, and commented “It is a truly natural and ordinary thing to desire gain and when those

11 Id.
12 Jason Burke, On the Road to Kandahar (Scarborough, Ontario; Doubleday Canada, 2006), 66. Emphasis added.
14 Id at “Meditation 1.” Emphasis added.
who can succeed attempt it, they will always be praised and not blamed.”15 He went on to say that one “will find things which, though seeming good, will lead to his ruin if pursued, and others which, though seeming evil will result in his safety and well-being.”16 More important for purposes herein, he also made the link between material gain and emotional benefits. Spinoza (Descartes’ contemporary) then linked emotions with value: “We do not desire a thing because we adjudge it to be good, but, on the contrary, we call it good because we desire it, and consequently everything to which we are averse we call evil. Each person, therefore, according to his affect judges or estimates what is good and what is evil, what is better and what is worse, and what is the best and what is the worst. … The ambitious man desires nothing like glory, and on the other hand dreads nothing like shame.”17 Spinoza perceived emotions as self-checking. Perfection was linked to one’s knowledge of God, with pleasure, a utilitarian preference, à la Bentham, a resultant active emotion. Ensuing was a human better able to control their passions.18 La Rochefoucauld, meanwhile, found utility in using emotions to sway the opinions of others: “The passions are the only orators who always convince. They have a kind of natural art with infallible rules; and the most untutored man filled with passion is more persuasive than the most eloquent without.”19 Thus, La Rochefoucauld effectively agreed with his relative contemporary Spinoza that emotions have value, and their pursuit is meritorious, particularly as a check or balance on other emotions. This is, of course, in contrast to Descartes who saw man’s passions as irrational and deterministic.

16 Id at 57.
18 Id at Part IV.
Musings about rationality and the role of emotion are clearly not limited to the seventeenth century. Indeed, Descartes finds a supporter in twentieth century economist Mancur Olson who addressed the free rider paradox. Olson looked at individuals unwillingness to act on behalf of a larger group because of the lack of incentive to contribute or forgo something for group gain when one’s individualized efforts might be not be appreciable and one gets the benefit whether or not they participate in the group action.\textsuperscript{20}

The free rider paradox is also embodied in two oft-discussed scenarios known as the “prisoner’s dilemma” and “the tragedy of the commons.” Both deal with the incentive, or lack thereof, for collective action. The tragedy of the commons is a story of how a public good, such as a communal space, is exploited until it is no longer usable. In such a tale, everyone seeks to maximize his or her own utility, and there is no apparent incentive to cooperate in ensuring the long-term durability of the public good. In the prisoner’s dilemma, each detainee is faced with the choice of “sticking to their story,” cooperating and trusting each other, so that all face a reduced period of detention. Alternatively, one may lay blame on another and minimize their own time of incarceration at the other’s expense. They implicitly ask: how much does one risk or pay for varying levels of guaranteed return? The paradox says that if one can get away with, or “free ride” on the efforts of others, while paying little, they will.

The problem with both scenarios, and Olson, is they narrowly focus on economic or material gain as the motivation for individual action. The difficulty it presents for resistance and militant movement studies is that while some leaders may be motivated by the material gain that comes with power, money, and territorial control, those in the rank and file are not similarly

situated to receive such material benefits. This is particularly true for those perpetrating “suicide bombings,” sometimes termed *martyrdom operations* by those who engage in them. Martyrs, by virtue of the nature of the operation, permanently forgo material benefits in their death. Thus, if one travels the path as laid out by Descartes and Olson, they are left with little understanding and a false conclusion about foot soldier irrationality.

Others, however, have shed light on a new way to understanding individual and collective action, applicable to resistance groups. For example, Chong posits, “One pursues some interests on an individualistic basis, but many interests are pursued in collectivities and depend on cooperation with other group members. … People embrace the norms and values of a group in exchange for the esteem of other group members; they coordinate with other individuals around a social identification when there are benefits to holding common affiliations.”

For some groups, violence can be a type of cultural performance. For example, one anthropological analysis of *martyrdom* bombings notes, “Through its cultural conception the concentration of the *istishhadi* [martyr-bomber] becomes a sacrificial offering from the Palestinian people. Hence, the Palestinian people gain the benefits of sacrifice and undergo its effects.” In a quite different example, Burke said a Taliban directed execution showed him the impact of violence on an audience, “particularly those who have even the smallest sense that what they are watching can be justified in some way. This was the effect that [Osama] bin Laden and [Ayman] al-Zawahiri had so crucially understood. If you do not act to stop something happening, if you do not wholeheartedly condemn it, then you feel yourself aligned with the

---

22 Neil L. Whitehead and Nasser Abufarha, “Suicide, Violence and Cultural Conceptions of
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AS BUILDING BLOCKS

Grievance is a term often used to describe the complaints of opposition and militant movements. Motivations are different than grievances, although both are applicable herein. Key is that “Modern theories of motivation focus more specifically on the relation of beliefs, values, and goals with action.” Thus, there is a connection: one perceives they were mistreated, a grievance, and that mistreatment is their reason for choosing a particular action. In cases of social injustice, this could range from publicly protesting to seeking legal redress to physically destroying or injuring that which caused the harm.

In applying this understanding of motivations to terrorism, Borum offers the following typology:
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Borum advises unpacking the distinctions between ideological and other motivations noting ideology may be the factor, a factor, or a justification. Additionally, for the purposes of this study, it may also be an organizing tool – the social or religious glue holding groups and their supporters together.

Others see the contextually dependent role for grievances as leading to different paths a group may take, which relates to the idea of a continuum of resistance. Ross states:

Grievances unheeded can lead to the development of a social movement, interest group, political party, or in extreme cases an individual, cell, group or organization that engages in terrorist actions. Alternatively, in a non-violent organization, the intensification of grievances or lack of success in obtaining the group's objectives may lead to organizational splits, and the development of different organizational levels that engage in terrorism. Finally, grievances can lead to support of terrorism.

It is important not to conflate the argument herein, that state violations of human rights can become group grievances that are subsequently used as an effective tool to generate “national” support, with a causal one, that human rights violations cause a particular response, such as militancy. Crenshaw aptly notes that there may indeed be a relationship between violence and context; however, deterministic explanations should be avoided. Moreover, within the understood framework of rationality, circumstance cannot generate terrorism, as it
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undermines the fundamental principle of individual agency, the determination of one’s preferences.\textsuperscript{29}

Context, however, does create an environment in which choices are made, and state violations of international law, in addition to being illegal and egregious in their own right, can serve as building blocks for opposition and militant movement growth and mobilization. The power of violations as a building block is grounded in their real and perceived importance in both the domestic and international political and legal arenas. In international law, “the primary holder of rights and obligations is the state. States are the primary subject, and quite often the object of international law.”\textsuperscript{30} Thus, opposition groups can justify their grievances using allegations of states’ illegitimate actions, lending credence to their complaints. Indeed, Bentham, in discussing the utility of international law found one “may frame according to it, the expectations that he ought to entertain, the demands he ought to make upon other nations.”\textsuperscript{31}

International law is a vast field, comprised of public and private spheres that address an array of issues, including humanitarian and human rights law. To understand why groups cite human rights and call upon the international community to protect aggrieved individuals, it is important to understand the nature and breadth of this legal regime. By definition, international law “consists of rules and principles of general application dealing with the conduct of states and
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of international organizations and with their relations inter se, as well as with some of their relations with persons, whether natural or juridical.”

Cassese affirms there are two traditional sources of international law: treaties and custom. Article 38 of the statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), validates two more sources of international law: general principles and the writings of jurists.

Using the ICJ statute for initial guidance, treaties are “international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states.” The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties defines treaties as written agreements between states that are “governed by international law.” According to Steiner and Alston, “The maxim pacta sunt servanda is at the core of treaty law. It embodies a widespread recognition that commitments publicly, formally and (more or less) voluntarily made by a nation should be honored.”

State legal commitments to treaties can vary. A state may sign a treaty or ratify, accede
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or accept it. When a state signs a treaty, but has not yet ratified it, the signature serves as “a means of authentication and expresses the willingness of the signatory state to continue the treaty-making process. ... It also creates an obligation to refrain, in good faith, from acts that would defeat the object and the purpose of the treaty.” Ratification (as well as acceptance or accession) means the state consents to be bound by the terms of the treaty. States may also make declarations and reservations, the former expressing their understanding of a certain provision, the latter asserts a modification of a state’s specific obligations under the treaty. According to one source, the two key human rights treaties, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic and Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) do not explicitly address reservation content, “so the question is one of compatibility with the object and purpose of the treaties.”

Thus, international law is a well-defined field and states have a range of optional commitments, which they may choose to abide by. Moreover, those commitments may be modified. Therefore, opposition and resistance groups are not necessarily asking states to undertake novel or new responsibilities but rather, to comport with their existing obligations.

As noted above, according to the statute of the ICJ, custom is a source of international
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Customary international law exists where there is a general practice indicating its acceptance as law. The International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) elaborates: “Unlike treaty law (for example: the four Geneva Conventions), customary international law is not written. A rule is customary if it reflects state practice and when there exists a conviction in the international community that such practice is required as a matter of law. While treaties only bind those States which have ratified them, customary law norms are binding on all States.”

Jurist Meron notes, however, that today’s standards are understood as more relaxed, and rely “principally on loosely defined opinio juris and/or inference from the widespread ratification of treaties or support for resolutions and other ‘soft law’ instruments; thus, it is more flexible and open to the relatively rapid acceptance of new norms.”

_Jus cogens_ is a preemptory norm of international law, one which “is accepted and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character.” Shelton sums up the possible sources for _jus cogens_: “state consent, natural law, necessity, international public order, and the development of constitutional principles. The different theories lead to considerably different content for _jus cogens_ norms and consequences for their breach.”
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discrimination are considered *jus cogens* norms.

International human rights law is generally divided into two broad categories: civil and political rights on the one hand, economic, social, and cultural rights on the other. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, encompassing both of these groupings, was created in the wake of World War II and spawned the two aforementioned human rights treaties, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights. Other key treaties include the Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), and the Convention against All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). The UK, Egypt and Israel are all states-parties to all five of these treaties.

Each UN human rights convention has a corresponding treaty body that examines state
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reports, complaints, and related submissions from groups or individuals. The relevant UN bodies are: the Human Rights Committee; the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination; the Committee against Torture; and the Committee on the Rights of the Child. The United Kingdom, Egypt and Israel all regularly report to many of these bodies. Moreover, NGOs that monitor the situations in these countries, such as British-Irish Rights Watch, the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights and the Palestinian Organization for Human Rights, may produce “shadow reports” that are also provided to the committees.

Human rights are also monitored through: the Human Rights Council (HRC), which replaced the Commission on Human Rights; and the special procedures established by the HRC. The HRC is a subsidiary organ of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and is responsible for promoting human rights, effecting coordination thereof, and periodically monitoring states’ fulfillment of their obligations. The HRC oversees special procedure mechanisms including those of an investigatory and fact-finding nature. These may be related to a human rights theme, such as extrajudicial, summary, or arbitrary executions, or related to a country-situation like the Occupied Territories. Special procedures are carried out at the direction of an expert individual, such as a Special Rapporteur, or a working group. For example,

52 In addition to the aforementioned five treaties, two other conventions, the Committee on Migrant Workers and the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women have corresponding bodies.
in the wake of Israel’s attack on the Gaza Strip, the HRC convened and produced an expert committee that produced a final report that critiqued Israeli and Palestinian human rights violations and breaches of humanitarian law.⁵⁵

Human rights complaints which may be alleged by opposition or resistance groups are too numerous to list herein relative to their basis in actual law. A few points, however, merit mentioning. Notably there is a repetition of human rights across treaties, which goes towards showing an expectation of treatment and recourse. Such rights violations give rise to group complaints including summary detentions and extrajudicial killings such as those carried out by Israel against Hamas or the United Kingdom against the IRA. The United States has generated similar protests as part of the “war on terror,” and its related treatment of detainees in Abu Ghraib, the Guantanamo Bay detention center and the so-called secret detention facilities, particularly those in Europe. The United Kingdom, Egypt, Israel have also tortured prisoners and have come under varying degrees of scrutiny. A general lack of access to justice systems and unequal treatment when access is present have been frequent complaints of Irish Republicans, the Muslim Brotherhood, and Hamas. For example, Israeli restrictions on freedom of movement have been imposed through curfews, the separation barrier and border checkpoints, which are frequently closed to Palestinians, without adequate redress.

Self-determination is another aspiration cited by militant and opposition groups. Indeed, it has been an ongoing part of Sinn Féin and the Irish Republican Army’s messaging for decades. Self-determination is another right with the status of *jus cogens*, a law from which no derogation
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is permissible. However, the practical content and timing of the exercise of the right are issues that preoccupy jurists and practitioners.\(^{56}\) In 1996 the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination issued a general recommendation, which stated in part:

In respect of the self-determination of peoples two aspects have to be distinguished. The right to self-determination of peoples has an internal aspect, that is to say, the rights of all peoples to pursue freely their economic, social and cultural development without outside interference. … The external aspect of self-determination implies that all peoples have the right to determine freely their political status and their place in the international community based upon the principle of equal rights and exemplified by the liberation of peoples from colonialism and by the prohibition to subject peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation.\(^{57}\)

Hannum rightly observes self-determination as a political creature of the nineteenth century that became identified with the nation-state.\(^{58}\) However, as time passes and nations and states evolve, so too do our conceptions of them and self-determination. A modern scholar of nationalism points out that “The economy, institutions and polices of direct-rule states can affect the net benefit of
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sovereignty to peripheral nations and hence the demand for it.”

Additionally, in today’s world, the nation-state is a concept and reality at odds with the contemporary notions of globalization and integration. Self-determination is thus no simple matter and can run the gamut from limited internal sovereignty as with Native Americans in the United States, to those seeking a state of their own. Those falling into this latter category, include, for example, the Palestinians for whom issues of self-determination are particularly acute. They perceive the entirety of “their” land as being controlled by “foreign” forces and powers, which is quite different from a transnational movement such as al Qaeda, which focuses on global resistance against various state powers in the name of the Islamic community, the ummah. In Northern Ireland, Irish Republicans have sought the ability to sever their territorial ties with Great Britain and reunite with the Republic of Ireland.

States’ so-called “wars on terrorism” also raise a bevy of concerns regarding the applicability of international humanitarian law. Historically, war was understood as a conflict between two states and humanitarian law acted as a check on the waging forces. In recent decades, there has been a focus on intrastate conflicts. Wilde correctly notes that the question is not one of whether any law applies, but rather which legal regimes are relevant. He explains that while some posit humanitarian and human rights law are mutually exclusive, it is only humanitarian law that is truly situational – applying in times of internal and international armed conflict.
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The four Geneva Conventions and their additional protocols are the heart of international humanitarian law. The ICRC, widely considered the international authority on humanitarian law, advises the following: International humanitarian law is applicable and thus offers protection in two situations: in international armed conflicts and in non-international armed conflicts. The Geneva Conventions and Protocol I apply to the former and what is known as Common Article III and Protocol II apply to the latter. Notably, as per article 1 of Protocol I, wars of “national liberation” are understood to be international armed conflicts.\(^6\)

The first Geneva Convention is directed toward the protection of wounded soldiers; the second, wounded and shipwrecked at sea; the third, prisoners of war; and the fourth, civilians under enemy control. There are two additional protocols. One of the primary contributions of the first protocol is that it provides that peoples are fighting against colonial domination, alien occupation or racist regimes are participants in international conflicts.\(^6\) The second protocol applies to non-international conflict and its fundamental guarantees (as they are termed) apply to non-participants or those who ceased participation and include prohibitions on collective punishment, humiliating and degrading treatment.\(^6\) Additional provisions address restrictions of liberty and criminal prosecution. Key to civilian protection are prohibitions on targeting civilians, agricultural areas, drinking water installations and irrigation systems, as well as power generation facilities and dams.
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The United Kingdom and Egypt are states-parties to the Geneva Conventions as well as the first and second protocols.\textsuperscript{65} Israel is also a state-party to all four Geneva Conventions but not the second protocol.\textsuperscript{66} In 1989, the Palestinians (represented by the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the United Nations Office at Geneva) informed the Government of Switzerland “that the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization, entrusted with the functions of the Government of the State of Palestine by decision of the Palestine National Council, decided, on 4 May 1989, to adhere to the Four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and the two Protocols additional thereto.”\textsuperscript{67}

Israeli statements about human rights and humanitarian law are often oriented toward justification of its action in relation to defense of the nation, rather than couched in language related to the pursuit of democratic or human rights. In example, regarding their summer 2006 actions in Lebanon, they stress that they do not target civilians and aim to strike facilities directly aiding terrorist organizations in their attacks against Israel.\textsuperscript{68} Their national “Guidelines for the 31\textsuperscript{st} Government” state “Israel will complete the security fence as quickly as possible, in order to provide maximum security to its citizens and residents, taking into consideration the

\textsuperscript{68} Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Behind the Headlines: Israel's Counter Terrorist Campaign,” August 15, 2006, \url{http://www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/About+the+Ministry/Behind+the+Headlines/Israel+counter+terrorist}
humanitarian needs of the Palestinian civilian population, and trying to prevent unnecessary suffering.”

Egypt also frequently couches their security force actions in terms of what they view as their domestic “war on terror.” Egypt’s Emergency Law is the overarching umbrella under which many state abuses take place. The Emergency Law has been in place since 1981, passed in the wake of President Sadat’s assassination. In their 2007 petition to the United Nations for a seat on the Human Rights Council, the Government of Egypt stated they remained “committed to lifting the current state of emergency upon the completion and adoption of a new anti-terrorism legislation, the objective of which is to achieve the delicate balance between protecting the security of the society and the respect of human rights.” That same year the state of emergency was effectively constitutionalized with amendments.

In stark contrast, the support-seeking rhetoric of opposition and resistance groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas are rife with allegations of human rights and humanitarian law violations. As indicated above, these groups have a large repository of rights from which they can choose, adding legal validity and international standing to their complaints. Egypt and Israel regularly fuel the fire by engaging in rhetorical efforts to shore up their public images as respectful of those rights, the former in global pursuit of recognition for their “democratization” efforts, the latter viewed as the Middle East’s only real democracy which perceives itself under
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constant threat and thereby acting in defense of the nation.

One need not look as far as the Middle East, however, to find human rights violations cited as a motive. For example, in Russia, an infamous theater siege in Moscow was undertaken to draw attention to Moscow’s actions in Chechnya, which caused the death of innocents, including children. Although a just solution was sought, there was a lack of awareness about the dire nature of the situation.\(^{71}\) Thus the Chechen militants sought support for their cause, literally seizing the stage. The Irish Republican Army (IRA), while on ceasefire in 1998, continued to hold the British responsible for the conflict in Northern Ireland when they stated:

> We reiterate our belief that the root cause of conflict in Ireland is the British military and political occupation of part of our country. Eight centuries of history stand as irrefutable testimony to the belief that a united independent Ireland, free from British interference, and ruled by and for the people of this island, offers the best guarantee of the establishment of a just and lasting peace in Ireland. Equally 75 years of Unionist misrule and its accompanying suppression of democracy stand as a stark reminder that no internal settlement can deliver justice, equality or peace.\(^{72}\)

**CONSTRUCTING THE NATION IN OPPOSITION**

Contextually, opposition groups, even those who use violence, may believe they are
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doing the right thing: serving a greater good, representing their interests and mobilizing supporters. The types of support needed include money, safe havens, transit routes, political backing, military assistance, training, recruits, as well as popular encouragement and cooperation. Such situational popular support, or a perceived need to offer it, can manifest as approval for broadly positive actions, such as running candidates for elections as well as the most inflammatory militant actions including *martyrdom* attacks.

Although the contextualized violations of human rights materializing as group grievances can be different, there are also some common threads. The desire for positive identity compounded by a frustration of needs and expectations, whether material or psychological, can be an important factor. Key to the concept of frustration of needs is that a group may share the sentiment or experience. Moreover, “frustration arises not from unconscious forces…but from the failure to receive an expected gratification. Individuals learn to expect a reward to result from a given action; frustration stems not from general deprivation, but rather deprivation of an expected reward.” This certainly describes the experience of the nonviolent Muslim Brotherhood in its relations with the Egyptian state (not to mention much of the international community) as well as Hamas with its successful forays into democratic politics.

Frustration as well as resentment, revenge, humiliation are all-powerful triggers. In
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addition to the aforementioned value of positive and negative emotions in shaping individual preferences, emotions can also serve as a switch between desires and motivate an individual to act on behalf of group-based concerns such as security, status and retribution. For example, some observers (including those with an agenda to paint the Brotherhood with a radical brush) cautioned that Israel’s assassination of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin in 2004 would lead to increased recruitment for the Brotherhood, heightened Islamic “extremism,” and calls for retaliation. Yassin started out as a member of the Muslim Brotherhood, and Hamas as a Palestinian chapter or branch of the organization. After Yassin’s murder, a few thousand students at Tanta University (in Egypt) staged a demonstration that included a phone call with exiled (to Syria) Hamas leader Khaled Mishaal. According to one report, “students chanted anti-American slogans, and claimed that Yassin had a million followers who will seek out his revenge.”

In another example, just up the Mediterranean seacoast, Hezbollah has long held Israel (and others) responsible for much of the oppression inflicted upon the Muslim world. In an early document, termed their “Open Letter,” published in 1985, they state:

As for Israel, we consider it the American spearhead in our Islamic world... The enemy poses a great danger to our future generations and to the destiny of our nation, especially since it embraces a settlement-oriented and expansionist idea which it has already begun to apply in occupied Palestine and it is extending and expanding to build Greater Israel … Therefore our confrontation with this enemy must end with its obliteration from existence… We consider this a betrayal of the
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Muslim Palestinian people’s blood and of the sacred Palestinian curse. Notably, this was not intended as a doctrinal recitation, but rather a letter of appeal.81 Hezbollah has of course moderated their rhetoric, and arguably their actual position in the intervening years; however, these few sentences contain a lot of emotional and organizational punch. They express hatred, fear, and a desire for revenge. It also is a cross-national appeal to Palestinians, Egyptians, and, of course the Lebanese, as well as a cross-religious effort targeting Shi’a and Sunni.

Indeed, it is critical that these shared grievances and emotions can also be the building blocks of cross-movement cooperation and support, in a variety of forms. This is manifest in the Muslim Brotherhood’s often-referenced position as the proverbial “grandfather of all Islamist groups,” in addition to broad Arab and Muslim solidarity with the Palestinians’ struggle against Israel. Libya’s Moamar Khadafi is widely understood to have armed the IRA, not because he had an emotional attachment to the Irish but rather because he had less than positive feelings for the British.

Hezbollah’s letter of appeal and the more recent demonstrations in Egypt against Yassin’s assassination also demonstrate that emotions need not be restricted to the active members of a group, but might affect an entire society or community and thus impact the potential for support at large. For example, moving out of the Middle East, increased repression of leftist, Italian radical groups (largely in the 1970s) was shown to have led to a corresponding increase in the recruitment of terrorist group members and personal connections played a big part

in conscription as neighbors, coworkers and relatives joined the cause.\(^\text{82}\) This comports with the notion that political action is motivated more by group interest rather than personal interest. In essence, people do not necessarily join movements because they feel personally aggrieved, but rather because of their feelings about the treatment of the group to which they belong.\(^\text{83}\)

Social identity theory advances the idea that to the extent to which people think about the groups they belong to “(their ‘social’ self), they interpret experiences as reflecting treatment as a member of groups and think about justice in group terms.”\(^\text{84}\) Political psychology adds “political action, including protest and confrontation is motivated more by identification with group interest than by self-interest.”\(^\text{85}\) One key group to which people belong that affects identity perception and construction is the nation. Although all three groups examined herein are frequently referred to in religious terms – the IRA as Catholic, and the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas as Islamist, they clearly operate at the national level, in relation to the state or the state they seek to create or re-imagine and that which they oppose.

Contemporary nationalist discourse is peppered with ideas about the formation of identities and the process of their creation. While this analysis focuses on the role of human rights violations in nation building, an examination focused on the same groups could alternatively concentrate on the function of language (Arabic or Hebrew), symbols (British red,
white and blue street curbs vs. Irish orange, white and green ones), and/or other varying traditions. All of these group-based distinctions speak to an underlying precept of nationalism: in order to have *us*, you must have *them*. This process of otherification involves the creation of permeable boundaries marking cultural and ethnic territory. The otherification manifest in this study is juxtaposition of three groups of victims or survivors – the Irish Republican Army, the Muslim Brotherhood, and Hamas in contrast to three state oppressors, the United Kingdom, Egypt and Israel (in addition to other secondary but significant players such as the United States).

There are many definitions of nationalism and this study does not purport to include all or even most of them; rather this exploration uses the ideas of Hobsbawm, Gellner, Anderson and Hechter to inform the analysis. Hechter provided a tidy but thorough description of nationalism, which echoes and expands on Hobsbawm and Gellner, as: “collective action designed to render the boundaries of the nation congruent with those of its governance unit.”

In *Imagined Communities*, Anderson took a very nuanced approach and found nationalism to be a modern concept of an imagined, limited, sovereign community. The community is limited because its boundaries, although flexible, do exist. Moreover, outside of those boundaries are other nations that may exist either peacefully or in conflict. The nation is imagined as sovereign because recognized sovereignty implies freedom. Increased sovereignty correlates with increased freedoms. The nation is also a community because its members exhibit a comradeship amongst each other, whose extreme expression may be a willingness to kill or be killed for the greater
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good of other members. The crux of Anderson’s argument is that the nation is imagined because it is artificial: most members do not share the same space in time. Thus, national identity allows the individual to view his/herself as belonging or occupying a rightful place.

Motyl concurs with Anderson’s notion of imagined community in theory, and posits that we cannot create something from nothing. He believes nationalist entrepreneurs use purposeful building blocks, herein, human rights violations, to invent group identity. Hobsbawm notes that this invention of tradition is expected to occur more frequently when a rapid transformation of society weakens or destroys the social patterns for which old traditions had been designed, producing new ones to which they were not applicable or when such old traditions and their institutional carriers and promulgators no longer prove sufficiently adaptable and flexible or are otherwise eliminated.

The role of myth as crucial to the formation and durability of the nation is also emphasized in contemporary nationalist discourse. Gellner and Hobsbawm advance that “Nations as a natural, God-given way of classifying men, as an inherent ... political destiny, are a myth; nationalism, which sometimes takes preexisting cultures and turns them into nations, sometimes invents them, and often obliterates preexisting cultures: that is a reality, for better or worse an inescapable one.” A regional observer of the Middle East said myth can be understood as “the deliberate or accidental distortion of historical fact in determining how individuals see their world and how leaders make decisions that have extraordinarily significant
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consequences.” Putting theory to practice, he noted that when studying the statements of Islamist militants, he “saw again how history could be made to serve the ends and means of men.”

THE RATIONAL USE OF HUMAN RIGHTS AS NATIONALIST BUILDING BLOCKS

This chapter started out with a discussion of rationality and ended up with another about nationalism. In between, a variety of theoretical and other analytic tools were explored that create the framework for the analyses of the Irish Republican Army, the Muslim Brotherhood, and Hamas that follow. Herein, we find that opposition and resistance groups are rational support maximizers that tap into the emotion-based preferences of their target populations. They play upon their status as victims, emphasizing shared grievances manifest as motivations, elevating their dual roles of the oppressed and the resistance group par excellence, to a near-mythical status to create intergroup cohesion and, simultaneously, serve as a vehicle of otherification.

This analysis of resistance groups’ grievances neither panders to the movements nor invalidates their claims of human rights violations by focusing on the exploitation of their status. The consequences of state failure to create environments hindering rather than fueling militancy are obvious. Societies that lack or eliminate legitimizing factors for resistance groups’ violent actions and instead permit them to choose alternative positive paths, provide a more constructive environment for ending conflict and nurturing peace. Indeed, “States whose policies foreordain
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the members of a nation to being peripheral losers in the competition for state-provided goods lay themselves open to nationalist violence."^94

^94 Hechter, Containing Nationalism, 133.
CHAPTER 3

SINN FÉIN AND THE IRA’S “IMAGINATIVE” TRANSFORMATION:
FROM SUNDAY TO FRIDAY

We accepted the myth that we could not live together in peace partly because we knew no better and partly because we were afraid to contradict the mythmakers. … The myth was expressed so often that we seldom thought of questioning it or contradicting it. If we had done so we would have been accused of being mad or subversive – mad to question those who taught us the myth and subversive for revealing the real reasons why good people in Belfast were so successfully persuaded to fight each other.¹

_Tiocfaidh ár lá._
Irish republican expression meaning “Our day will come.”

INTRODUCTION

The province of Northern Ireland is one of the four constituent territories that comprise the United Kingdom. Many people are familiar with Northern Ireland because of the “Troubles,” a conflict between peoples with competing ideologies and goals — key amongst them, different political visions for their collective futures.² This divide is often characterized along religious lines (Catholic and Protestant) although actual disagreements are more about land, politics and power than differing theologies. Unionists and loyalists, who are predominantly Protestant, seek to maintain the provincial relationship with Great Britain while nationalists (mostly Catholic), including republicans, seek unification with the Republic of Ireland.³

² The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern is comprised of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.
³ There are distinctions made between unionism and loyalism as well as Irish nationalism and republicanism in Northern Ireland. For purposes herein, it is understood that class and type of involvement with the conflict are key distinctions for the former. Loyalists are more working
Neither unionism nor nationalism is a homogenous movement. Throughout the last several decades, both ideologies have been represented by a range of political parties and notable actors on the domestic and international stages. Additionally, they have been linked to militant groups who have used violence to advance their goals. Republicanism as represented by the Irish Republican Army and Sinn Féin, the political party with whom they are allied, is the focus of the analysis herein.

Sinn Féin is a prime example of a nationalist entrepreneur: They have successfully used human rights issues to build movement support and justify a range of activities — civil, political and violent — during key phases of struggle with the state. This strengthened group cohesion and defined the boundaries of us and them. This chapter will analyze this demarcation and movement building in three phases. In the first phase, from the early 1970s through the early 1980s, Sinn Féin used human rights violations to support its outsider status and the actions of the IRA. It also defined the movement’s relationship with the British state and its supporters: the oppressed and the oppressors, the occupied and occupiers. From the early 1980 through the mid-1990s, Sinn Féin showed organizational flexibility, responded to changing circumstances, and participated in the political process while the IRA continued its campaign of violence and also sent some positive signals to the British state. During this phase, the republican movement used and benefitted from human rights issues to build support for its new “insider” role and its

class, lived in communities which backed on nationalist ones, and were more known for engaging in paramilitary activity. Meanwhile, Sinn Féin has been at the forefront of republicanism, advocating a republican form of government through more aggressive approach, including paramilitary tactics, while the SDLP is considered a nationalist party and is opposed to violence. See Aaron Edwards and Stephen Bloomer, eds, *Transforming the Peace Process in Northern Ireland* (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 2010); and Richard English, *Irish Freedom* (London: Pan Books, 2006).
inclusion in the peace process. The third phase, encompasses the negotiation of the Good Friday Agreement (GFA) and the immediate aftermath.

In making this transition from war-making to peace-building, Sinn Féin’s leadership brought the party and its followers out of the realm of the demonized and into the land of national and international legitimacy. However, this moment in Irish history raises serious questions for the student of nationalist theory and practice: How, in an era of peace, does a militant nationalist party maintain adherence to their version of revolutionary republicanism? How do they recruit new adherents, fortifying the nation for years to come? How do they avoid disillusionment within their ranks and allegations of selling-out? How do they attract new believers when the war (at least with weapons of violence) is over? The strategic use of human rights as building blocks provides, in part, an answer. However, before stepping into the analytic quagmire of contemporary nationalist politics in Northern Ireland, it is necessary to set the stage and then briefly examine the backdrop for the current scene, the implementation of the Good Friday Agreement.

SETTING THE STAGE

Ireland is an island of thirty-two counties, six of which, Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Derry, and Tyrone, are tethered legally and politically to the United Kingdom. To understand how this geopolitical division of came to pass, one must step back in time. According to Edmund Curtis, the late Irish historian, “The traditions of the Irish people are the oldest of any race in Europe north and west of the Alps, and they themselves are the longest settled on their
own soil.”⁴ Yet, for more than 800 years, the British have ruled some portion of the island of Ireland.

The United Irishmen, led by Theobald Wolfe Tone, a Protestant, is credited with creating the idea of an Irish nation-state and it was “the first to demand total separation from England.”⁵ Through the publication of the pamphlet “An Argument on Behalf of the Catholics in Ireland” and other subsequent efforts, Tone and his organization sought to convince fellow Protestants that an Ireland free from British rule would be good for Protestants as well as Catholics.⁶

Daniel O’Connell and others took up the mantle of Irish nationalism in the 1800s. O’Connell worked to repeal the Act of Union (which linked Ireland with Great Britain) and struggled for Home Rule (limited self-government).⁷ Parnell became a revered nationalist leader, and was referred to as “‘the Chief,’ a name which recalled the Gaelic past.”⁸ Charles Parnell, a Protestant, worked with new breed of Irish nationalists, the Fenians, who looked to America for inspiration (as opposed to the United Irishman who had looked to France). The Fenians were dogmatic, Irish Catholic nationalists; but Catholicism was not a component of the movement per se. They believed that England was the source of all misery in Ireland, thus to rid itself of such misery, Ireland must rid itself of English rule. The Fenian movement pulled its members from the working class as well as the rural and urban elites – shopkeepers and teachers.⁹

By the late 1800s, dividing lines between the Protestants and Catholics, particularly in Northern Ireland, became entrenched. The north of Ireland developed a strong industrial base
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and was commercially linked to Britain. Protestants in the north, who had witnessed decades of repeated Irish attempts to secure home rule and fearful for their own economic well-being, crafted their own brand of nationalism which included an identification based on their union with Great Britain. In addition, during the waning decades of the nineteenth century, nationalists attempted a revival of the Irish language embodied in the formation of the Gaelic League.¹⁰

The Easter Rising of 1916 had tremendous significance for the Irish nationalist movement: “As taught in the South [the Republic of Ireland], Irish history has tended to portray Irish revolutionary movements as occurring in cycles which always ended in disaster until the triumphant self-immolation of the 1916 leaders, whose sacrifice and courageous example put new heart into the Irish people, and gave rise to an independence movement from which came liberation and prosperity.”¹¹ The era of the Rising produced seminal nationalist leaders such as Padraig Pearse, James Connolly, and Michael Collins. Pearse foreshadowed the decades of intermittent conflict that would follow and the role of the Republican martyr when he said: "Life springs from death, and from the graves of patriot men and women spring living nations. Ireland unfree shall never be at peace."¹² “Freedom,” self-determination in particular, and related human rights have been at the core of nationalist rhetoric for decades.

The early half of the twentieth century bore witness to the births of Sinn Féin, the Irish Republican Army — IRA, the renamed Irish Volunteers after the establishment of the first Dáil, or parliament — and the Irish Free State, which became the Irish Republic in 1948. Along with the formation of the state of Ireland came partition of the north from the south. For much of this
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time, from 1921 to 1972, Northern Ireland also had its own regional government, as part of the United Kingdom, based at Stormont, the seat of the current Northern Ireland Assembly (a unicameral, devolved parliament).

The beginning of the Troubles can be traced to the late 1960s and the time of the Northern Irish civil rights movement. The leading organization, NICRA (Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association), worked on behalf of the economically disenfranchised Catholic population that faced discrimination in housing, employment and criminal justice. At the time, the British state made some concessions and was said to be on the verge of making more. However, “in the Unionist mind, anything in the way of a fair share for a Catholic meant less of a share for a unionist – and a possible weakening of his privileged position derived, as he saw it, from and through his cherished link with England.”\(^\text{13}\)

NICRA called for a demonstration on Sunday, January 30, 1972 in Derry City to protest internment, incarceration without trial. Internment in the United Kingdom was a British policy that targeted the Irish Catholic population in an attempt to crush the Irish Republican Army.\(^\text{14}\) During the NICRA protest, British soldiers opened fire on the largely peaceful demonstrators, killing a total of fourteen and wounding more. The day became known as Bloody Sunday; for nearly thirty years it served as a rallying cry for Irish nationalists who sought to establish accountability for the day’s events. Cronin remarks that, “The Derry killings united nationalist Ireland.”\(^\text{15}\) From Bloody Sunday through 1998, a civil war raged in Northern Ireland, fought with

\(^{13}\) Coogan, *The IRA: A History*, 263.
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weapons of violence and words of domination and rebellion.

The war ended with the conclusion of the Agreement Reached in the Multiparty Negotiations, informally referred to as the Good Friday Agreement, so named for the day of its conclusion, Friday, April 10, 1998. It is an all-Ireland accord, approved by citizens of Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland after long and hard fought negotiations between the governments of Ireland and the United Kingdom as well as key political parties. The key Northern Irish political parties critical to the negotiations were: Sinn Féin, the Social Democratic Labor Party SDLP, the Ulster Unionist Party (UUP), the Protestant Unionist Party (PUP), the Alliance Party of Northern Ireland and the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition. The Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), the largest and most virulent of the hard-line unionist parties, withdrew from talks as did the smaller United Kingdom Unionist Party (UKUP) after Sinn Féin moved to earn itself a seat at the table through concessions related to IRA disarmament.  

The agreement is a complex document creating the political space for new institutions, laws and relationships. However, the following brief highlights suffice for the purposes at hand:

Institutional Changes

A power-sharing assembly (the Northern Ireland Assembly) is created and elections to seats therein are by proportional representation. Key Assembly decisions are taken by parallel consent or weighted majority.

A North-South ministerial council is established to deal with all-Ireland issues. The council is deemed a creature of British and Irish domestic legislation.
A British-Irish Council (BIC) is constructed under a separate British-Irish agreement and includes British and Irish government representatives as well as those from the devolved governments of Wales and Scotland, and Northern Ireland.

Rights and Opportunities

Basic civil, political and cultural rights are affirmed. The European Convention on Human Rights is to be domestically incorporated and the creation of a Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission is mandated.

Constitutional and Sovereignty Changes

Articles 2 and 3 of the Irish Constitution were slated to change, and although conferring the birthright of Irish citizenship to all born on the island, Irish political unification would only occur with majority consent, both north and south of the border.17

According to one observer, the Good Friday Agreement “is an example of elite intervention designed to resolve ethnonationalist conflict. For the first time in Northern Ireland’s long and troubled history, representatives from the two religious communities came together to endorse one of the most difficult and far-reaching agreements that has even been proposed as a solution to the conflict.”18 It is important to note, however, that while the Good Friday Agreement ended the war, it did not create peace. Although a relative calm has taken hold in many communities,

18 Bernadette C. Hayes and Ian McAllister, “Ethnonationalism, Public Opinion, and the Good Friday Agreement,” in After the Good Friday Agreement – Analyzing Political Change in
Northern Ireland still grapples with tremendous issues related to old divisions and new ones.

This history is, of course, a simplification, a glimpse at select events and issues that comprise the national narratives of the 1.7 million residents of six counties of northeast of the island of Ireland. However, this abbreviated history provides the backdrop to understand the discussion at hand: that of republicanism’s ability to lead its adherents, as well as the larger community, into and during, an era of relative peace after decades of war.

**DEFINING THE “BLOODY” BOUNDARIES OF THE NATION**

The years between 1971 and 1996 were rife with violence and violations of human rights perpetrated by all parties to the conflict. However, a series of British criminal justice policies implemented from 1971 to 1981, in conjunction with Bloody Sunday, combined to provide the motivation for organized, republican civil and militant opposition to British rule in Northern Ireland. This was the beginning of the construction of the modern Republican nation. In 1981, the hunger strikes provided the impetus for Sinn Féin’s political ascendancy with further defined boundaries. To understand the construction process from the ground-up, these policies and events are reviewed chronologically to show the layering of violations and their utilization as human rights building blocks.

**Internment**

Internment, the indefinite detention without trial, was introduced in August 1971. Northern Irish Home Office Minister Brian Faulkner stated Northern Ireland was "quite simply
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at war with the terrorist.”\textsuperscript{19} While internment was intended to undermine the Irish Republican Army’s nationalist support, Bew and Gillespie noted, “It is clear … the main winners from the introduction of internment were the Provisional IRA…”\textsuperscript{20} The analysis of the republican “benefit” from internment focuses more on the public’s response to having their rights violated rather than its explicit use of human rights as a recruitment tool. At the time of internment, Sinn Féin and the IRA were reeling from years of relative inaction and internal divisions. The republican movement responded through organizing at the militant and civil levels; politics came later.

The Compton Report, a British government review of the alleged abuses associated with internment, found 342 individuals were arrested on the first day it was implemented in 1971; by November 10 of that year, nearly 1,000 were arrested. Most were held at Long Kesh Prison Camp.\textsuperscript{21} The Compton Report was largely considered a “whitewash.” One veteran commentator said its many failings provided the impetus that led the Republic of Ireland to take the United Kingdom to the European Court of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{22} Human rights concerns about internment included restrictions on liberty, the lack of a right to a timely or fair trial, and the treatment of the detainees. There were also serious objections about discriminatory implementation of the policy.

The European Court examined the United Kingdom’s conduct under the European

\textsuperscript{22} Tim Pat Coogan, \textit{The Troubles} (Boulder, CO: Roberts Rhinehart, 1996).
Convention on Human Rights and issued a decision after the end of internment. The Court found the Republic of Ireland did not establish that the United Kingdom’s derogations from its legal obligations regarding extrajudicial detentions exceeded the exigencies of the situation in Northern Ireland. Notably, the UK had filed notice of its intent to derogate from its convention obligations citing a public emergency. Brice Dickson reflected on the case and noted the EHCR’s determination regarding internment as a policy was “greatly to be regretted.”

At the time of internment, groups such as the Association for Legal Justice and the Anti-Internment League actively investigated the practice and the range of attendant human rights abuses. Human rights campaigner Father Ray Murray, one of the more prominent individuals involved, stated: “We didn’t have to do the job all the time of condemning the paramilitaries for everyone was doing that … But who was to do the other narrow focus job where people who were in charge of the law were breaking the law?” The stage was being set for a much longer act that would unfold in the years to come: Sinn Féin at the political forefront and an array of domestic and international human rights groups charge the British government with violating nationalists’ fundamental rights, implicitly shoring up the legitimacy of the republican nation.

Patricia Davidson, a Sinn Féin organizer in the early 1970s, said the group was busily engaged in civil activism – from leaflets to protest marches. She said nationalists of all stripes flocked to Sinn Féin because they were the ones organizing people. Internment also garnered
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tremendous support for the IRA, in part because of its discriminatory application. Moloney noted, “its effect was to enormously increase nationalist alienation on both sides of the Border,” leading to the creation of IRA safe havens in the Republic.²⁷ Because of faulty, dated intelligence, most of those interned had nothing to do with the IRA before they were locked up. This targeting increased the estrangement of nationalists from the state and the community perception of IRA violence as a reaction to state violence.²⁸ One woman who joined the IRA after bearing witness to internment said, “I felt I’d not other option but to join after that. That’s when it became crystal clear to me that the Brits were here to suppress the Catholic minority, and for no other reason.”²⁹ This discrimination helped reinforce the boundaries of the republican nation — defining us and them — the oppressors and the oppressed.

The human rights violations associated with internment went beyond discrimination; there were also widespread incidents of mistreatment and torture. Some prisoners endured the infamous “five techniques” as part of their interrogations: sleep deprivation; hoeding; standing in stress positions at a wall; subjection to loud and ongoing noise; as well as deprivation of food and water. Father Murray interviewed numerous detainees in late 1971 and said: “A pattern emerged. They had been arrested under emergency laws… badly beaten, unashamedly brutalized… Numerous other stories emerged of use of electric shocks and simulated executions. … I made a dossier.”³⁰ Although, as noted above, the European Court failed to find a violation regarding the actual act of internment (citing the UK’s state of emergency), it found practices
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used during internment constituted “inhumane treatment” and violated the European Convention on Human Rights.31

Noraid, a U.S. based group ostensibly formed to support Irish republican prisoners’ families, strategically used the situation in Northern Ireland to advance “the cause” in America. According to one observer, “One of the most important factors in the continued growth of Noraid was the introduction of internment.”32 Wilson examined media coverage of the situation and found some mainstream outlets became critical of the British. He also found the Irish American media provided a more scathing reporting of British actions and a greater depth of information. Wilson stated these accounts were “shocking” to Irish Americans, some of whom “capitalized on the heightened emotions” by organizing demonstrations as well as ex-internee tours.33

Four years after internment was introduced, it ended, and the IRA knew they “lost one of their prime recruiting and fund-raising trump cards. Particularly in the United States, imprisonment without trial became symbolic of what was seen as British repression in Northern Ireland. The dollars flowed in regularly to the Provisionals' coffers.”34 The Northern Ireland Secretary of State’s goal was said ‘to present the Provisionals [IRA] not as the serious political crusaders of Irish mythology but as the criminal thugs they are.’35 There were, however, other intervening events that were critical for the development of the republican nation, foremost amongst them, Bloody Sunday.

31 Ireland v. United Kingdom.
33 Wilson, Irish America, 52.
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Bloody Sunday

On Sunday, January 30, 1972, British soldiers shot and killed thirteen people and wounded more than a dozen others who were participating in a demonstration against internment. The day, known as “Bloody Sunday,” is the subject of books, documentaries, fictionalized movies, and a song by the rock band U2. Bloody Sunday occurred less than five months after internment began and it was a watershed moment for the republicanism. The British government response to the day’s events, in part, was to issue two reports: The first, the Widgery Inquiry was largely considered another whitewashing of events. The second, the Saville Report, was released in the summer of 2010, and it held the British government accountable for the deaths and injuries that resulted on that day. Britain’s Financial Times, assessing the Saville Report, wrote, “Bloody Sunday became a recruiting sergeant for the IRA and persuaded thousands of young Catholics to join the armed struggle against British rule. It was also a political turning point, since it almost certainly extended the years of the Troubles by allowing the radical and militant IRA to displace the moderate leaders of the civil rights movement.”

35 Id.
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This analysis, which implicitly spotlights in-group/out-group dynamics and narratives of victimization and response, echoes repeatedly throughout much of the literature about the IRA. After Bloody Sunday, in Derry’s nationalist heartland, the Bogside, recruits lined up by the hundreds to join the IRA.\(^\text{38}\) O’Doherty found that those who joined the armed struggle did so because the British state’s legitimacy was called into question.\(^\text{39}\) An interview with an ex-IRA man revealed people enlisted because of security force behavior towards nationalists.\(^\text{40}\) Feeny stated “people who had no previous association with republicanism joined the IRA and Sinn Féin in the days after Bloody Sunday. Others became tacit sympathizers.”\(^\text{41}\) Another IRA veteran (from the 1920s) who became active with Noraid in the US stated, "After Bloody Sunday [in 1972], things perked up quickly…When the blood is not flowing freely, people forget."\(^\text{42}\) This latter statement is shocking in both its candor and accuracy. It brightly spotlights the role of role of violence and victimization (in other words, human rights violations), as insiders perceive them, in promoting the “struggle.”

Overall, British paratroopers’ actions upped the human rights ante – internment was discriminatory jailing based on your identity as a nationalist; Bloody Sunday was extrajudicial killing based on that same identity. The line dividing us and them was being reinforced. John Hume of the SDLP said, “Many people down there [in the Bogside] feel now that it is a United
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Ireland or nothing.” At the same time, the IRA strategically sought to capitalize on its newfound position – it wanted negotiations, the instatement of special category status for “political” prisoners, and the release of Gerry Adams, who was interned. Its demands were largely met and the IRA went on a brief ceasefire.

**Hunger Strikes**

Bloody Sunday was important because of the grievances it created amongst the nationalist population — it led many to join the IRA and further increased Sinn Féin’s activism. The hunger strikes of 1981, during which ten men died protesting conditions of their imprisonment, transformed Sinn Féin into a formidable political actor and elevated the status of the IRA.

Hunger strikes have historic resonance within the Irish revolutionary tradition. The Easter Rising of 1916, a rebellion against the British presence in Ireland, was a watershed moment in Irish nationalist history, and is commemorated annually by Republicans. The rebellion, which unfolded in Dublin, involved the reading of the Proclamation of the Irish Republic, which asserted self-determination for the Irish people and guaranteed basic human rights for all its citizens. In the wake of rebellion, Thomas Ashe, who was incarcerated and sought political prisoner status, went on hunger strike and died during an attempted force-feeding. Tens of thousands attended Ashe’s funeral – this outpouring encapsulated the mood at
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that time.\textsuperscript{45} One of the more famous subsequent hunger strikers was Terrence MacSwinney who died in 1920 after more than two months without food. MacSwinney, the mayor or the Irish city of Cork and an IRA “volunteer,” said, “It is not those who inflict the most, but those who will suffer the most who will conquer.”\textsuperscript{46} Other hunger strikes followed in the subsequent six decades including an infamous “failed” effort in 1980. The protest ended after the British misled the IRA into thinking they would meet certain conditions, which set the stage for the events of 1981.

Bobby Sands, the most famous Irish hunger striker (republicans would say martyr), was an officer commanding (OC) in the IRA, imprisoned by the British in the H-Blocks, also known as Long Kesh. He began his hunger strike on March 1, 1981 and died May 5, 1981. While imprisoned and refusing food, he was elected to Britain’s parliament. For many of those who seek a united Ireland, Sands’ ultimate sacrifice serves as inspiration. An IRA statement issued at the initiation of the hunger strike with Sands (entry onto the hunger strike was staggered) said:

We have asserted that we are political prisoners and everything about our country, our interrogation, trials and prison conditions show that we are politically motivated … As further demonstration of … the justice of our cause, a number of our comrades… will hunger-strike to the death unless the British Government abandons its criminalization policy and meets our demands.\textsuperscript{47}

The hunger strikers articulated five demands: to the right to wear their own clothes, have a choice of work, engage in free association, the right to education and recreation, and the ability
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to receive visitors, letters, and parcels. Republican and nationalist literature surrounding their demands places them and the larger struggle in the context of human rights and human dignity, struggling for self-determination, battling against oppression.\textsuperscript{48}

Historically, Irish republican prisoners used the Irish language as a tool, particularly, the 1981 hunger strikers. It was a way for them to communicate with each other and hold onto their culture in a very culture-less place. They even had Irish language “classes” in the prison. Sands said, “The screws [guards] didn’t like Gaelic being shouted about the wing or its use in conversation. It alienated them, made them feel foreign, and even embarrassed them.”\textsuperscript{49}

Less than two weeks into Sands’ hunger strike, members of Sinn Féin began working toward putting Sands up for election as a Member of Parliament (MP). The seat was made available after the sitting MP, an independent, died. Sands nomination on the Anti-H-Block/Armagh Political Prisoner ticket was no small feat. Electoral politics were complicated matters for republicans. There had been previous campaigns for elected office, north and south of the border, however, strategy and issues of legitimacy and abstentionism, were often cause for consternation. Republicans were concerned about legitimizing either the parliament in the south (the Republic) or the British “occupation” of the North by participating in elections. Once they overcame this issue, the next organization obstacle was whether to take their seats if elected. Finally, there was a fear of losing – putting too many of one’s eggs in the electoral basket only to have them upset and broken. None of this was made easier by the splits and divisions that
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historically undermined the cohesion of the IRA and Sinn Féin.\textsuperscript{50}

At the beginning of the hunger strikes, one republican characterized their organizing efforts as “difficult” citing people’s weariness with the ongoing waves of prison-related activism.\textsuperscript{51} By the end of the hunger strikes things had changed radically. Bobby Sands won the parliamentary seat, and, had he survived, he would have abstained from taking the seat in Westminster, a policy Sinn Féin maintains to this day. Also in 1981, two other hunger strikers were elected in to the Irish parliament, the Dáil. Feeny said Sinn Féin successfully “exploited the emotionalism” regarding the prisoners and used it to garner publicity and support.\textsuperscript{52} Sinn Féin broadened their base during this period.\textsuperscript{53} Indeed, Hannigan notes their rapid success was due to a “sudden and dramatic shift in the level of public support for [the IRA] as a result of the 1981 hunger strike, which led to a succession of election victories for Sinn Féin and an upsurge in sympathy for their cause around the world.”\textsuperscript{54}

After Sands death, Adams wrote that the British government’s criminalization policy – treating the republican prisoners as ordinary criminal offenders – “is actually fuelling the resistance struggle especially with the recent well publicized murder of Volunteer Bobby Sands.”\textsuperscript{55} A British news program reporting on the death of subsequent hunger strikers including Patsy O’Hara, a member of the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA), noted the shrine-like quality of his house in which he was laid out for viewing “to heighten emotion and play on
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Catholic reverence for the dead.” The program cited the use of INLA propaganda to garner support for the cause and play to the world’s media, particularly at the funerals.

The hunger strikes successfully impacted international public opinion. Protests were ramped up in the United States. Catalonian and Basque parliamentarians expressed support, as did French trade unions. A Portuguese newspaper circulated the headline, “Thatcher Murdered Bobby Sands,” and The Times (of London) published survey results which found, “the hunger strikers have rekindled a flagged interest Ulster and its problems, as a result, world opinion has begun to shift away from the British government in favour of the IRA.”

The idea of internationalizing the struggle was a two-way street — many republicans saw themselves as part of a larger, global effort. In a compilation of prisoners’ thoughts on the hunger strikes, one republican wrote, “All the various forms of oppression and discrimination … practiced upon people came to light in the course of discussions between comrades, and with it a deep feeling of unity with those people… the world became divided into Oppressor and Oppressed, rich and poor, unjust and just. We became deeply proud of the ‘wretched oppressed.’” Sands well understood this dynamic of us vs. them when he said: “I am a casualty of a perennial war that is being fought between the oppressed Irish people and an alien, oppressive, unwanted regime that refuses to withdraw from our land… I believe and stand by the God-given right of the Irish nation to sovereign independence.”

57 Metress, The Hunger Strike, 8.
**BUILDING THE NATION – BALLOTS, BULLETS AND BRIDGES**

In the years following the hunger strikes, Sinn Féin and the IRA sought to capitalize on their political and social momentum – they were support-maximizers. They were no longer outsiders working on the outside. Instead, they became outsiders seeking to construct the republican nation from within and without – through engagement with the British system and against it. This represented a shift within the movement and presented challenges. Republicanism needed to maintain its commitment to a united, sovereign Ireland, yet, successfully work within the system it opposed.

**Ballots**

Sinn Féin’s electoral effort was one way to work within the system and strategically maintain their revolutionary appeal. On the heels of Sands election to the UK parliament, Owen Carron (who was Sands’ election agent), won the Fermanagh seat in a by-election on the Anti-H-Block/Armagh Prisoners ticket. Given the success of prisoners at the ballot box, north and south of the border, they might have been the logical candidate choice. However, in the wake of Sands’ election, the UK made it illegal for prisoners to run for office.59

By October of 1981 a new approach was developed within Sinn Féin and with the approval of the IRA, after much discussion within the movement. Danny Morrison, Sinn Féin’s master of publicity and editor of the Republican movement’s flagship publication, Republican News, set forth the new strategy in a nutshell: "Who here really believes we can win the war through the ballot box? But will anyone here object if, with a ballot paper in one hand and the
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Armalite in the other, we take power in Ireland?” This is the infamous encapsulation of the Armalite and ballot box strategy.

Less than a year later, Sinn Féin threw its hat into the Northern Ireland electoral ring. Gerry Adams, Martin McGuinness and three others won seats for the party in a new Northern Ireland Assembly. Overall, Sinn Féin came away with five seats and 10% of the vote in the contest.\(^6^1\) Election literature for Adams and Alex Maskey (who ran with him in the West Belfast constituency) emphasized broad human rights concerns, economic and social rights as well as discrimination based on politics, gender and youth. It also contained a quote from Bobby Sands that said Ireland is its people and those who do nothing to help their countrymen are “fraud[s].”\(^6^2\)

The June 1983 Westminster elections affirmed the movement’s decision and shored up the electoral foundations for the future. Gerry Adams, vice president of Sinn Féin, became an elected Member of Parliament for West Belfast, and Sinn Féin took more than 13% of the vote across the north. Less than 100 votes prevented Danny Morrison from winning a second parliamentary seat in the Mid-Ulster constituency. Five months after Adams became an MP, he was elected the president of Sinn Féin at the party’s annual conference.\(^6^3\)

One year later Danny Morrison contested the European parliamentary elections. The
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party’s Election News publication drew together the strategy of resistance at the polls and concerns about justice to build the movement: “Through Sinn Féin’s participation in election campaigns since then, nationalists have been able to further demonstrate their will and intention to resist, not just the British occupation itself, but all the other evils which inevitably flow from that unjust situation…” Although Morrison didn’t win any of the three seats that were up for grabs, he garnered more than the 13% of the vote. However, John Hume’s (SDLP) victory was a blow to the movement’s newfound confidence given its recent electoral successes.

**Bullets**

In the wake of the hunger strikes, the British government was cracking down in Northern Ireland, trying to quash the IRA’s momentum, and state violations of human rights were rampant. A security services “shoot-to-kill” policy was in place that resulted in numerous deaths. Supergrasses were used by British to convict suspected paramilitaries, often in “Diplock” courts – one-judge trials without juries.

Questions about shoot-to-kill as state policy emerged in the wake of an incident in which the RUC fired more than one hundred bullets into a car carrying a group of alleged IRA men, all unarmed; three were killed. The RUC officers involved were cleared of criminal wrongdoing; the judge recommended their commendation. Subsequent victims of shoot-to-kill included four IRA men, killed by the British SAS in late 1984, and a seventeen year-old boy, shot by the
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British Army’s Ulster Defense Regiment (UDR), after a car he was in crashed into a roadblock.\textsuperscript{66} Writing about the policy, Helsinki Watch cited a 1985 international lawyers’ report which found, “The evidence we have heard leads us to conclude that an administrative practice has been allowed to develop in Northern Ireland, by which killings in violation of the European Convention and the International Covenant are at least tolerated, if not actually encouraged.”\textsuperscript{67}

The controversy over the UK’s shoot-to-kill policy is ongoing, decades after it was instituted. An official government inquest into the early killings, known as the Stalker/Samson inquiry, has yet to be made public. In 1985 Stalker said, “Policemen are committing murder and I am unable to get to them.”\textsuperscript{68} Stalker was himself placed under investigation (charges he was later cleared on), suspended, and removed from the inquiry. Many nationalists felt his removal came about because he was getting too close to the truth about the killings.\textsuperscript{69}

The term supergrass is used to refer to informants who gave information about their compatriot’s “terrorist” activity to state authorities for investigation and then affirmed that information at trial to help secure convictions. As Dickson noted, informants are used regularly in criminal justice; the use of supergrasses in Northern Ireland was exceptional due to the number of defendants incarcerated and the lack of corroborating evidence.\textsuperscript{70} A 1983 trial
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involving one supergrass led to twenty-two individuals receiving sentences exceeding 4,000 years’ imprisonment. In just a few years, a little more than two-dozen supergrasses led the courts to convict more than 500 individuals.

Fear of the jury and prospective jury fear led to the creation of Diplock courts, single-judge, nonjury trials, named after the British lord that pushed for their creation in 1973. In the 1980s, the courts were hearing upwards of 300 jury-less cases per year. Writing about the United Kingdom’s court system, Fionnuala Ni Aolain stated:

Serious concerns about fair trial continue in Northern Ireland. The abrogation of jury trials in Northern Ireland through the creation of the Diplock courts in 1973 was one of the most fundamental encroachments on the protection of due process rights in the jurisdiction. The Diplock courts have been plagued by controversy since their inception. In addition to the coercive arrest and detention process, concerns about judicial case-handling, the high level of confession-based convictions, and the manipulation of the rules of evidence to ensure convictions have severely discredited the courts both domestically and internationally.

The legislation that supported the Diplock system was not abolished until 2007.\(^{75}\)

In the 1980s, the state was not the only actor wrecking havoc as the IRA was also quite active - it undertook several major operations. One of the more infamous was the Brighton Hotel bombing, an attempt on Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s life (on whose watch the hunger strikes died) who was staying at the hotel. Although she narrowly escaped death (her bathroom was damaged), five others were killed and several gravely injured. The IRA statement of responsibility is nearly as infamous as the attack itself: “Thatcher will now realise that Britain cannot occupy our country, torture our prisoners and shoot our people in their own streets and get away with it. … Today we were unlucky, but remember we have only to be lucky once, you will have to be lucky always. Give Ireland peace and there will be no war.”\(^{76}\) After the bombing, an IRA member said, “Thatcher supports plastic bullets, shoot-to-kill policies, judicial' corruption. She also supports judicial murder in the form of capital punishment.”\(^{77}\) Here, the IRA is clearly and repeatedly referencing shoot-to-kill and the Diplock courts to justify its actions and seek support.

After the Brighton bombing, Thatcher met with the Irish taoiseach (prime minister), Garret FitzGerald. On the agenda, amongst other items, was the report of the New Ireland Forum. The forum was an Irish government effort to coordinate nationalist politics north and


south of the border and marginalize Sinn Féin through their exclusion from the proceedings.78
The forum report advanced the idea of a united Ireland, but only “peacefully and by consent.”79
The document also critiqued the British government and the IRA, and acknowledged, “security
issues have been exploited by the paramilitaries in order to intensify alienation and with a view
to increasing their support.”80

The FitzGerald talks were the backdrop for Thatcher’s infamous “out, out, out,”
statement – no to a unified Ireland, to a confederation, and to joint authority.81 An opinion piece
in the Washington Post noted, “Out, out, out means down, down, down for any chances that
moderation might work in a solution to Northern Ireland. Thatcher has given the IRA an
unprecedented opportunity to strengthen its ranks. … To the impoverished 1.5 million citizens of
Ulster, her message was worse: Keep suffering.”82 Approximately one month later, speaking of
efforts to stem Noraid fundraising, IRA veteran Joe Cahill said, “We often benefit from things
that seem to be set up to do us harm.”83

In February 1985, the IRA killed nine members of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC),
Northern Ireland’s police force, in a mortar attack. An IRA statement said Britain governed
without the consent of the people and the “armed struggle” was key to winning the war.84 Just a
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few months later, Sinn Fèin showed that politics was also integral to moving forward as they exceeded their own electoral predictions and won 59 seats in local elections.\textsuperscript{85}

While Sinn Fèin and the IRA busily worked to advance the Republican cause, the British and Irish governments actively tried to undermine it. In relatively secret discussions, the two countries created the Anglo-Irish Agreement, announced in November 1985. The agreement affirmed the Forum report’s commitment to unification only through peaceful means and with the consent of the people, and it renounced violence and the threat of violence.\textsuperscript{86} The agreement angered and alienated unionists and did not improve the immediate security situation in Northern Ireland. Moreover, it caused Sinn Fèin to reevaluate its electoral strategy.\textsuperscript{87}

\textbf{Bridges}

Most observers place the start of the “peace process” in 1993; however, for Sinn Fèin, 1987 is the beginning. For republicans broadly, it was a particularly bumpy year. In early May, eight IRA volunteers were killed by the British SAS as they attempted to launch an attack on a police station.\textsuperscript{88} Gerry Adams was reelected as a MP, however, the June 1987 electoral results for Westminster were underwhelming. A ship, the \textit{Eskund}, was captured with more than 100 tons of weapons destined for the IRA.\textsuperscript{89} In October, a bungled IRA bomb attack tragically killed
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eleven civilians and wounded dozens at a Remembrance Day parade in Enniskillen.\textsuperscript{90} In the midst of all this tumult, Sinn Féin issued “A Scenario for Peace,” a proposal for all-Ireland self-governance based on international law, including human rights, which cited a variety of covenants and declarations. \textsuperscript{91}

Nations have been described as “pre-eminently territorial in character. That is to say, the nation is a human population that is territorially bounded with mobility throughout that territory whose members belong to a particular territory which is recognized as ‘theirs’ by right.”\textsuperscript{92} “A Scenario for Peace” concurred: it asserted the indisputable existence of the Irish nation, based on the inviolable bond to the island of Ireland. Moreover, it explicitly laid out the oppressor/resistor dynamic: “The perennial cycle of oppression/domination/resistance/oppression has been a constant feature of the British government’s involvement in Ireland and the Irish people’s rejection of that government’s usurpation of the right to exercise control over their political, social, economic and cultural destiny.”\textsuperscript{93} According to Adams, this was Sinn Féin’s “public launch of our peace strategy.”\textsuperscript{94}

From 1987 into 1993, there were several key events that shaped the dialogue and process that would come later. First, John Hume (leader of the SDLP) and Gerry Adams began a series of discussions and cross party meetings between their respective organizations. This was no
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small feat: although both parties are nationalist in orientation, they are also key political rivals for votes, influence and power. As part of the getting to know each other process, in March 1988, Sinn Féin elaborated on “A Scenario for Peace” and issued “Towards a Strategy for Peace,” which it provided to the SDLP. The document was diplomatically critical of the SDLP and unionism and unflinchingly critical of the British government. Key amongst its complaints against Britain were the state’s impediment of the Irish right to self-determination, the use of torture, the shoot-to-kill policy, and the maintenance of an unfair judiciary.

Two of these human rights issues were at the fore in 1988. Shoot-to-kill repeatedly made headlines. In January, the British Attorney General Peter Mayhew said although “evidence of an attempt to pervert the course of justice” had taken place, shoot-to-kill prosecutions would not be forthcoming because of the “national interest.” Republicans were not alone in their dismay. British Labour MP Ken Livingstone accused Mayhew of being “an accomplice to murder.” Peter Barry, the former Irish Foreign Minister and key figure behind the Anglo-Irish Agreement said he was reviewing his advice to Catholics to enlist in the RUC.

Just a few months later, three unarmed IRA volunteers were shot and killed by British SAS forces in Gibraltar. The IRA issued a statement which called on Great Britain to acknowledge it was at war with the IRA and that “Its [the British Government's] rules of war

include the execution of unarmed volunteers, so let us hear no more hypocrisy about British Government forces acting within the civil law.” A Sinn Féin spokesperson highlighted that the IRA volunteers were unarmed and harkened back to the slaughter on Bloody Sunday when the British government shot dead thirteen unarmed demonstrators.100

At the funeral for those killed in Gibraltar, an attack was launched on mourners attending services. More than 20,000 were present at Milltown cemetery when Michael Stone opened fire and lobbed grenades into the crowd. Victims were placed in the hearses which moments earlier carried the deceased volunteers.101 Kevin Myers, a reporter not known as a friend of Republicanism, said the mourners who pursued the attacker despite the onslaught of bullets and grenades were heroes who “in other circumstances would have won the highest military decorations. Victoria Crosses have been won for less.”102 IRA members and supporters became heroes at the burial of their dead, shot and killed by the British government.

Within two months, the IRA killed three British servicemen operating in the Netherlands. The IRA statement said: “We have a simple statement for [Prime Minister] Mrs. Thatcher: Disengage from Ireland and there will be peace … If not, there will be no haven for your military personnel, and you will regularly be at airports awaiting your dead.”103 Thus, according to the IRA, it remained the British government’s responsibility to end the killing by respecting the Irish people’s right to self-determination.
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Around the same time, the British justice system reaffirmed critics’ lack of faith in the state when it affirmed the convictions of the so-called Birmingham Six. The Birmingham Six men were convicted of two British pub bombings which resulted in nearly two dozen dead and scores wounded. Human rights observers and others were critical of the police inquiry, the forensic evidence and the treatment of the men. At the time, British Labour MP Chris Mullin stated, “Today's judgment reaffirms that an Irishman charged with a terrorist offence cannot hope to receive justice from a British court.”\textsuperscript{104} Mullin went onto say that he would rally US and Australian support against the British government actions. Three years later, a Sinn Féin publication used the case in a laundry list of complaints to highlight the history of British injustice stating the government: “has been found guilty of ‘inhuman and degrading’ treatment by the European Court of Human Rights. It is regularly criticized over treatment of detainees in interrogation centres by Amnesty International. The Guildford Four, the Birmingham Six and the Maguire Seven cases are only the tip of the iceberg.”\textsuperscript{105}

The tide, however, was beginning to turn. In late 1989 Secretary of State for Northern Ireland Peter Brooke stated it was “difficult to envisage” the military defeat of the Irish Republican Army.\textsuperscript{106} Brooke received a tongue-lashing from a variety of quarters for his statement British and Northern Irish. However, Sinn Féin took the statement as a signal and

---

reissued “A Scenario for Peace.”

Two years later, a Sinn Féin publication entitled “Freedom” addressed a range of issues, including the following four, grouped together: “Peace with Justice,” “The Conditions for Peace in Ireland,” “A Scenario for Peace,” and “Law.” These sections focused on international law, emphasizing human rights with a focus on self-determination. The latter section noted, “Ireland’s right to sovereignty, independence and unity, the right of the Irish people, as a whole, to self-determination, is supported by universally recognized principles of International law.”

The next year, Gerry Adams lost the MP seat to SDLP candidate Joe Hendron. Although Adams regained the seat in 1997, he intimated the party did not necessarily see the loss coming. He said the SDLP had waged a very negative campaign and it enlisted unionist and loyalist voters to unseat Sinn Féin. Coogan observed that 3,000 Unionists electorally supported Hendron, and in the wake of the election, more than 1,000 new voters were registered, many likely Sinn Féin. This analysis, however, was not universal. O’Moloney noted voters were disillusioned with the IRA’s campaign of violence and the horrific mishaps that went with it. Later that year, Adams’ press officer presciently stated: “We’re not going to realize our full potential as long as the war is going in the North and as long as Sinn Féin is presented the way it is with regard to armed struggle and violence.”

During the early years of this spate of tumult, the aforementioned official SDLP-Sinn Féin talks broke down, but resumed again in 1993 and resulted in a joint statement published in
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April 1993. Notably, in the interim, Adams and Hume continued to secretly meet. The statement emphasized the right to self-determination and that a “peaceful and democratic accord for all” on the island of Ireland was the key task they confronted.\textsuperscript{112} In early May, Adams drafted an editorial which reemphasized self-determination, noting the United Nations could have a role monitoring a “de-colonization” process. He also addressed the issue of British censorship of republicanism, stating, “Censorship is part of the problem and a source of injustice. Conflict comes from injustice.”\textsuperscript{113} The local district elections later that month were positive for Sinn Féin – they gained eight councilor seats over the prior 1989 results.\textsuperscript{114} In November of 1993, a statement said they were encouraged by the support they received and an opportunity for peace was at hand, although the route to get there remained unclear. In terms of next steps, the onus was again placed on the British government.\textsuperscript{115}

The Downing Street Declaration was that next step, although the republican reaction was less than welcoming. In the declaration, the British government emphasized the right to self-determination, but with the consent of all the people of Northern Ireland; from the republican perspective, this was a Unionist veto. It also affirmed the need for “dialogue and co-operation based on full respect for the rights and identities of both traditions in Ireland.”\textsuperscript{116} In the days
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before the statement was issued, IRA leadership drafted a letter to the Irish government regarding a draft of the declaration. It asserted the organization was after an “irreversible” agreement whose focus was “national self-determination.”

Meanwhile, across the pond, efforts were underway to grant Gerry Adams a visa (long sought after by Adams) to come to the United States. There was reluctance in many quarters in the US government, however, key Irish American figures, including the late Senator Ted Kennedy lobbied for Adams visa saying they were at a crossroads – those within the movement could be encouraged down the path to peace or they could be left to their own devices. Six weeks after the issuance of the Downing Street Declaration, Adams was issued the visa because the White House believed Adams was moving the IRA toward peace.

Weeks later, in the party’s annual conference, its ard fheis, Martin McGuinness discussed the declaration and stated:

The greatest injustice ever inflicted on the beleaguered nationalist community was to be trapped in a gerrymandered, undemocratic sectarian state. If the British government is prepared to say that the Unionists will not have a veto over British government policy and that guns, vetoes and injustices will all be left outside the door, then there is no good reason why talks cannot take place in an appropriate
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atmosphere. Let us walk into the conference room as equals and not second class citizens.\textsuperscript{120}

Gerry Adams also addressed the document and other related issues of peace in his speech to the \textit{ard fheis}. The conference was notable because it was the first which RTE (Radio Telefís Eireann), the Irish national broadcaster, was able to cover. The Republic of Ireland had also censored Sinn Féin to varying degrees through an essential broadcast ban on interviews with Sinn Féin members. Sinn Féin wanted to make the most of the opportunity and it welcomed RTE’s coverage. Journalist Coogan observed, “The public at large looked to [this party conference]… in expectation that a ceasefire was imminent.”\textsuperscript{121} However, the bulk of Adams statement focused on the requirements for a legitimate peace process in conjunction with the repeated assertion of the Irish right to self-determination (mentioning the right more than a dozen times). Sinn Féin also separated itself from the IRA and at the same time asserted its ability to move the process forward.\textsuperscript{122}

In August 1994, the IRA called for a cessation of military operations. It stated: “We note that the Downing Street Declaration is not a solution, nor was it presented as such by its authors. A solution will only be found as a result of inclusive negotiations,” and placed the onus again on
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The same day, Adams responded and acknowledged the struggle wasn’t over but rather entering a new phase and also said the conflict was the British government’s responsibility. Sinn Féin then issued a preliminary statement to the Forum for Peace and Reconciliation (set up by the Irish government) regarding the discussions that were underway. The statement welcomed the IRA’s ceasefire and affirmed the centrality of the Irish people’s right to self-determination, grounding it in Irish constitutional law, as well as regional and international treaties. Approximately one week later, a joint statement was issued by Gerry Adams, John Hume (SDLP) and Taoiseach Albert Reynolds. The statement emphasized their commitments “to democratic and peaceful methods of resolving our political problems.” The “peace process” was now well underway.

The summer of 1994 was made even more eventful by the circulation of the “Totally Unarmed Strategy” (TUAS) document, developed by republican leadership, which affirmed the Downing Street Declaration wasn’t a solution. The TUAS emphasized a need to move toward a series of consensuses both within Irish nationalism and amongst those who could support its goals such as Irish-America and the Irish government. It acknowledged differences between the parties as to how some key principles such as national self-determination could be understood and implemented. At issue was the British failure to enable “the absolute right the Irish to N.S.D.
[national self-determination] without external impediment.”\textsuperscript{127} However, republicans stated it was a unique time of broad agreement in Irish nationalist history that might not be repeatable. It said the TUAS was “a risky strategy. Its success will depend greatly on workload. All activists must be pro-active. Those who continue their present work need to double effect. … It is vital activists realize the struggle is not over. Another front has opened up...”\textsuperscript{128}

In 1995, Martin McGuinness’ speech at the annual Bodenstown commemoration (in honor of Wolfe Tone) highlighted the need for an inclusive peace process and at the same time emphasized that republicans would not surrender – the sacrifices made would not be in vain. The British government had taken a hard-line against republican inclusion in talks before a decommissioning of IRA weapons. He also noted that the Irish people had collectively risen up against British injustice and wouldn’t settle for a one-sided endless process without progress or peace.\textsuperscript{129}

The unarmed strategy, however, didn’t hold as the IRA ended its ceasefire because it said the British government failed to rise to the challenge and evaded its responsibilities relative to the peace process. The IRA stated, “The resolution of the conflict in our country demands justice. It demands an inclusive negotiated settlement.”\textsuperscript{130} The organization’s ability to strategically attack British interests was driven home in a devastatingly spectacular attack on
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London’s Canary Wharf Tower area that caused more than $100 million in damage and killed two people (a standard telephone warning was phoned in to authorities in advance of the bomb). The February 1996 resumption of violence wasn’t without warning: In December 1995 the IRA issued a statement, which said there wasn’t any possibility of the IRA meeting a British government demand for surrender of weapons.\(^{131}\)

In a series of statements the IRA explained its resumption of militant tactics and sketched out the alternatives: continued defense of Irish rights by through armed struggle or legitimate political inclusion. In the wake of the Canary Wharf bombing, the IRA placed the blame for the end of the ceasefire at British Prime Minister John Major’s door. After being asked whether they were “naïve” to trust the British government to live up to expectations, the IRA spokesperson stated history had taught them not to trust the government, and their approach was “based firmly on political realities and on our responsibility in seeking a just and lasting peace settlement.”\(^{132}\)

Two months later, they released their annual Easter message (commemorating the 1916 Easter Rising) and stated they were committed to a process which could lead to real negotiations, however, their “mandate for armed struggle derives from Britain’s denial of the fundamental right of the Irish people to national self-determination and sovereignty,” and as long as Britain denied “national and democratic rights,” it would “continue to assert those rights.”\(^{133}\)

\(^{131}\) Irish Republican Army, Untitled statement of December 7, 1995, Linen Hall Library, Northern Ireland Political Collection, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
\(^{133}\) Irish Republican Army, “Annual Easter Message,” April 4, 1996, Linen Hall Library, Northern Ireland Political Collection, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
RE-IMAGINING THE FUTURE

Republicanism was arguably in an awkward position in the years leading up to the negations that resulted in the Good Friday agreement: it was a sturdy nationalist vehicle but it was somewhat stuck in political neutral. The SDLP had solidified its more moderate nationalist base, British withdrawal seemed no more likely now that at any time in the past unless there was a significant reshuffling of the deck, and the IRA, while prepared to continue to wage the war, was also ready for a change.134

In this section, the heart of the peace process is explored by looking at republican statements made along the negotiation path and after arriving at the Good Friday Agreement. In so doing, one also examines the theoretical underpinnings of the role of the movement in defining the borders of the nation, the nature of us and them, as well as the status of the nationalist myth within the divided society.

The Beginning of the End

Canary Wharf was literally the beginning of the end – of the ceasefire – for the IRA. It engaged in other attacks in 1996 and 1997, including one in the English city of Manchester and another on a British Army base in Northern Ireland. At the same time efforts were underway to revive the political process. Adams was concerned that Sinn Féin’s political strategy was

sidetracked by the IRA’s resumption of violence. However, by mid-1997 the political tide was again turning.

In the spring of 1997, the intransigent administration of Conservative British Prime Minister John Major was replaced by that of Labour’s Tony Blair who brought fresh perspectives and energy to the process. The same election that brought Blair to power also brought Sinn Féin significant electoral gains in six counties. Gerry Adams recaptured “his” West Belfast seat from the SDLP. The DUP, hard-line anti-peace process Unionists, lost their mid-Ulster seat to Sinn Féin’s Martin McGuinness. Moreover, Sinn Féin outpolled the DUP for all of Ulster and became the third largest political party in the North. Sinn Féin’s election manifesto called for “imagination” and “flexibility” in approaching the peace process, and emphasized equality for all the citizens of Ireland in areas of housing, education and employment. It addressed women’s issues, political prisoners and policing. The manifesto emphasized national self-determination, and said it looked toward “a new Ireland in which all of us can shape the future. It is a vision for which Sinn Féin activists throughout Ireland are working tirelessly.” Sinn Féin was thus remodeling republican’s future, using human rights building blocks to construct the Irish nation within an inclusive process.

In McGuinness’ June 1997 Bodenstown speech, he said, “A vote for Sinn Féin is a vote for our political analysis that British domination and injustice should end and for our proven

---
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commitment to our peace strategy. A vote for Sinn Féin is a vote for peace.”¹³⁸ After a meeting between Prime Minister Blair and Ireland’s outgoing Taoiseach John Bruton, decommissioning was dropped as a precondition to Sinn Féin’s inclusion in talks – and the hope was that progress would be made on parallel tracks.¹³⁹ The following month, the IRA, having reassessed the political landscape, announced the resumption of the cessation of military operations so that the inclusive search for a “democratic peace” could be undertaken.¹⁴⁰

In September 1997, Sinn Féin entered the talks and within eight months most key parties and actors in Northern Ireland had arrived a framework accord for building a new Northern Ireland which embraced inclusiveness and consent as key principles: the Good Friday Agreement. The negotiations were chaired by former US Senator George Mitchell, who had been involved in Northern Irish economic and political affairs for several years. The talks were organized along three strands, (1) internal Northern Irish relations; (2) north-south Ireland relations; and (3) Irish-British relations, reflective of the final structure of the GFA.

In a speech to the participants negotiating strand two, Gerry Adams harkened back to the words of hunger striker Bobby Sands and highlighted courage and vision. He also invoked Nelson Mandela in discussing equality. Among the key issues highlighted were sovereignty as well equality – both economic and cultural.¹⁴¹

¹⁴⁰ Irish Republican Army, Untitled statement of July 19, 1997 announcing the restoration of the ceasefire,” Linen Hall Library, Northern Ireland Political Collection, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
In January 1998, Adams responded to the issuance of a government document of concern (related to the talks), and he once again emphasized human rights:

Rights belong to citizens - They are not concessions to be bartered in negotiations. They cannot be an illusion, but must be a fact. … We need to see the urgent implementation of a programme of measures to ensure political, social, cultural and democratic rights to freedom from discrimination for all citizens, on parity of esteem and on justice and equal treatment for the identity, ethos and aspirations for all our people.\(^{142}\)

Sinn Féin published “A Bridge to the Future” in the month preceding the conclusion of the agreement. It set forth minimum changes necessary and addressed issues of equality, demilitarization, the end of “the Unionist veto,” and all-Ireland bodies – all issues which were positively addressed in the GFA. Notably, Sinn Féin also decried any reduction in the constitutional definition of Ireland, one of the key criteria that didn’t make it through the GFA processes.\(^{143}\) In April 1998, those rights became fact with the promulgation of the Good Friday Agreement.

The Good Friday Agreement contains a section devoted to human rights – including political participation and freedom from sectarian (religious) harassment. It also mandates the British government incorporate the European Convention on Human Rights into Northern Irish law with remedies available for breaches and create a human rights commission. The Irish language is also to be promoted in Northern Ireland through a variety of mechanisms. State


\(^{143}\) Gerry Adams, “A Bridge to the Future,” March 8, 1998,
security issues – including the drawdown of the armed forces, removal of security installations and repeal of emergency legislation are also specified.

In its 1998 *ard fheis*, the Sinn Féin president affirmed the party’s importance to the peace process – intertwining rights, republicanism and progress: “It was Sinn Féin which put British constitutionality and sovereignty on the agenda; it was our party which placed equality, partition, injustice and national and democratic rights at the top of the agenda in Ireland, Britain and internationally.”144 Sinn Féin was keenly aware of the risks involved in negotiating the Good Friday Agreement and noted it got membership support to make the necessary organizational changes to be a full participant in the process set to unfold.145 It is noteworthy that all of the parties signed the Agreement at the outset, except Sinn Féin, who first took it to its membership for approval.146 The Good Friday Agreement was approved in Northern Ireland by 71% of voters with turnout of 81%.147

**Affirming the Boundaries**

Ethno-nationalism in Ireland “is rooted in significant intra as well as inter-community differences based not only on differences in ethnic and national identity but also on conflicting
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views concerning the very legitimacy of the state and its boundaries.” As evidenced throughout, self-determination is perhaps the key right which is consistently and passionately invoked by republicans. For republicans, self-determination is about the people of the island of Ireland being able to freely determine their collective future, a redrawing of the state boundaries to include the six counties and exclude Great Britain as a governance entity. However, Sinn Féin’s strategy for exercising this right has clearly evolved. One veteran Northern Ireland observer noted a change in Sinn Féin policy toward the process of self-determination in the lead up to the negotiation of the Good Friday Agreement; he stated: “Recently there is some evidence that the leadership of Sinn Féin now see national self determination as a process rather than as a prescribed outcome or solution.”

As noted above, human rights play a key role in the agreement. Although there were many sticking points in the negotiation of the GFA, one that received a lot of ink revolved around the right to self-determination. Key was the amendment of the Irish constitution’s articles two and three, ultimately reworded to eliminate the Republic’s territorial claim to Northern Ireland. As per the Agreement, it approved a right for the people of Northern Ireland (as opposed to all-island) to electoral consent for any boundary changes. The magnanimity of letting go of articles two and three may not, in reality, have been that big of a compromise. Originally enshrined in the constitution as a nod to militant nationalists of the time, the articles had become dusty components of the document. In fact, “It was only when unionists began to make an issue of the Articles that nationalists, and the Dublin administration in particular, woke up to the fact

that this rusting vehicle in the constitutional garage might be tradable commodity rather than a candidate for the scrapyard.”

In the first *ard fheis* after the Good Friday Agreement was concluded, Adams said:

It is clear that the referendums do not constitute the exercise of national self-determination. Self-determination is universally accepted to mean a nation’s right to exercise the political freedom to determine its own social, economic, and cultural development without external influence and without partial or total disruption of the national unity or territorial integrity. These criteria are not observed in Ireland. British government involvement in our country is in contravention of the established international norms which create and sustain conditions to the establishment of internal peace, democracy, justice, stability and national freedom.¹⁵¹

Two years later, he noted that republicanism “asserts the core principle that the people are sovereign. In Ireland today the people are not sovereign. We are not sovereign because of the partition of this island and the involvement of the British Government in our affairs. Even those leading partitionists who described the Good Friday Agreement, endorsed in referendum North and South as the exercise of self-determination by the Irish people, have had to skulk away from that propaganda assertion.”¹⁵²

In 2003, the Northern Ireland Assembly was suspended because of the intransigent

---

¹⁵² Gerry Adams, “Presidential Address to *Ard Fheis*,” 2000,
demands of Unionist politicians for concessions regarding disarmament and allegations of Irish Republican Army spying within the Stormont building. Gerry Adams had the following words: “Imagine the people of this island free from division, foreign occupation, injustice and conflict. Imagine the five million people of our small island applying our collective energy, our intelligence, our wisdom to produce the wealth to improve the quality of life for all our people.”\textsuperscript{153}

Thus, the year of the GFA, Adams sounded confident and legalistic, affirming that the nation had an international right to self-determination and acknowledging this was a step beyond the confines of the document’s text. A few years later, Adams affirmed the mission of the nation through defining republicanism and their right to sovereignty and again reminded the people that the Agreement did not free the people. In 2003, five years on, the language took on a more revolutionary tone, referring to foreign occupation and challenging members to envision a future beyond oppression. Thus as the Agreement and the difficulties of implementation became more entrenched the language of interaction became less about process and more about progress.

\textit{Tíocfaidh ár lá?}

Revolutionary rhetoric aside, progress has indeed made. The Irish Republican Army has put all of its weapons beyond use.\textsuperscript{154} Sinn Féin is now the largest national party, outpolling its

\textsuperscript{154} Mark Hennessy, “DeChastelain Insists He Has No Doubts,” \textit{The Irish Times}, September 27, 2005, LexisNexis.
rival, the SDLP, in the Northern Irish Assembly.\textsuperscript{155} As evidenced above, the road to ballots over bullets was bloody and bumpy. However, through a combination of strategic choices involving human rights, Irish Republicans reconstructed, transformed and fortified the Irish nation, not just the republican one. Sinn Féin took an imaginative leap forward and embraced constitutional nationalism, at least legally, if not in their hearts, as a way toward self-determination, and respect for civil and political rights. In this post-ceasefire era of relative peace, the Good Friday Agreement is just the beginning. It represents the dawn of a new era of legal inclusion and political self-determination not just for republicans but for all the peoples of Northern Ireland. For Sinn Féin, maybe their time, if not their day, has come.

CHAPTER 4

THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD: BUILDING A “NATION” IN OPPOSITION

The Muslim Brotherhood represents a universal Islamic body that has historic, political, and social legitimacy. ... The Constitution guarantees the right of all Egyptians to engage in politics, whether they are members of political parties or independent. Brotherhood members engage in political activity in accordance with Article 4 of the Constitution. ... The people have the right to self-determination and to regain their rights.1

INTRODUCTION

The Muslim Brotherhood (or Muslim Brothers) is the most significant opposition movement in Egyptian society.2 It has confronted issues of Western colonialism and cultural imperialism, the Egyptian monarchy, and those who have followed in its governance-style footsteps in practice if not in name. Among its more prominent opponents were presidents Gamal Abdel Nasser, and Anwar Sadat, as well as the current leader (as of 2010), Hosni Mubarak.

Although members once used violence to effect change, they long ago gave up the bullet for the proverbial ballot box and a concordant focus on civil society in Egypt. Notably, there are accusations of Brotherhood support for its organizational offspring, Hamas, in the occupied Palestinian territories and Hezbollah in Lebanon. Certainly the Brotherhood provides rhetorical

1 “Egypt: Muslim Brotherhood Leader on Right to Political Party, Dialogue with U.S.,” Al-Misri Al-Yawm (Cairo), May 9, 2005, Open Source Center (OSC) doc. no. GMP200509007003. Translated from Arabic by OSC. Quote from Mohamed Mahdi Akef, then-chair of the Muslim Brotherhood.
2 This chapter focuses on the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. There are numerous branches or offshoots of the organization in countries around the Middle East including Jordan, and Saudi Arabia.
support and individual members likely offer a range of assistance, however, there is nary any
evidentiary proof that the organization as a whole provides weapons or related assistance to their
brethren in Levant.³

Despite the Brotherhood’s nonviolent tack and political pragmatism, the Egyptian
government has been consistently inconsistent in its approach to the Islamist organization,
alternating between brutal crackdowns and periods of relative acceptance. In recent years,
Egypt’s legal and political strategy toward the Brotherhood was widely characterized as “banned
but tolerated.” However, the run up to the 2005 national elections marked the begin of the end of
the state policy of “tolerance.”

The period surrounding and subsequent to the 2005 national elections brought on a
seachange in both the Muslim Brotherhood’s organizing tactics and the government’s approach
to the Brotherhood. This is critical for the exploration herein because the confluence of
circumstances has created somewhat of a perfect storm of nationalist entrepreneurialism for the
Brotherhood.⁴ Between the beginning of 2005 and 2009, the MB used state violations of human
rights to reinforce an us vs. them dynamic – the people vs. the state with the Brotherhood as the
vanguard of the people. This case study is structured differently than the preceding and
subsequent chapters because the Muslim Brotherhood's popular and electoral activism and its
related, rhetorical use of human rights are a relatively recent phenomenon. Thus, while the

³ Hamas and the Brotherhood are discussed below. On support, see for example, the statement
of leading Brother Essam El-Erian, who stated, “Hamas has adopted the principles of the MB…
But there is absolutely no 'organisational relationship' between the two movements.” Adam
Morrow and Khaled Moussa al-Omrani, “Israeli’s War on the Gaza Strip; Mideast: Brothers in
Thought Not in Arms,” IPS (Latin America), January 20, 2009, LexisNexis.
⁴ This statement does not imply that the Muslim Brotherhood have applauded the state’s abuses
of its citizens but rather, organizationally they have benefitted from the repressor and resistor
chapters on Sinn Féin and the IRA as well as Hamas cover the movements over multiple decades, and are organized chronologically, the analysis of the Muslim Brotherhood is largely encompassed within a five-year period, and is organized around groupings of rights. This narrow time frame and structure provides an analytic window to view the strategic use of particular rights groupings in its nation-building discourse. The focus herein is on its use of five groupings of human rights: arbitrary arrests and detentions; ill treatment and torture; military trials; rights pertaining to political participation; and, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Notably, these human rights claims garner positive domestic attention for the organization and contextualize them (the claims and the group) in a way that increases international legitimacy. Before proceeding into this analysis, however, the historical and contemporary stage is set with an introduction to the political and legal contexts in which the Brotherhood has operated.

**SETTING THE STAGE: THE BROTHERHOOD IN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT**

Citing a series of complaints and aspirations — both secular and religious — the Muslim Brotherhood emerged in Egypt in 1928 under the leadership of Hassan al-Banna. The British occupation of Egypt, colonialism more generally, state secularization policies and Western cultural imperialism, were part and parcel of the group’s founding grievances. According to al-Banna, the West bore responsibility for “abuses that have done injury to their [Muslims’] dignity, their honor, and their independence as well as commandeered their wealth and shed their narrative.

blood.”⁶ Al-Banna also implored King Farouk of Egypt to reorient the country on a more genuine Islamic path, one on which the shari’a (Islamic law) was paramount. The Brotherhood and Jamaat i-Islami took an interesting approach to the Islamicization of Egypt - they separated themselves from society while remaining a part of it, seeking to recreate the larger community from the inside out.⁷ Indeed this is an approach the Brotherhood could be said to be using today.

During the next twenty years, the fledgling organization became a force to be reckoned with as the Brotherhood grew and expanded in numbers and power. Additionally, the influence of the Brotherhood was increasing beyond Egypt’s borders. By the mid-late-1940s, the struggle between Egypt’s Palestinian Arab neighbors against the nascent state of Israel was underway, and the Brothers did not stand idly by; they provided supplies and volunteers.⁸

At the same time, things were tumultuous within Egypt as the Brotherhood was accused of involvement in a range of militant activities including high-profile political killings. In late 1948, the Egyptian government banned the organization and ordered its assets seized. Shortly thereafter, the Egyptian prime minister, Mahmud Fahmi al-Nurqreashi Pasha — a key figure behind the crackdown on the organization — was assassinated by a member of the Muslim Brotherhood. In February 1949, the Egyptian government killed Hassan al Banna.⁹ Suffice to

---

9 See: Huband, Warriors of the Prophet and Sullivan and Abed-Kotob, Islam in Contemporary Egypt.
say, peace and goodwill were not forthcoming.

The Brotherhood was not alone in its disdain for the government. In 1952, the Free Officers movement, whose more famous members included Gamal Abdel Nasser and Anwar Sadat, brought an end to the Egyptian monarchy through bloodless coup. This ended the rule of King Farouk. Notably, the Free Officers acted with the cooperation of the Muslim Brotherhood.10 Nasser ultimately emerged from the governmental melee as the prime minister in 1954, then president in 1956, and he moved quickly to consolidate power. Ma'moun Hudaybi, then a spokesman for the Brotherhood and son of the organization’s former General Guide Hassan Hudaybi, noted that the “honeymoon” between the Brotherhood and the new regime did not last long. He said, “Nasser professed his loyalty to the Muslim Brotherhood, but he later betrayed this and chose to go on alone, even though the Brotherhood was organizing the revolutionary cells in the army.”11 In 1954, Nasser survived an assassination attempt, which he publicly blamed on the Muslim Brotherhood. In response, Nasser imprisoned thousands of Brothers, killed dozens, and effectively forced many into exile.12

Nasser ruled until 1970 when he passed away from natural causes. He was succeeded by his vice president and fellow Free Officer Anwar Sadat. Nasser’s rule as a pan-Arab nationalist and socialist contrasted with his successor. Sadat positioned himself publicly as the “Believer President,” and he pragmatically walked several tightropes in a bid to strengthen his role domestically, in the region, and abroad. Most importantly for purposes herein, he created space

for the Islamists, including the Muslim Brotherhood, who were brought back into the Egyptian societal fold. However, Kepel notes that the outlook for long-term positive change in their relations was far from rosy: “This relative liberalization of religion occurred while the political arena remained under tight control. There was no press freedom worth of the name and no free exchange of ideas except in the mosques, where the Islamists were able to use the religious framework to their advantage.”

The combination of increased religious tolerance with a concordant lack of political rights proved quite volatile. As the Muslim Brotherhood reasserted itself in Egypt, Islamic student organizations (jama’aat Islamiyya) and a host of more radical groups sprung up in their midst including Takfir al-Hijra, al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya (the Islamic Group) and Egyptian Islamic Jihad (EIJ). The latter two went on to become quite notorious militant groups, and they, or their members, were responsible for some of the more dastardly attacks in Egypt or on Egyptians abroad in the 1990s.

Increased opposition to Sadat’s government in the late 1970s went hand-in-hand with state repression. The Believer President tried to control mosques and outlaw the Islamic student groups. The proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back came in September 1981 when Sadat ordered the detention of thousands, including many Muslim Brothers and key political opposition figures. Less than a month later, Khalid Islambuli, the brother of a man detained in

16 For more on these groups, see: Sullivan and Jones, *Global Security Watch – Egypt*. 
17 Milt Freundheim and Barbara Slavin, “The World – Sadat Defends Arrests of His
Sadat’s September crackdown, assassinated President Sadat.

Hosni Mubarak, then vice president, succeeded Sadat. His ascent to power was “approved” in a national referendum in 1981. Throughout the past twenty-eight years, President Mubarak has adopted a passive/aggressive approach toward the Brotherhood, at times giving them some social and political space and at others engaging in violent crackdowns and attempting social and political suffocation. Indeed, Mubarak has woven a complicated political and legal web in which the Brotherhood often finds itself ensnared. The president, like his republican predecessors, presides over an authoritarian state, and the National Democratic Party, which he controls, holds a tight grip on political power. As of December 2010, Mubarak was serving in his fifth term as president, most recently “elected” in 2005 to another five-year term. As the 2005 parliamentary and presidential elections are the jumping off point for the analysis of the Brotherhood, they merit further examination.

September 2005 marked Egypt’s first direct multi-party presidential elections. Previously, the parliament nominated the president, which he effectively controlled, and then his “candidacy” was subject to a yes/no popular vote. President Mubarak “won” all of his previous elections with at least 90% of the vote. In February 2005, the president proposed an amendment to article 76 of the constitution, which would pave the way for the electoral changes. Notably, an analyst with the Al-Ahram Centre for Political and Strategic Studies observed the

20 Id.
Brotherhood appeared to be directly and intentionally positioned in the electoral law’s crosshairs, which killed their chances for advancing a presidential candidate.\(^{21}\)

The amendment was ultimately met with great disdain by a broad cross-section of Egyptian civil society. In theory, the new law provided a democratic opening; in practice, however, it placed insurmountable hurdles in the path of most would-be candidates including a \textit{de facto} requirement that NDP support potential presidents. Indeed, elected, organized, political opposition is somewhat of an endangered species in Egypt. In the last thirty-four years, the government’s Political Parties Committee has only green-lighted a handful of applications while rejecting sixty-three. Eleven of the nineteen legally recognized parties (as of 2005) “won” their status through battles in the courts.\(^{22}\)

Approval of the amendment by both houses of Egypt’s NDP dominated parliament was necessary prior to holding a popular referendum. In Egypt’s lower house of parliament, the People’s Assembly, the opposition, including members of the Muslim Brotherhood, walked out before the vote to pass the amendment was taken. The actual referendum was held on May 25\(^{\text{th}}\), and a surprisingly (for Egypt) broad-based opposition coalition called Kifaya (meaning “enough” as in enough of Mubarak) was formed. The Muslim Brotherhood became involved with Kifaya, and the coalition called for a boycott of the vote.\(^{23}\) Although the referendum passed and the constitution was amended, the results were disputed by domestic and international observers.

\(^{23}\) El-Din, “NDP Reacts Coolly to Boycott Call.” The Brotherhood issued a separate call for a boycott, even though they were aligned with Kifaya because of the objections of one of the coalition members was opposed to the Brotherhood.
The period leading up to and during the referendum appears to be the beginning of the end of the Egyptian government’s relative tolerance of the Muslim Brotherhood. Key events along the political trajectory accompanying the rights and rhetoric analysis that follows include the May 25, 2005 referendum on article 76 of the constitution as well as the historic September 25, 2005 presidential election (resulting in Mubarak’s sixth five-year term). Later that fall, the elections for the People’s Assembly, conducted in three rounds, two in November and one in December, in which the Brotherhood increased its representation (as independents) from seventeen to eighty-eight (of 454) seats;\(^{24}\) Just a year and half later, in March 2007 thirty-four amendments to the constitution were “approved.” Three months later, the June 2007 Shura Council (upper house of parliament) elections took place followed by the local council elections in April 2008.

Although the Muslim Brotherhood was born out of the complaints and aspirations of Hassan al-Banna and his followers some eighty years ago, the political and social landscape has changed radically during these years. Some of the original grievances may still ring true, but empires have fallen, boundaries have been redrawn, and new states have been (and continue to be) formed. Moreover, the global legal order was reordered with the founding of the United Nations and the creation of a new set of organizing tools which the Brotherhood may use: international human rights.

\(^{24}\) “Parliamentary Elections 2005,” *Al-Ahram Weekly On-line*, 2005, 
STATE VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD “NATION”

If the Brotherhood is to be understood as a rational, support-maximizing entity, a la Anthony Downs, an exploration of the methods used to generate that support is essential. Support maximization in this instance relates to how the group positions itself to garner optimal backing. Clearly, the Brotherhood, given its name, can and does use religion to appeal, genuinely and strategically, to fellow Muslims. They also provide social services, or public goods, to “fill-in” for and effectively supplant the state in areas where it has failed to meet the needs of the people (e.g. health care and education). Notably, this raises the issue of the free rider paradox, which states that one will get away with “free riding” on the efforts of others, while paying little whenever possible. However, the problem with paradox is that it focuses on material gain. It fails to take into account emotional payoffs such as a sense of belonging and the value of community. Herein, our focus is on the Muslim Brotherhood’s rhetorical use of state human rights violations to tap into popular and potent emotions and identify the state as an oppressor. This supports the group’s narrative of the organization as a victim and, at the same time, the resistance movement par excellence. In so doing, they create group cohesion, helping forge and strengthen the “nation.”

Arbitrary Arrests and Detentions

As indicated above, the Muslim Brotherhood has long been targeted in the state’s

intermittent, but seemingly never-ending, crackdowns. Historically and subsequent to Mubarak’s efforts to amend article 76 of the constitution, this has regularly included arbitrary arrests and detentions. The Brotherhood understands the United Nations and the international human rights community take the practice of arbitrary arrest and detention quite seriously, and with good legal justification. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides that “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.”  

27 Recall from the second chapter that this is reaffirmed in the ICCPR (to which Egypt is a state party) as well as the “Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment.”  

Egypt’s practice of arrests and detentions often take place under the guise of the state’s Emergency Law (No. 162 of 1958). This is an overarching piece of legislation providing the legal cover for a range of state actions. It has been continuously in force since Sadat’s assassination, which, of course, inaugurated the rise and rule of President Mubarak. Its provisions create allowances for the arbitrary arrest and detention of suspects, the use of special emergency courts, and media censorship.  

28 The Brotherhood has repeatedly cited the Emergency Law generally, and arbitrary arrests and detentions specifically, as part of its package of grievances and as motivation for various actions such as participating in demonstrations and boycotting of polls. The Brotherhood has also used its response to the arrests to highlight other state violations of human rights, particularly political rights, and it expressed its solidarity with

27 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 9.  
29 See, for example, International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), “Item 9 of the Agenda: Egypt,” Written submission to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, 61st session,
other groups and the Egyptian population generally. Thus, although the Brotherhood positions itself as the consummate victim of the state, the organization positions its suffering as the Egyptian peoples’ suffering. The group’s chairman, Mohammed Mahdi Akef, said: “The next elections will have to be free; this will not be achieved unless the emergency law is abolished, because its presence makes the citizen feel that his freedom is incomplete.” The organization has also focused specifically on arrests. In a 2005 speech, Akef stated:

We demand a review of administrative imprisonment; around twenty thousand members of the Muslim Brotherhood have been victims of this measure during the past thirteen years. Some of these victims languished in prison some times for up to fifteen months pending investigation only to be freed without trial. Clearly, administrative detention has been used against us as a punishment without the due process of the law.

In March 2005, weeks after the amendment of article 76 was proposed, the Brotherhood participated in a demonstration attended by thousands of Egyptians. Reports indicated that the Egyptian security services arrested anywhere from several dozen to a couple hundred members of the Brotherhood, some in advance of the protest. At the demonstration, the group’s deputy chairman 

chairman said they were protesting the arrests and restrictions on their organization. A leading member of the Brotherhood, Essam el-Erian said: “Right now, in Ramses Square - the biggest in Cairo - there are some 10,000 demonstrators chanting [slogans] in support of freedom, the abolition of the state of emergency and real constitutional change, not cosmetic.” After the arrests, Deputy Chairman Mohammad Habib noted their focus on the national constitutional reform, their peaceful exercise of their rights, and distinguished the leeway given to the National Democratic Party versus the state’s repressive clampdown on the Brotherhood.

Although these are only part of their public comments regarding one demonstration, the Brotherhood representatives accomplish several things with their statements. First, they highlight that the demonstrators are acting lawfully in implicit contrast to the authorities. This helps reinforce the *us/them* dynamic and emphasizes their status as victims of an unjust state. Second, the protestors gathered in a place of national significance en masse. Finally, they are not rallying for a narrow Brotherhood concern, but rather for Egyptians’ civil and political rights.

The Brotherhood was not alone in their emerging public disdain for the amendment process. The relatively new, broad-based coalition group Kifaya, also planned demonstrations. The two organizations have worked together on protests. As the constitutional referendum drew near, the Brotherhood’s chairman elaborated on his political vision, not just for the Brotherhood but also for the country as a whole. He stated: “Along with the other opposition groups, we echo the demands of the Egyptian people: free and open elections for the presidency and the

---

34 “Egyptian Authorities Said to Arrest 49 Muslim Brotherhood Members,” Abu Dhabi TV, March 27, 2005, Open Source Center doc. no. BMP20050327000069.
35 “Egypt: Brotherhood Says it Will Not Vote for Mubarak, May Put Own Candidate,” *Al-Misri*
legislative bodies, democracy, a multiparty system, repeal of the state of emergency, freeing of all the political prisoners, and respect for human rights.”

In early May 2005, the Muslim Brotherhood organized several demonstrations, which drew tens of thousands of participants and resulted in more than one hundred arrests. Demonstrators included leading members of the organization, students, judges, and union members. The gatherings were said to be largely peaceful until state security forces surrounded those assembled and made arrests. Brotherhood representatives stated they were rallying for freedom for the Egyptian people.

Days later, in response to a reporter’s statement that the group remained “outlawed,” Chairman Akef pointedly derided the use of the term as nonsensical. Picking up on the larger populist theme of the rally, he stated:

The MB [Muslim Brotherhood] is present historically and realistically, and it derives its existence from the people, the law, and the constitution. As for those who control this nation without any right to do so and who claim for themselves things that are not rightfully theirs, they are the ones who use words like outlawed. The MB has tolerated 50 years [of this kind of treatment] with patience and endurance. And they are still tolerating all this.

Al-Yawm (Cairo), March 30, 2005, Open Source Center doc. no. GMP20050330000082.
38 Id.
39 “MB Supreme Guide Interviewed on Cairo Clashes, Police Involvement,” Al-Arabiyyah Television (Dubai), May 6, 2005, Open Source Center.
Akef and others drew the line between the Brotherhood and the state, between legitimate and illegitimate, between being of the people and against the people. Moreover, he did so within the dialogue of national political reform, not religion.

The Brotherhood’s chair also made the link between the political and religious spheres. He later stated: “These demonstrations are aimed at promoting (political) reforms - that is our only objective and our religious duty… We are not resorting to confrontation or violence. We call for love and peace … No group has been so enormously harmed by the regime like the Muslim Brotherhood; no one has sacrificed like we have. Nevertheless, we are only demanding reform.”\textsuperscript{40} Here, he positioned the organizations as a victim of the state, without compare. Moreover, their grievances are shared as many others have been targeted by the state, and, redressing this collective harm requires political change.

By mid-May 2005, the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights said upwards of 500 Brothers were arrested thus far that month.\textsuperscript{41} After more than sixty members were subsequently rounded up in one day (May 18), Habib pointedly said the Muslim Brotherhood was in agreement with “other nationalist” groups in opposition to the referendum.\textsuperscript{42} On May 19, the injustices perpetrated against the Brotherhood were again taken up by EOHR as they demanded the release of the Muslim Brotherhood members who were detained in addition to freedom for


\textsuperscript{42} “Egyptian Security Authorities Arrest 63 MB Group Members in 8 Provinces 18 May,” Al-Misri Al-Yawm (Cairo), May 19, 2005, Open Source Center doc. no. BMP20050519007007. Emphasis added.
all political prisoners. Days before the referendum, a group of Muslim Brotherhood leaders, including their secretary general Mahmud Izzat, were arrested. Akef addressed the contradiction between democratic reform and mass arrests of the movements’ members. He added that the Brotherhood was not alone — other groups had rallied against the referendum. Akef called on local and international groups to oppose the arrests as part and parcel of the government’s consistent human rights violations. He also said governmental intimidation would not "deter the group from pursuing its demands to give people their freedoms." After the vote, the Christian Science Monitor reported that at least three thousand Muslim Brothers had been jailed in the preceding weeks. Physical abuse of other activists, including those from Kifaya, was also documented during the referendum. Thus, in little more than a week, the Brotherhood was repeatedly victimized by the state, more so than others; yet, at the same time, it framed its grievances as shared by much of Egypt, and indeed, of importance to those outside of Egypt.

Rather than opting for a narrow Islamist or even organizational approach, Akef again aligned his group with broader Egyptian concerns and respect for human rights when he said,

---

44 “Egyptian Police Reportedly Swoop on Muslim Brothers, Arrest Leading Figures,” Nahdat Misr (Cairo), May 23, 2005, Open Source Center doc. no. CMP20050523013007.
“The Kifayah Movement is a national movement that is performing its role, and we appreciate the role it is performing as a duty toward its homeland. We fully appreciate and support this. We also demand that its members should not be harmed because they are performing their role toward the homeland and the desired freedom.”

A local political observer noted the Brotherhood was engaging in a new type of activism and was requesting domestic and international human rights activists to participate in their efforts and help free the detainees.

The referendum process was only the beginning of a series of round-ups and detentions that would plague the Brotherhood in the succeeding months and years. Elections for the lower house of parliament were undertaken in three stages in November and December of 2005. In the lead up to the elections, Akef stated, “our popularity is our legitimacy.”

Weeks later, Habib noted that “There is a huge difference between what is legal and what is legitimate,” and noted the Brotherhood has played an eminent role in Egypt’s national life. As the final stage of the electoral drama began, Amnesty International issued a statement and reported Muslim Brotherhood strongholds were the scene of mass arrests, including some candidates. After the elections, the waves of arrests continued. In April of 2006, the deputy chair of the Brotherhood

51 “Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood Holds Rally; Denies Deal with NDP, Foreign Funding,” *Al-Misri Al-Yawm* (Cairo), November 13, 2005, Open Source Center doc. no. GMP20051113013004.
said:

[T]he latest detention campaign in which 8 leaders and prominent members of the MB have been detained is part of the series of messages by Egyptian regime to Muslim Brothers to put them in check and pressure them into stopping their demand for real political reform. The political reform that the MB demands starts with ending the state of emergency, unleashing public freedoms, canceling and annulling emergency and exceptional courts and anti-democratic laws, issuing the ‘independence of the judiciary law’ and releasing all political detainees.  

In the beginning of October 2007, the Washington Post concurred with what many had been saying all along: The Egyptian state was violating the civil rights of Muslim Brotherhood members in an attempt to stymie the country’s largest political opposition group. At the end of November, key Egyptian human rights organizations prepared a petition criticizing the government’s recent “systemic oppression” of the Muslim Brotherhood, and they said failure to speak out against the state’s repressive actions amounted to collusion. This wide-ranging

April 30, 2008.  
55 Arabic Network for Human Rights Information, “We Must Not Keep Silent about the Systemic Oppression of the Muslim Brotherhood,” November 20, 2007, http://www.hrinfo.net/en/reports/2007/pr1120.shtml. Last accessed May 21, 2008. Signers were the: Arabic Network for Human Rights Information; Hisham Mubarak Law Center; Nadeem Center for Psychological Therapy and Rehabilitation of the Victims of Violence; Egyptian Association Against Torture; Democratic Social Egyptian Center; Association for Freedom of Thought & Expression; Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights; Arab Program for Human Rights Activists; the Land Center for Human Rights; Ibn Khaldoun Center for Development Studies; Habi Center for Environmental Rights; and the New Women Foundation.
support for Egypt’s indigenous human right community speaks volumes about the Brotherhood’s ability to use a human rights narrative to reach beyond its traditional base and garner support from secularists and progressives.

Local council elections were supposed to be held in 2006; they were postponed until April 2008. Council members and candidates again found themselves rounded up by the state — some for simply trying to register their candidacy (as independents) for the poll. Habib termed the government’s campaign “ferocious,” and said Egyptians were angry about a range of issues including declining social services and poverty and the Brotherhood was trying to “save the ship of the nation from sinking.”

The leader of the organization’s parliamentary bloc, Mohammed Saad el-Katani, said that as of March 10 the police seized 700 “potential candidates.” Less than a week before the elections, Amnesty International said 160 potential candidates had been arrested along with 650 supporters, 530 of whom remained detained. The arrested included professors and doctors and former members of parliament. The director of Human Rights Watch in the Middle East said the arrests and military court proceedings were part and parcel of a state effort to fix the elections. Although the Brotherhood had earlier urged participation, after being illegally prevented from registering all but twenty of its candidates, the organization

59 Human Rights Watch, “Egypt Jailing 800 Activists Casts Doubt on Elections,” March 30,
called for a boycott of the polls, terming the election a sham. El-Erian said the crackdown left
room for only one conclusion, “It is clear now, there is no desire or will in the government to
have political reform or free and fair elections or any competition at all … This is the message
for the regime - if he [Mubarak] doesn't open the door of hope for the people to change
peacefully, he is actually opening the doors of hell.”\textsuperscript{60} El-Erian, considered a “moderate” leader
within the organization, was not threatening Egypt with violence at the hands of the Brotherhood
but rather outlining the choice the government was implicitly making: it could either choose to
work with democratically-minded Islamists or risk radicalizing a segment of the population
whose response to government repression would be far less benign than a call for an electoral
boycott or a public strike.

\textbf{Ill Treatment and Torture}

Arbitrary arrests and detentions in Egypt are not infrequently accompanied by state
torture and/or ill treatment of detainees. Often such human rights abuses are directed at the
Brotherhood, although they are by no means the only victims of the state. Secular activists as
well as alleged militants also suffer. The international community’s repulsion for such acts is
widely understood, and the Muslim Brotherhood has been an equal opportunity critic, slamming
government misdeeds against its members as well as others. On their English-language website,
IkhwanWeb, they provide links to issues of concern, and torture appears at the top of the list.

\textsuperscript{60} Challiss McDonough, “Muslim Brotherhood to Boycott Local Elections in Egypt After
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IkhwanWeb dedicates a page to the subject of torture and it lists a variety of articles and postings, which discuss a range of incidents, coupled with condemnations from domestic and international actors. Their support-seeking narrative, as it relates to torture, is less explicit than that relating to detentions. Moreover, when they address incidents of torture they utilize juxtapositions – it’s about ordinary Egyptians and Brothers suffering the same cruel fate, and rhythmically standing side-by-side with human rights stalwarts such as the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights and Amnesty International in condemnation of the state.

On December 10, 2005, United Nations “Human Rights Day,” the Brotherhood issued a statement, “Together Against Torture,” and called torture the “most brutal form of humiliation.” The document noted Islam, Judaism, and Christianity have long prohibited “all forms of psychological and physical humiliation of the human being.” They critiqued the U.S. “war on terror,” the treatment of detainees at Guantanamo, and noted the barring of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) from secret prisons and Arab states’ holding prisoners without due process. Looking to their own backyard, the Brotherhood singled out the Egyptian security forces for their ongoing brutality as well as their specific mistreatment of detainees during the elections for the People’s Assembly. The group also listed several action points including a call for the international community to prevent torture and provide accountability for perpetrators of torture through fair trials without regard for the recentness of the offense.

In the spring of 2007, the Brotherhood compared Egypt’s use of torture to Israel’s

mistreatment of Egyptian prisoners of war (POWs) during the 1967 war. This was an action of nationalist entrepreneurialism, comparing a leader of the Arab and Islamic worlds with their perennial enemy. In also strengthened the distinction in the *us. vs. them* narrative. At the same time, after the National Council for Human Rights published its annual report (2006/7) indicating the systematic nature of torture in Egypt, the deputy director of the Brotherhood’s parliamentary bloc said the Interior Ministry was implicated in torture, requested surprise visits to police stations (which were denied), and said these cases were the proverbial “tip of the iceberg” for Egyptians forced to live under Mubarak’s tyrannical rule.64

The Brotherhood has repeatedly reported on stories of torture, without always per se connecting them to the organization—identifying the victims as neither members nor supporters. For example, in May 2007, they told the story of a man stopped by police who was not carrying proper identification. Although the police reported his death in custody as a suicide, signs of torture were apparent.65 Then, in August 2007, the organization criticized the government for the apparent torture of a child – a twelve-year-old boy accused of burglary who was taken into police custody, later found lying in the street showing visible signs of abuse; his mother said they used electric shocks on him.66 The parliamentary bloc of the Brotherhood, seeking to address this case and others called for an urgent joint session of the Defense and National Security and Human
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Rights Committees to discuss issues of torture in the police stations and at the hands of Interior Ministry.\(^\text{67}\)

This was not the first time the Brotherhood used the People’s Assembly to try to create accountability for torture. In January 2006, the Muslim Brotherhood’s parliamentary spokesperson called for a formal investigation into the deaths of nineteen Islamists (of varying stripes) inside Egypt’s prisons. He critiqued the lack of information about prisoner deaths generally, and the lack of accountability for those resulting from torture.\(^\text{68}\) Earlier in the month he railed against Egypt’s general prosecutor who stonewalled investigations into the mistreatment of journalists who were demonstrating against the referendum and asked the People’s Assembly to take up the issue.\(^\text{69}\) The spokesman noted such an obstruction of justice precluded the government from protecting the people, hindering democracy through effectively allowing the mistreatment of the political opposition and violating principles of separation of powers.\(^\text{70}\) In 2007, the Egyptian Justice Ministry rejected a Brotherhood draft law mandating penalties for those who order torture as well as those who instigate, carry out, or fail to stop or report it.

While the Brotherhood may well have the genuine interest of the Egyptian people as a motivation, these actions also exemplify the strategic use of the People’s Assembly, a state institution, to raise issues of torture, a \textit{jus cogens} norm of international law. It is a story that casts the Egyptian nation as a victim, the state of Egypt as the aggressor and the international

\(^{67}\text{Id.}\)

\(^{68}\)“Egypt: Muslim Brotherhood Official Urges Inquiry into 19 ‘Mysterious’ Jail Deaths,” \textit{Al-Misri Al-Yun} (Cairo), January 27, 2006, Open Source Center doc. no. GMP20060128710006.

\(^{69}\)“Egypt: Muslim Brotherhood MPs Urge Speaker to Stop Prosecutor’s ‘Violations,’” \textit{Al-Misri Al-Yun} (Cairo), January 13, 2006, Open Source Center GMP20060114710014.
community as the backdrop and the Muslim Brotherhood as the hero, struggling against overwhelming odds to save the day, or at least the people, from torture.

The Brotherhood also makes a point of specifically highlighting the torture of their members. For example, Farid Shaban was detained by state security forces and subsequently and repeatedly beaten and kicked, accused of belonging to an illegal organization and proffering pamphlets calling for a boycott of the May referendum. They told him his wife could be detained, beaten, and electrocuted. Shaban was electrocuted, including through shocks to his genitalia. This physical and psychological torture went on for more than two weeks. Another member was detained just days before the referendum, held for allegedly having tapes of a particular sheikh. He was beaten and tortured using electroshocks over a six-day period, during which time he became deaf in one ear. Muhammad Naji, a member of the Brotherhood, filed a complaint with the public prosecutor alleging torture (including forced nudity and electroshocks) at the hands of the State Security Investigations Sector.

Others also report on and condemn such incidents. Britain’s *Guardian* noted that in the lead up to the May referendum "excessive force” was used against protestors including rubber bullets.” The news article noted that the state dealt with the Brotherhood protestors more severely than those from the Kifaya. Reporters without Borders condemned the detention of a Brotherhood blogger, Abdul –Moneim Mahmud, who reported on human rights violations, including torture, in Egypt. The formal charge was membership in an illegal organization.
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However, Reporters without Borders said the likely reason was his criticism of government misbehavior.

In December 2007 IkhwanWeb reported on an upcoming meeting of the Egyptian Movement against Torture and noted “the notorious phenomenon of torture has considerably mushroomed in Egypt in a worrisome manner, triggering local and international condemnations.” Indeed the problem has mushroomed and so has the Brotherhood’s response. The have carefully crafted an inclusive narrative in which they are victims, alongside other ordinary Egyptians, and, at the same time are a champion of the people, using state institutions to try to effect positive change. Moreover, their victimhood is validated by credible observers both within and outside of Egypt.

Unjust Military Tribunals

After Egyptians have been arbitrarily arrested and detained, then possibly subjected to ill treatment or torture, they may wonder if the regular criminal court system will render a verdict that is fair, whether they will be referred to a military court, or both. While this may sound rather quippish, this was the reality for the Brotherhood’s deputy chair Khariat al-Shatir and others, as described below. Like torture and arbitrary arrests, the Brotherhood has put this issue front and center: On their English language website they posed a poll question: “Do you think the ongoing military tribunal for Muslim Brotherhood leaders in Egypt has increased the group’s

_LexisNexis._

They also devote a subsection of their website to military tribunals, an unfortunate key feature of Egypt’s justice system.

In December 2006, security forces arrested al-Shatir, along with more than a dozen other Brotherhood members. In late January 2007, a criminal court dismissed the charges and ordered him and his codefendants released. Security forces, however, quickly rearrested the freed men. Less than a week later, President Mubarak explicitly ignored the court decision and ordered the cases (along with about two dozen others) transferred to a military court. One year into the detention the families filed a complaint with Egypt’s National Council for Human Rights. In April 2008, a military tribunal sentenced al-Shatir and others to prison terms and ordered the seizure of their assets.

Independent newspapers and human rights organizations rallied to the cause of al-Shatir and the others throughout their legal ordeal. For example, an Al-Wafd, columnist said, "We are against the military trials of the Muslim Brotherhood members and the others because the Egyptian citizen has the right to be tried by his ordinary judge… The ordinary law is deterrent enough… there is no need for extraordinary laws and courts." In Al-Dustur, military tribunals were said to "lack the guarantees and conditions of fair trials stipulated by the international covenants for human rights." As the proceedings were underway, Ramsey Clark, a former U.S. attorney general and a lightening rod for controversy, was in Egypt to observe the trials. He
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spoke at a press conference with the coordinator of their defense team and called on the government to abide by its international human rights obligations, which provide for fair and independent proceedings. Clark said the “Egyptian government violates these charters and its brazen injustice against the Muslim Brotherhood is so clear.”

Human Rights Watch complained that the government had, at one point, failed to allow human rights observers (the group as well as Amnesty International, the Arab Commission for Human Rights, and the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights sent trial monitors). The Middle East director of the group said, “Having failed to secure convictions from ordinary criminal courts, the government is now turning to a military tribunal to deliver the desired verdict.”

In December 2007, the Brotherhood posted a rather lengthy piece on their website discussing the various condemnations of the military tribunals, quoting statements, citing blogs. As the trial wrapped up, Brotherhood defense attorneys said they were focused on the domestic judicial process, and the use of international human rights law, rather than regional or international bodies as mechanisms for seeking redress. This accomplishes two tasks: first it appeals to an Egyptian audience by staking out the battleground as “home,” and also legitimizes Brotherhood grievances by citing them within the context of international legal standards of behavior. After the verdicts were rendered, a Muslim Brotherhood statement and reinforced the
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us. vs. them dynamic: The decision was “harsh,” government decisions “tyrannical,” and Mubarak et al abdicated their responsibility to the Egyptian people of favor of prolonging their reign. Meanwhile, the Brotherhood is positioned as honest and an implied part of the “peaceful political opposition.” Ready to engage in self-sacrifice on behalf of the Egyptian nation.82

The Brotherhood is aware of the domestic and international distaste for military tribunals. Accordingly, they are willing to accept and even highlight condemnations of state conduct by “outsiders.” Yet, because their primary audience is domestic, they do not want to be perceived as co-opted and/or lacking control or legitimacy as victims. At the end of the day the Brotherhood want the struggle to be understood of one of them vs. the state, not the state vs. the international human rights community. Their statements accomplished this: the organization is aware of international human rights law, Egypt’s violations of it, and the negative impact those violations have on all Egyptians, not just the Brotherhood. They are willing battle on the frontlines of this struggle, and pay the ultimate price for a dignified (and Islamic) Egypt.

Political Rights

While the bulk of the case studies herein focus on human rights violations involving arrests, torture, and unjust trials, the Brotherhood (as well as Hamas and Sinn Féin) also focus on political rights. Recall that violations of political rights (to vote, to run for elected office, to form parties) were intertwined with the discussion above, particularly that on arbitrary arrests. Thus, here their efforts to use political rights and reform to maximize Egyptian popular support are

explored.

In their 2007 platform document (for Shura Council elections), the Brotherhood took a comprehensive approach to Egyptian citizen empowerment, connecting human rights, citizenship and Islam. The Brotherhood noted that the Egyptian people were sickened from a lack of national ethics and focus on materialism, and that to be made well again, the citizenry must be rejuvenated: "Rebuilding [the] Egyptian citizen demands promoting all political, social, economic and cultural conditions and thus, legitimate choices will be open to citizens. This will be made by stressing the right of human to have respectable life whether being material and spiritual for soul and body without any discrimination based on gender, ethnicity or faith."83 Reform, as evidenced below, has been a hallmark of their call for increased respect for political rights throughout the time period examined herein.

In early 2005, as Egyptians warily looked toward a multi-party presidential election, the Brotherhood anticipated it would be precluded from running its own nominee and opted for a unifying approach. The organization looked toward a consensus-building and reform-minded candidate.84 In the wake of Brotherhood demonstrations leading to the May 2005 referendum, Habib said political reform should be speedier and that the people should participate in their own political liberation. He added, “The demonstrations were for this purpose. Freedom cannot be granted and democracy cannot be given but the people must wrest their rights.”85
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name of support.

**Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories**

As evinced above, the Muslim Brotherhood focuses on human rights issues within Egypt, however, they also pay heed to the situation of their Muslim, Arab brethren in neighboring Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT). This rhetorical criticism of Israel combined with their support of the Palestinians, serves two purposes for the Brothers: First it feeds into a pan-Arab narrative about a larger collective struggle, *us vs. them*, whether the state in question be Egypt or Israel. Second, it positions the Brotherhood as having expressed concerns and developed positions about regional issues of importance to the Arab and Islamic worlds. As we shall see, these messages of solidarity in struggle find resonance within Egypt and abroad for a variety of reasons.

**Survey of Public “Support”**

How successful has the Muslim Brotherhood been at using state violations of human rights as building blocks for its movement? The answer, in short, is quite good. There are many ways one could try to measure the Muslim Brotherhood’s support – they range from the number of votes garnered in elections, to external perceptions, to the organization’s membership rolls, to the level of U.S. interest in dealing with the Brothers as an organization. Some of these proverbial yardsticks have been addressed above to varying degrees. However, because they are a resistance movement, standing in opposition to an authoritarian regime, accurate and consistent
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measurement over time is troublesome. Each measurement and its difficulties is addressed in turn.

Electoral Votes

Three elections took place during the timeline covered in the period encompassed by this study: the presidential election in September 2005; the three rounds of voting for the lower house of parliament (People’s Assembly) in November and December of 2005, and polls for the upper house of parliament (Shura Council) in June 2007.

The Brotherhood was legally unable to contest the presidential election, but gained considerable political clout during the process through forming alliances across a range of the political spectrum. In the People’s Assembly elections, the Brotherhood won 88 out of 444 contested seats — just under 20%, netting representation on behalf of the majority of the country’s governates. In some respects, the state gave the Brotherhood considerable new latitude in campaigning. In others, the state’s reaction to the campaign was at times brutal and/or illegal, such that the legitimacy of some NDP candidates could be called into question. In any event, the Brotherhood increased its parliamentary representation more than five-fold. The Brotherhood did not win any seats in the Shura Council elections; they only ran nineteen candidates. Given the state’s crackdown in the run up to the polls (and wake of the 2005 elections), this outcome was not exceptional.86

Popular Perceptions

In addition to its electoral victories, the Brotherhood reached beyond its sectarian base with success. Two examples highlight this point. In April 2005, Egyptian socialists joined in a demonstration with the Muslim Brotherhood. The former issued a statement that said they were unequivocally in solidarity with the Brothers in opposition to the tyrannical state, which was quashing the peoples’ dignity and freedoms.  

In 2006, a spokesman for Kifaya talked about the organizations’ deep political roots and the commonalties of their agendas.

The media were also onboard the Brotherhood bandwagon, at least in terms of recognizing their standing and legitimacy and, in some cases, lending credence to the cause. Al-Misri al-Yawm, commented on the debacle that was the 2007 Shura Council elections and said, "The National Democratic Party [NDP] will win the elections, and the Muslim Brotherhood will not lose anything, except some prisoners, and they may win some publicity." A year and a half prior, after the fall 2005 parliamentary elections, the editor of Al-Dustour said any citizen "in their right mind would have chosen the MB [over the NDP] without hesitation." After the Muslim Brotherhood rallied the masses during the polling process, Al-Misri Al-Yawm reported the Brotherhood summoned one of their largest crowds ever in a manifest display of social and
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political potency.\textsuperscript{91} The gathering was organized in relation to the second phase of the elections and sources estimated crowd strength at 15,000.\textsuperscript{92} The Brotherhood was not without its critics, but even the state-owned \textit{Al-Ahram} noted the Muslim Brotherhood electoral gains (at the end of the second round) were an “outstanding achievement.” However, they tempered their response and said the organization lacked policy direction and were vague about the way forward.\textsuperscript{93}

Although international support was far from unanimous, headlines and articles around the globe generally registered the success of Egypt’s main opposition organization. The \textit{Toronto Star} headline read: “Fed-up Egyptians Boost Brotherhood.”\textsuperscript{94} A local Egyptian interviewed for the article said, “I am not a member of the Muslim Brotherhood but I sympathize with them and I want them to win because they understand our problems and can help us. The government normalizes their relations with the United States, they normalize relations with Israel, but they have yet to normalize relations with their own people.”\textsuperscript{95} Iran’s \textit{Tehran Times} reported, “despite all the pressure imposed by the Egyptian security services, both the tendency of the Egyptian nation toward the Muslim Brotherhood and the number of their supporters has increased considerably.”\textsuperscript{96} Some 70,000 Egyptian protestors rallied in the first half of 2005 calling for a repeal of laws restricting the freedom to assemble and free speech. According to a U.S.-based
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paper, the increased size of the rallies corresponded with their “broad support.”

Egyptians are also aware of the state’s targeting of the Brotherhood for judicial mistreatment and view it negatively. The Arab Network for Human Rights found 67.53% of Egyptians surveyed rejected the military tribunal for Muslim Brotherhood leaders and called it “unjust and unfair.” A little more than 18% said they didn’t know about the trials, and approximately 14% were not aware of the trials and could not give an opinion.

**Membership**

Understanding the Brotherhood’s membership rolls and how they might fluctuate over time in response to crackdowns, group rhetorical and Egypt’s ever changing but somehow constant political realities would provide invaluable insight into their success (or failures) at seeking support. However, as an illegal organization, these rolls are not made public and there is nary any reliable way to check the veracity of various numbers that float about in the informational ether. For example, a 2007 *Washington Post* article said some estimates put membership at 200,000.

**Pragmatic Opposition: Embracing the Nation**

At the end of the day, the Brotherhood are pragmatic in their resistance to the state: they
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highlight what distinguishes them as an organization when appropriate, but also understand that to be successful, they need to embrace and be embraced by a larger cause: that of the Egyptian nation. Habib encapsulated their approach and employed human rights rhetoric when he said, “First of all, we acknowledge that every political movement has a different agenda and political vision and modalities, but we are keen on being part of the general national context which is based on the political frame of reference that brings together the common denominators, over which we cannot differ. These are manifested in our quest to form a truly democratic parliamentary system where there is respect for pluralism and the concept of the peaceful transfer of authority is acknowledged, and where the nation is the source of authority.”

CHAPTER 5

HAMAS: “CONSTRUCTIVE” RESISTANCE

Break their bones.¹

Even worse, the peace process of the early 1990s had raised expectation it utterly failed to fulfill. Life, for all but a tiny elite, remained harsh. And to cap it all, there were no effective non-violent avenues for protest, either against the Israelis or against the Palestinians’ own ineffectual and venal leaders.²

INTRODUCTION

Hamas is an acronym standing for Harakat al-Muqawama al-Islamiya – the Islamic Resistance Movement.³ As a movement, it embraces the oppressed/oppressor narrative seeking to defend the former and defeat the latter (i.e. Israel), which is evident in its organizational charter, issued at the time of its founding. Therein, Hamas emphasizes the links between nationalism and the religion of Islam – that “giving up any part of Palestine is like giving up part of religion,” and discusses Israeli violations of Palestinian human rights.⁴

Hamas is many things to many people. To some, it is an Islamic resistance organization, standing in social, political, and militant opposition to the Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands. To others it is a band of Islamic fundamentalists, terrorists, bent on driving Israeli Jews into the sea and destroying the Israeli state. For others, it is the better of two less-than-ideal alternatives:

³ Hamas also means zeal in Arabic.
a conservative Islamist organization that strategically uses violence, but is governed honestly and works in the service of the Palestinian people. This is in contrast to the secular Palestinian group Fateh, which, although improved in recent years, has a legacy of acting in its own self-interest (to the detriment of the larger Palestinian community) and a reputation of being rife with corruption.

In addition to these descriptors, one can add nationalist entrepreneur. Like Sinn Féin, Hamas successfully uses human rights issues to build movement support and justify a range of activities — civil, political and violent — during its struggle with Israel. The Palestinian narrative is framed by the creation of the Israeli state, and the ongoing, related catastrophe, the nakba. Palestinians are displaced, occupied, repressed, violated, and victimized. Israel is the colonizer, the occupier, the violator, and the victimizer. This chapter will analyze Hamas’ use of the us and them narrative to build the Palestinian national movement in several important stages of its conflict with Israel. The first phase is that of Hamas’ birth, which occurred during a time of struggle – the first intifada (uprising) in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The second occurs in the post-Oslo (peace process) period, after 1993, when Hamas became known for its use of “suicide-bombers,” or, as the movement refers to them, martyrdom operations. The third stage encompasses Hamas’ decisive electoral victory in the Palestinian election when it won a majority of parliamentary seats in 2006. The final phase examined is the period surrounding the “Gaza War” of 2008-2009, when Israel launched an attack on the Gaza Strip, purportedly in response to Hamas rocket-fire. During the Gaza War Israel killed nearly 1,400 Palestinians and decimated much of the Strip’s already fragile infrastructure. As in the previous two chapters, before
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proceeding with this analysis, it is necessary to set the stage and develop an understanding of the context that gave rise to the creation and growth of Hamas.

**SETTING THE STAGE**

Hamas is the organizational offspring of Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood. As noted in the previous chapter, the Brotherhood was involved with the Palestinian resistance to Israel, in the period around the state’s founding. Israel was the product of decades of Zionist struggle in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Zionism, a Jewish nationalist ideology that took hold in the late 1800s, centered on the creation of a homeland for the world’s Jews who were victimized through discriminatory laws, policies and pogroms. It advocated for the creation of a Jewish state on a territory populated by hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs — Muslims, Christians, and Druze — who had deep roots and attachment to the land. Israel became that homeland.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, a series of waves of Jewish migration to the land of Palestine — first under Ottoman sovereignty, then under the British mandate — began to alter the social and demographic character of the land. By the mid 1940s as World War II ended, Jews, Palestinians, and the British, the mandatory power legally and military responsible for the territory, were engaged in heated conflict with each other. The British, for a range of reasons involving domestic and international political and economic issues, worked to end their mandatory responsibilities for Palestine and asked the nascent UN to sort out a solution. A UN committee drafted two reports (majority and minority) that posited the partition of the territory; both were problematic. Subsequently, the UN General Assembly promulgated resolution 181
which called for partition of mandatory Palestine into two states. From the Arab perspective, the resolution privileged Zionist interests over Palestinian rights and was about politics rather than law and was unworkable.\textsuperscript{5} The envisaged Palestinian state was but a smaller shadow of the mandatory territory. Moreover, although the Jewish Agency accepted the resolution, the Zionist movement was divided because the proposed Jewish state did not encompass all of \textit{Eretz} Israel. A war broke out when the Israelis declared their independence from the United Kingdom and sough to position themselves as David versus Goliath, the larger and more established Arab military forces in the region. The reality, however, was that the Arab states and Palestinians who battled with Israel were disorganized and wracked by differing goals. Moreover, members of Jewish militant groups such as the Haganah, the Irgun and the Stern Gang, were organized, trained and battle tested.\textsuperscript{6}

When the dust settled, the state of Israel was left standing and a Palestinian state was nowhere to be seen. Although Israelis view this as their war of independence, from the Palestinian perspective, this was the \textit{nakba}, the catastrophe. It was a time when 750,000 Palestinians were forcibly displaced from their land and homes. The Palestinian narrative also includes incidents of terror at the hands of Zionist militant groups who destroyed villages and massacred their inhabitants to send a message to those who would not flee.\textsuperscript{7} While these events happened more than six decades ago, they provide the context for understanding the evolution of contemporary Palestinian nationalist grievances and the way Israel’s ongoing human rights

\textsuperscript{5} John Quigley, \textit{The Case for Palestine} (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2005), 37-8.
violations have become building blocks in reimagining a new nation, one free from repression and what would come next – the occupation. Israel’s victory was decisive, however, it was not necessarily complete.

The new Israeli state did not encompass all of historic, mandatory Palestine.\(^8\) Israel’s neighbor Egypt controlled the Gaza Strip and Jordan assumed responsibility for East Jerusalem and the West Bank. Egypt controlled the Gaza Strip until the Six Day War in 1967 when Israel began its occupation. Additionally, the 1967 conflict resulted in the Israeli occupation of the Sinai Peninsula, as well as the West Bank and the Golan Heights. In a subsequent peace accord Israel returned the Sinai to Egypt. Israel has \textit{de facto} control over much of the West Bank. To date, and despite strenuous protests from Syria, Israel remains in control of the Golan Heights. The West Bank, Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights, as of late 2010, remain occupied territory under international law.

As noted above, the Muslim Brotherhood had long been active to varying degrees in Palestine, including the creation of organizational branches in Gaza. In the late 1960s, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, who became a legendary Hamas figure, assumed a leadership role of the Brotherhood’s movement in Gaza. In 1976, the Brothers set up \textit{al-Mujamma’ al-Islami} (the Islamic Center), a hub of nonviolent, religious and educational activity.\(^9\) In the years that followed, a confluence of circumstances led to the emergence of the separate entity of Hamas, distinguishing itself from the Brotherhood and its agenda of an internal jihad (struggle for an Islamic society) with one emphasizing external jihad – a struggle against the occupying Israeli

\(^8\) Edward Said, \textit{From Oslo to Iraq and the Road Map} (New York: Random House, 2007).
The Brotherhood focused on internal rebuilding because they viewed the Israeli state and subsequent occupation as a “sickness” that ailed the Muslim nation; recovery meant growing a healthy, strong Islamist community. However, this inward focus was insufficient to address shifts and changes within Palestinian society and politics in the lead up to the intifada, the popular Palestinian uprising.

The West Bank and Gaza Strip became widely known as the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT); however, when the intifada broke out in 1987, they were not the base for the dominant Palestinian group at that time — the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). The PLO is an umbrella group for a range of secular, nationalist factions, which evolved in its position toward Israel over time. The PLO was initially grounded in the elite state interests of the League of Arab States who created it. This changed with ascent of Yassir Arafat of the Fateh movement, one of the constituent factions, when it moved to become more independent. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, PLO groups used Jordanian territory to engage in a series of attacks against Israeli targets and the hijack airplanes. The PLO also gained prominence in the burgeoning Palestinian refugee camps east of the Jordan River. Jordan’s monarch, King Hussein, feared the consequences of the PLO’s rising power within his country’s (recently shrunken) borders and Israeli retaliation. In a bloody civil war, the PLO was expelled and sought new quarters in neighboring Lebanon, a bastion of regional instability. After a series of internal and external violent conflicts in Lebanon, during which Israel and Lebanese groups targeted
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Palestinians, the PLO was organizationally divided and wounded; Arafat and the Fateh leadership retreated to Tunisia where it operated in exile.\textsuperscript{13}

The emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood splinter group Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) in the early 1980s was also key in the emergence of Hamas. PIJ was led by Fathi al-Shaqaqi, a former Brother and refugee from the 1948 war with Israel. Islamic Jihad offered a focused and more militant form of resistance to the Israeli state.\textsuperscript{14} In the run up to the intifada, Islamic Jihad engaged in a series of popular attacks targeting the Israeli military. Younger members of the Muslim Brotherhood who had not split with Jihad, engaged in their own plotting and planning, as they bided their time and pushed the organization to take more direct action against the Israeli occupation.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{THE FIRST INTIFADA: RISING UP, CLAMPING DOWN}

The first intifada unfolded in an environment that was ripe for the emergence of Hamas.\textsuperscript{16} In 1967, approximately 350,000 Palestinians were displaced because of the Six Day War, many of them for a second time. The first was the 1948 war.\textsuperscript{17} The oppression of the occupation - from the political stultification to the economic exploitation - had long taken its toll on the Palestinians.\textsuperscript{18} Two years into the intifada, a local scholar wrote, “Housing conditions are intolerable and with perhaps a family of fifteen living in three small rooms, it does not take much
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to start a demonstration in a camp. As a consequence, the camps are subjected to the harshest Israeli measures, such as arrest, house demolitions, curfews, siege and interruption of services.”

Between 1967 and 1987, nearly 1,400 Palestinian homes were demolished or sealed by the Israeli government, for military, administrative or other reasons.

The intifada happened accidentally – literally and figuratively. An Israeli-driven vehicle struck and killed four Palestinians in Gaza in early December 1987. Rumors circulated that the accident was, in fact, on purpose – a revenge killing for a recent Palestinian attack on an Israeli. Without prior planning, Gaza, the West Bank, and Palestinian Arabs in Israel erupted in simultaneous protest.

The intifada did not originate as a nationalist movement but rather was grounded in grievances related to poverty and the conditions of occupation, in other words human rights violations. It did, however evolve into a movement for self-determination; Shlaim terms this “the Palestinian war of independence.”

Hamas emerged out of the chaos as a distinct organization in December 1987 in tandem with the eruption of the intifada. Gaza’s Muslim Brothers, including Sheikh Yassin, convened in the early hours of the uprising and within a week issued a statement that was signed the Islamic Resistance Movement, which would become known as Hamas. A founding Hamas member,

Dr. Ibrahim al-Yazuri, stated: “Strong passions were aroused amongst a number of our brothers who were urging for a revolt and to stir up the public, especially the youth, into intensifying their resistance against the occupation and bring revolution to the streets.”²⁴ Al-Yazuri was unlikely aware he was channeling seventeenth century French intellectual Francois La Rochefoucauld. La Rochefoucauld found emotions strategically useful to sway the opinions of others; he stated: “The passions are the only orators who always convince.”²⁵

Hamas issued its charter approximately eight months into both its and the intifada’s existence, and therein explained that it was a branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. The charter also affirmed that:

Hamas regards Nationalism (*Wataniyya*) as part and parcel of the religious faith. Nothing is loftier or deeper in Nationalism than waging Jihad against the enemy and confronting him when he sets foot on the land of the Muslims. And this becomes an individual duty binding on every Muslim man and woman; …While other nationalisms consist of material, human and territorial considerations, the nationality of Hamas also carries, in addition to all those, the all important divine factors which lend to it its spirit and life…²⁶

Regarding human rights, Hamas observes that international summits will not enforce human rights guarantees or provide “justice to the oppressed.”²⁷ The charter discusses the need for social solidarity among Muslims and draws attention to the fact that its “enemy [Israel] has

---
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adopted the practice of breaking our bones and shooting women, children – old men – with or without reason and creating concentration camps to place thousands in inhuman conditions, not to mention the demolition of homes, orphaning of children and the issuing of tyrannical laws against thousands of young people so that they spend their best years in the obscurity of prisons.”

Human rights violations were part and parcel of the occupation and the increasingly repressive Israeli response to the growing Hamas movement and the intifada. Reports indicate most Hamas leaders were jailed by the end of February 1989, and membership in the organization was illegal by the fall of that year. Human rights also became a notable component of Hamas’ messaging, an attempt to deepen the *us vs. them* dynamic – the resistance and the oppressors.

Education was one focus of the Islamic Resistance’s outreach activities. This was natural for Hamas given the Brotherhood and Islamic Center’s activities in this area. Issues related to education were also key grievances of those rising up as Palestinian children suffered tremendously. One source noted that education was targeted by the Israeli authorities during the intifada and that “there had been an escalation of Israeli repressive measures,” such as “(1) the arrest and deportation of students and faculty; (2) intensified financial harassment; and (3) school closures.” Schools were closed for periods ranging from two to four years and some served as
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detention facilities. Teachers, students and curricula were all targeted, including in the case of
the latter, attempts to deny the historical Palestinian narrative.\textsuperscript{31} In one example as part of the
uprising, Palestinians embraced “Palestine-time,” in which their clocks differed from the Israelis’
by one hour. The Israeli army threatened to detain students abiding by this independence-
oriented time zone.\textsuperscript{32} In another example, the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) closed eight schools
whose students were accused of stone throwing.\textsuperscript{33}

Hamas repeatedly implored Palestinians to attend classes and pursue education. In 1988 it
issued a leaflet that stated Israel sought to sow the seeds of ignorance, and Palestinian education
was part and parcel of the intifada. It noted, “We must be armed with education. We must
believe in a return to our study institutions, universities and schools of teachers and pupils…
Otherwise the educators must go to the mosques in order to teach and to prepare a curriculum for
the leaders of the future.”\textsuperscript{34} A leaflet issued the following month was dedicated entirely to
education, and emotionally invoked the \textit{us vs. them} dynamic as it spoke of students “fired with
the spirit of revolt against the occupation, the plundering, the oppression.”\textsuperscript{35} The publication also
bridged two of Hamas’ underlying tenets: “National and religious duty obligates teachers at all
levels of the educational system to redouble their efforts and to show understanding for the
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situation of the pupils.”

Leaflet number 45 began by affirming “knowledge is a sacred right.” It went on to say that the Palestinians students are “the hopes of this nation, its pride and treasure… [schools] will continue to be natural hothouses for the shaping of generations and building the nation and raising its …sons on the manliness which God wanted the Islamic nation to possess.” In 1989 another new leaflet greeted, “our valiant students the eagles of the blessed intifadah who, with their determination to obtain their rights, foil the policy of stultification.” In one response to the Israeli closing of Palestinian schools, Hamas called for international human rights bodies to pressure the “Zionist enemy.”

In addressing education, a basic international human right, Hamas spotlighted the oppressor/resistor narrative emphasizing those who have a right to an education vs. those who would deny it. It linked nationalism to Islam invoking an emotional sense of patriotic and religious duty, seeking to appeal to less conservative or secular Palestinians as well as Islamists. It also connected the Islamic resistance to the broader Palestinian struggle by raising an issue with wide reaching relevance to youth and their parents.

Detentions were another major issue during the intifada and Hamas utilized related Israeli human rights violations in its nation-building efforts. Apparently, however, Israel was not cognizant of that fact that its escalating campaign against Hamas had the opposite of the intended
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effect: it garnered the Islamist resistance “popular sympathy and support.”  

One observer noted that the prisons “are virtually schools for the education of a new generation of Palestinian revolutionaries. The upshot is that in most cases Palestinians are more determined to pursue the struggle when they leave prison than when they entered.”

By September 1988 the Israeli Defense Ministry reported that since the beginning of the intifada several thousand were imprisoned and nearly 20,000 had been detained. By 1991, it was reported that during the first two years, 40,000 had been detained and nearly half appeared before military tribunals, from which on 400 were acquitted. Israeli detention of Palestinians during the intifada occurred pursuant to military legislation that was made more “flexible” to respond the circumstances.

Palestinians, however, were not invisible in their suffering as the international community took note of what was going on. The Lawyers Committee on Human Rights conducted an investigation and published its findings. Amnesty International issued a series of reports throughout the intifada looking at detention practices and the military justice system. Amnesty’s concerns included: incommunicado detention; a failure to notify detainees’ families about their circumstances; torture and ill treatment; as well as lawyers’ lack of access to
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detainees.\textsuperscript{46}

Related to the detention process were deportations through which Palestinians were forcibly removed from Israel, the West Bank and Gaza Strip to other states. In mid-1989, B’Tselem, an Israeli human rights group, reported that since the occupation commenced, more than 1,200 people were deported from Israel and the OPT, 53 since the beginning of the intifada.\textsuperscript{47} International criticism was also forthcoming. In 1990, after Israel deported four Palestinians it said were affiliated with Hamas, the UNSC passed a resolution, supported by the United States, which “deplore[d]” the action and called on Israel to respect international humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{48} This was the fourth time since the intifada erupted that the UNSC condemned Israeli deportations.\textsuperscript{49}

For Hamas, a critical, mass deportation took place in 1992. Hamas had engaged in a targeted campaign of violence against the Israeli security services, which included the kidnapping of a member of the Israeli Defense Forces. Hamas’ demands included the release of Sheikh Yassin, who had been arrested and jailed. Israel refused to meet the conditions and the soldier was killed. Prior to the deportations, Hamas member Abdel Aziz Rantisi said the outcome of the kidnapping operation was Israel’s fault that it “merits the wide support of the Palestinian people.”\textsuperscript{50} Within a matter of days, Israeli rounded up thousands of Palestinians, and took more
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than 400, including many members of Hamas, and deported them into Lebanon. A Hamas representative called them an act of state terrorism and a subsequent leaflet said the organization would no longer restrict its targeting to security forces. Hoffman notes:

The deportation proved to be a serious miscalculation. Deposited in the middle of rough country in south Lebanon, in the middle of winter, the deportees quickly became a cause célèbre, attracting international media attention and sympathy. Hamas bore the fruits of its leaders’ suffering, attaining a level of support among both Palestinians and foreigners that it might not otherwise have achieved. Included among the exiles were doctors, clerics, teachers … thus supporting Hamas’s claims that it was a true community and social welfare organization and not a terrorist group.

B’Tselem issued a report condemning the deportations as violations of basic international human rights and humanitarian law.

In Hamas’ second leaflet, they noted “The Muslim people is avenging its honor and restoring its former glory. It refuses to concede… [and] rejects arrests and deportations.” More than three years later, the campaign of arrests and “deportations of the defenseless” were again

_________
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condemned. Hamas also exalted Palestinian support for the intifada, which it called a noble activity, and heralded those who make the “greatest sacrifices” as part of its jihad.

According to one source, Israel almost destroyed the movement through its campaign of arrests and imprisonment; however, Hamas had set up a provision for leadership in exile. Additionally, Hamas efforts around detainee and deportee issues happened in tandem with other activities. It organized its protest activities such as strikes, to target groups of actors and actions, reinforcing boundary lines between those who supported the movement’s issues and those who stood in opposition. For example, there was a prisoner solidarity day, a strike to commemorate those who lost their lives at Sabra and Chatila as well as two days dedicated to “Palestinian slogans and flags decorated with ‘There is no God but God.’” Thus, over the course of two weeks Hamas worked to strengthen internal cohesion around the prisoners issue and affirmed its position in the larger uprising (other groups had imprisoned members). Hamas also linked itself to the Palestinian refugee community outside the OPT through invoking Sabra and Chatila, Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, where in 1982, more than 1,000 refugees were massacred through collusion between Israeli forces and Lebanese Christian militia members. Hamas’ final protest announced in that leaflet was the consummate combination of nationalism and religion: Palestinian flags and Islam. The expression is the profession of faith and is one of the five pillars of Islam. It is also emblazoned on the Hamas flag.

Hamas also monitored Israeli political developments and did not shy away from
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critiquing its fellow Palestinians when it felt they were straying from the path of liberation. For instance, when an Israeli government dispute between the two major parties, Likud and Labor, unfolded Hamas asserted, “The two big parties are in agreement on denying our people their minimum rights. Why do some foolish members of our people declare a preference for one side over the other?”

The first few years of the intifada were marked by the Palestinian assertion of “their right to exist but also their right to resist Israel.” In its last two years the uprising suffered from “relentless Israeli repression and the political and economic isolation of the Palestinians by the regional hegemonic states in the Gulf.” Khalidi notes that because of Fateh’s negotiation, governance, and security failures, it “lost much of its legitimacy and credibility” with the Palestinian people. As a result, the intifada lacked organizational cohesion and the nascent Islamist organization Hamas operated largely at-will.

Structurally, the Intifada was a time of growth and distinction for Hamas. It separated itself from the PLO-led Unified National Command (UNC) leadership of the intifada, while at the same time it participated in a range of resistance activities – civil, economic, and violent. Hamas sought to frame the conflict on its own terms. A statement inquired: “[T]hey accuse us of being terrorists. Since when has the person who demands his rights been a terrorist?” These
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actions and dialogue set the stage for decades to come: Israel terms Hamas as terrorists and uses a variety of countermeasures Hamas demands justice and assails Israel using a variety of tactics, including its most infamous weapon – martyrdom attacks.\textsuperscript{66} The first intifada lasted until 1993, the year the PLO negotiated the Oslo Accords. In the intervening years between the first and second intifadas (1993 and 2000), groups such as Hamas continued to assert their right to resist Israel in violent and nonviolent manifestations.

**Hamas’ Martyrdom Operations: Rights and Wrongs**

The years between the first and second uprising (termed the Al-Aqsa Intifada), were punctuated with political bargains and bombings. On the heels of the mass deportation in 1992, leaders of the PLO negotiated in secret with members of the Israeli government and began the Oslo “peace process.” The Oslo process has had its supporters and detractors, Hamas among the latter. Farsoun and Aruri highlighted several mainstream criticisms which included: the lack of public input; recognition of the PLO but not “Palestinian rights;” the utilization of rights as bargaining chips; and the intentional lack of attention to major issues such as Jerusalem and refugees.\textsuperscript{67} The head of the PLO, Yassir Arafat, tried to paint a positive picture of the agreement in his statement at the signing, emphasizing the opportunities presented by the agreement to move toward the realization of Palestinian self-determination and citing Palestinian common

---

\textsuperscript{66} Martyrdom attacks is akin to the terminology Hamas uses for these operations, and will be used herein. They are often termed suicide attacks by those who are critical of Hamas, however, this terminology can obscure and misrepresent fundamental issues including the motivations and mental state of the attacker.
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ground with the United States in terms of a desire for respect for human rights.\textsuperscript{68} Hamas, however, wasn’t buying what Arafat was selling.

This, of course, is not surprising given the critiques. Moreover, Tamimi notes that one of the functions of Oslo, along with the creation of the new self-governance entity, the Palestinian National Authority, was to marginalize other Palestinian organizations, including Hamas.\textsuperscript{69} Hamas, however, was aware of the rough waters ahead it was entering and was determined that it would neither get overtaken nor sink. Focus and cohesion were key. In 1994, Hamas issued an internal document that emphasized the ongoing dynamic of the occupier/occupied distinction as Hamas’ raison d’être: “We are a people under occupation … Our political and informational discourse must focus on the fact that the Zionists are both our foremost and our only enemies, that the central purpose of our people is to resist the Zionist occupation.”\textsuperscript{70} Thus, active participation in the resistance, and not just merely embracing it rhetorically, became the new hallmark of Palestinian nationalist authenticity.

Hamas, however, was in a bit of a conundrum. As per the Oslo accords, the PLO agreed to refrain from violence against Israel, and Hamas planned to continue its jihad, which it perceived as a source of legitimacy. Hamas operations were based on “cost-benefit” calculations toward ending the occupation and its associated human rights violations.\textsuperscript{71} However, it also wanted to avoid overtly fracturing the Palestinian nation. The Islamic resistance opted to ramp
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up “its armed struggle against Israel preceding the founding of the Palestinian Authority in Gaza and Jericho and tried by this means to enhance its public prestige and thereby immunize itself from the PA’s attempts to suppress the Islamic opposition.”

One of the ways Hamas changed the dynamics of the conflict after Oslo was through the use of martyrdom operations, better known as suicide bombings. Dr. Abdel Aziz Rantisi, a founder of Hamas and former spokesperson for Palestinians exiled in southern Lebanon stated, “‘Suicide bomber’ implied an impulsive act by a deranged individual. The missions undertaken by the young men in the Hamas cadres … were ones that they deliberately and carefully chose as part of their religious obligation.” Rantisi said Hamas preferred istishhadi, which translates as self-chosen martyrdom.

Hamas, as an Islamist organization, has a clear stake in utilizing the religious narrative. However, Pape found that a key motive for “suicide terrorism” is not Islamic fundamentalism, as is often thought. Rather, these operations relate to Hamas’ primary grievance: the occupation. Pragmatically, a key factor in their strategic use is “the trajectory of Palestinian support for suicide operations, because this is necessary to their persistence over time.” Related is that “Most suicide terrorism is undertaken as a strategic effort directed toward achieving particular goals; it is not simply the product of irrational individuals or an expression of fanatical hatreds.” Indeed, according to a noted Israel psychologist, these martyrs are relatively normal
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with the only real emotional deviation coming at the time of death when survivors of such operations say they felt no fear.\textsuperscript{78}

Although Hamas first used a so-called martyrdom operation in 1993 (before the Oslo agreements were signed in September of that year), Hamas’ violent campaign utilizing this strategy did not really get underway until 1994. The proverbial game changer for Hamas was American-born, Israeli settler Baruch Goldstein’s massacre of Palestinians at the Ibrahimi Mosque in the Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron. In late February 1994, Goldstein killed more than two-dozen and wounded more than 100.\textsuperscript{79}

In April 1994, Hamas responded with a series of attacks including a car bomb at a public bus stop in the town of Afula that killed eight and wounded dozens. A Hamas member detonated the bomb from within the car.\textsuperscript{80} A Hamas leader said this represented an escalation from the stone throwing of the intifada because the Israelis only understood the “language of violence.”\textsuperscript{81} A Hamas statement also warned Israelis to evacuate settlements.\textsuperscript{82} Another attack came several days later when a bomber detonated a device he was holding at another bus stop in the town of Hadera. Several died and dozens were wounded. A Hamas statement said, ““The Izzadin al-Qassam battalions [Hamas’ militant wing] have pledged to our people to take revenge for the blood of the martyrs of Hebron, and that the response will be violent.”\textsuperscript{83} \textit{The Times of London}}
noted the second bombing came on the heels of “draconian new security measures” which included sealing the West Bank and Gaza Strip.\(^8^4\) Hamas’ needed to ground its stance against the Oslo process in specific human rights grievances both to garner and grow support.\(^8^5\) Mishal and Sela found that by couching their “violent actions against Israel as a response in kind to the massacre in Hebron” Hamas could “mitigate criticism… following Israel’s collective punitive measures against the Palestinian people.”\(^8^6\)

This was the beginning of a campaign of martyrdom attacks that would last for more than ten years. Gunning noted that support for these operations and Hamas increased throughout the 1990s while support for Oslo decreased, although Hamas was not entirely responsible for these outcomes. He states: “Israeli border closures, controversial settlement expansions and lack of progress in the peace process,” in conjunction with problems within the Palestinian authority, were also key.\(^8^7\) Bloom adds that support, however, remained relatively low and Palestinians weren’t able to use this violence to successfully mobilize the masses.\(^8^8\) This changed with the advent of the al-Aqsa intifada.\(^8^9\)

The al-Aqsa intifada began in the wake of another attempted “peace process,” this one at Camp David in the United States, hosted by President Bill Clinton. Although Camp David brought the two sides together, it failed to resolve any of the major final status issues from Oslo.
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Efforts at talks continued after Camp David, but a wrench was thrown in the works when Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon visited Islam’s holiest site in Jerusalem – Haram al-Sharif, the site of the al-Aqsa mosque. The affront of the Israeli hawk’s visit to (literal) Islamic holy ground was compounded by the presence of hundreds of Israeli security forces.\textsuperscript{90} Jews know the site as the Temple Mount, which holds a revered place in their faith. However, Sharon knew its significance for Muslims and its location in occupied East Jerusalem would make the visit a flashpoint. Palestinians protested the visit; Israeli forces disproportionately retaliated, and thus began the second intifada.

The second intifada has been rife with Israeli violations of human rights - from the closures of borders to home demolitions, to the aerial bombin\textsuperscript{91}gs, to the assassination of Hamas targets. In the intifada’s early days, Sheikh Yassin made a speech and affirmed, “[T]he restoration of our rights and realization of peace will not be achieved except through resistance, not through negotiations. We will continue to march along the path of either victory or martyrdom.”\textsuperscript{91} Closures and their related consequences were remarkable. Within the first eighteen months of the al-Aqsa intifada, more than 65,000 Palestinians lost their jobs in Israel, the Palestinian poverty rate rose by more than 20%, a decline in daily domestic economic production of at least $6 million/day, a decline in access between the territories and Israel and a decline in access between the territories and external states, in part due to the Israeli military destruction of the Gaza International Airport.\textsuperscript{92} Although poverty and repression do not cause
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one to turn to “terrorism” let alone martyrdom, it does create a context in which people make choices and respond to their circumstances. One choice during the second intifada was increased support for Hamas.93

In terms of home demolitions, from the start of the second intifada through October 2004, Israel engaged in the punitive demolition of more than 600 homes, which had provided shelter to more than 3,000 Palestinians.94 In response to a slated demolition in Rafah refugee camp in Gaza, Hamas stated: “While condemning this heinous crime by the Zionist occupation troops - the crime that violates all international laws and conventions and human values - we … call upon the international community as well as legal and humanitarian organizations to oppose this heinous Zionist crime and raise their voices in order to lay bare this enemy.”95 It further noted these activities were inspiration to continue down “the path of resistance.”96 After the bombardment of Palestinian Authority positions in March 2001, Hamas issued a statement that said,

This Zionist and terrorist bombing is intended to further assert the premeditated aggressive polices against our Palestinian people who are defending themselves against this incessant terrorism. We assert that this bombardment cannot deter our people nor can it smash their resolve or put an end to their legitimate
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aspirations to realize freedom and dispose of this occupation. In this one statement, Hamas bridged gaps between the Palestinians and separated us from them - the Zionist enemy, unifying the Palestinian nation – behind its efforts. Additionally, Hamas justifies further “defensive” activities against Israel in furtherance of Palestinian rights.

Israel also engaged in the assassination of Hamas leaders such as Sheikh Yassin and Abdel Aziz Rantisi. After Yassin’s assassination, a Hamas statement said the “The Arab and Islamic nation must shoulder its responsibilities in defending Palestine and the holy Al-Aqsa Mosque, and must support our steadfast people.” Ismail Haniya said that Yassin’s last words related to working towards Palestinian national and Islamic unity. At Rantisi’s funeral procession in April of 2004, thousands of Palestinians turned out and “vowed revenge” as did Hamas.

These statements took place against a backdrop of dozens of martyrdom operations that claimed the lives of hundreds of Israelis. The shift in support from operations undertaken during the “peace process” years and the second intifada weren’t the result of radical changes in Hamas but rather a change in “people’s diagnosis of the situation and their prognosis of how to respond. For rhetoric to be successful, it must resonate with the target group. … But without Israel playing its part in helping to create the conditions for radicalization – whether by deciding to use the army and helicopter gunships rather than riot police,” or opting for collective punishment
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over targeted punishment, things could have been very different. ¹⁰⁰ Notably, however, as support began to wane Hamas changed tactics.

In analyzing Palestinian martyrdom attacks broadly, Pape found the attacks through 2003 demonstrated “that the Palestinian terrorists are concentrating their fire against the state that is actually occupying the territory they view as their homeland.”¹⁰¹ A relatively easy deduction can thus be made in theory: end the occupation, end the attacks. Hamas, however, decided to end its martyrdom operations in 2006 although Israel clearly maintained the occupation. This was preceded by a period of temperature taking and consensus building within the Palestinian community that ultimately supported a series of negotiated ceasefires, which preceded the end of these operations.¹⁰²

**Hamas’ (Electoral) Victory: Ballots as Building Blocks**

In early January 2006, Hamas emerged victorious from the Palestinian National Authority legislative elections. The *Washington Post* called the victory a “trouncing” of the rival Fateh party.¹⁰³ The BBC termed it a “stunning win.”¹⁰⁴ The outgoing Fateh Prime Minister, Ahmed Queria, said, “This is the choice of the people.”¹⁰⁵ But how did the Palestinian people come to choose Hamas? How did the Islamic Resistance craft a message that incorporated non-Islamists and a broad Palestinian agenda? An examination of select movement statements during
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the electoral cycle indicates one tool in their vote winning (and nation-building) toolbox continued to be human rights.

Several rounds of municipal elections took place in the occupied Palestinian territories in 2004 and 2005. Hamas participated and ran candidates on the “Change and Reform” list. In one round, in January 2005, Hamas emerged decisively victorious. A Bir Zeit University political scientist observed that Hamas won because Palestinians were tired of both Fateh and its legacy of corruption as well the occupation and its impact on Palestinian Islamic life.106 A Hamas candidate in the Beit Hanoun district said, “People are not against the launching of rockets here … They understand they are a reaction to the occupation … Hamas is a social movement with a long history of social services, and the resistance is loved.”107

In the midst of a ceasefire with Israel and the municipal campaigns, Sheikh Hasan Yusuf, Hamas’ West Bank spokesperson, addressed a range of rights-related issues including the prisoner releases, settlements and illegal land-grabs as well as the right of return for refugees. Yusuf also stated, “It is true we are a flexible movement and relate to political realities in a rational manner. At the same time, Hamas can't and will not accept any settlement not based on human rights and international law.”108

Within two weeks, and on the heels of their municipal electoral triumph, Hamas announced its decision to participate for the first time in the Palestinian legislative elections.
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Hamas had declined to participate previously believing it would validate the Oslo process that it opposed. However, by 2005, the death of Arafat and Oslo helped changed its calculus along with public encouragement to field candidates. A movement statement regarding participation noted the deliberative process that led to the tack, spoke of sacrifices, highlighted service in the interest of the Palestinian people, and emphasized Palestinian rights as well an end to the occupation.

Hroub notes that Hamas electoral platform was issued when the movement had nary an idea about the scale of its legislative victory to come and that it was addressed primarily to its supporters. He also finds the document is relatively secular in nature (for an Islamist organization). The preamble states electoral participation,

... falls within its comprehensive program for the liberation of Palestine, the return of the Palestinian people to their homeland, and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital. This participation [in the elections] will be a means of supporting the resistance and the intifada program, which the Palestinian people have approved as its strategic option to end the occupation. ... The political system of this society and its reformist and political agenda will be oriented toward achieving Palestinian national rights. [In all this we] take into account the presence of the oppressive occupation and its ugly imprint on our

land and people and its flagrant interventions in the details of the Palestinian life.\textsuperscript{112}

The “Principles” section is a more potent mix of religious nationalism. It views the Palestinian national within the context of the Arab and Islamic nations. It states:

The Palestinian people, wherever they reside, constitute a single and united people and form an integral part of the Arab and Muslim nation . . . Our Palestinian people are still living a phase of national liberation, and thus they have the right to strive to recover their own rights and end the occupation using all means, including armed struggle.\textsuperscript{113}

“Principles” also advocates for self-determination, the right of return, water rights, and prisoners issues and advances the idea of a sovereign state with Jerusalem as its capital. Overall, this section is a striking and strategic mix of Islam, nationhood, unity, and human rights designed to appeal to a range of Palestinians, Arabs and Muslims. Gunning notes that Hamas has a keen understanding that political power is tied to votes which is linked to support and consultation and outreach are key.\textsuperscript{114} Thus, a la Downs, Hamas are vote maximizers but not just for the sake of political power.\textsuperscript{115} Their vote maximization strategy is tied to a larger nation-building practice that links to organizational support-maximization.

Once its legislative campaign had been announced and municipal elections were still afoot, Hamas’ West Bank spokesperson, Sheikh Yusuf was at a rally commemorating the death
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of Sheikh Yassin – thousands of Palestinians were present. At the rally, Hamas was termed a “safety valve for the Palestinian people’s unity, simply because it is still bearing the brunt of resistance in face of the Israeli usurpers.”\textsuperscript{116} A range of broad Palestinian rights including those related to the occupation of Jerusalem, refugees and prisoners, surrounded by Hamas and Islamist symbolism such as the movement’s green flags, Qassam rocket replicas, as well as images of martyrs and the Dome of the Rock. Yusuf presciently noted that participation in the elections did not mean an abdication of the right to resist, which it retained as a “strategic option.”\textsuperscript{117} In one fell swoop (or rally) Yusuf positioned Hamas as the Palestinian resistance movement par excellence, which defends the rights of all Palestinians while advancing its agenda through a range of strategic choices including elections and violence, emphasizing its Islamist and nationalist character. He also spotlighted Hamas’ role as the victims par excellence that suffered on behalf of the wider Palestinian community.

In June 2005, Hamas scored victories in local elections, which Deputy Politburo Chair Musa Abu Marzuq interpreted as meaning that, “Most of the Palestinian people today support Hamas. … Hamas is the movement which represents the hopes and aspirations of the Palestinian people. How can a movement which gained such a large-scale popular base be described as a terrorist organization?”\textsuperscript{118} One month later, a Hamas statement called for Palestinian unity, emphasized Hamas’ appreciation for consultation and political pluralism within Palestine, and
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called on Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas to set a date for elections and protect “the rights of citizens to live in freedom and dignity.”¹¹⁹

As the legislative campaign wound to a close in January, Khaled Mishal affirmed the Islamic Resistance was campaigning to safeguard Jerusalem and secure the right of return for Palestinian refugees. The previous day, Abu Marzuq called these issues “national constants.”¹²⁰ Mishal also took a not so subtle shot at Fateh when he said, “We shall not oppress as we were oppressed. We had forgiven our oppressors among the Palestinian people, as we don’t resort to the principle of tit-for-tat against our Palestinian brethrens.”¹²¹ This was an interesting combination of targets – both Israel and his Palestinian brethren in one interview, employing the oppressor/oppressed narrative to distinguish the Resistance from Fateh.

**The Gaza War: Razing Buildings, Reinforcing the Nation**

Hamas and Fateh were ultimately unable to craft a stable coalition government despite internal and external efforts. Hamas electoral victory was punctuated by intra-Palestinian violence as the rival organizations physically battled it out. When the dust settled, Hamas was left in control of Gaza and Fateh claimed power over the Palestinian National Authority whose purview was limited to the West Bank. Hamas was marginalized on the main international stage and Gazans suffered but generally blamed Israel and the international community rather than Hamas. By the end of 2008, the situation in Gaza was bleak.

The Gaza War, which Israel termed Operation Cast Lead, began in December of 2008 and ran until January of 2009. When the missiles, mortars, and mayhem quieted, 16 Israelis died, including 13 soldiers, and more than 1,400 Palestinians were killed, the overwhelming majority civilians. More than 5,000 Palestinians were injured.\textsuperscript{122} It garnered widespread critical assessments from international and domestic human rights organizations, such as Human Rights Watch (United States), B’Tselem (Israel), the Palestinian Center for Human Rights (PCHR; Gaza, OPT), and the International Committee for the Red Cross.\textsuperscript{123}

In the run up to the Gaza War, conditions were already abysmal in Gaza. Hamas, despite having won democratic elections in 2006, governed Gaza in the face of international attempts at isolation. The \textit{Journal of Palestine Studies} published a concise list of statistical indicators regarding conditions in the densely populated Strip. These include: 49% of Gazans are unemployed and seeking work; 35% of Gazans are living in “deep poverty”; 80% of drinking water does not meeting WHO standards; 70% of Gazans are using poultry for protein source; and less than 10% of needed humanitarian aid trucks enter Gaza.\textsuperscript{124} Israel said it initiated Operation

Cast Lead in response to militant rocket fire coming from Gaza. However, one analysis indicated that in the range of ceasefires that preceded Operation Cast Lead, it was Israel that repeatedly broke the pause in violence, which led to retaliatory strikes from Hamas and other groups in Gaza. In a letter to the editor of London’s *Sunday Times* a group of international legal experts asserted:

> The rocket attacks on Israel by Hamas, deplorable as they are, do not, in terms of scale and effect amount to an armed attack entitling Israel to rely on self-defence. Under international law self-defence is an act of last resort and is subject to the customary rules of proportionality and necessity. The killing of almost 800 Palestinians, mostly civilians, and more than 3,000 injuries, accompanied by the destruction of schools, mosques, houses, UN compounds and government buildings, which Israel has a responsibility to protect under the Fourth Geneva Convention, is not commensurate to the deaths caused by Hamas rocket fire.

Hamas MP Salah al-Bardawil also affirmed “the legitimate rights of the Palestinians are approved by the international law and all humanitarian norms.” Accordingly, foremost amongst Hamas’ goals are “the withdrawal of the Zionist enemy, lifting the siege, stopping this

---


aggression, and constructing Gaza”

While Israel may be the initiator of the conflict’s violent spasms, British journalist Robert Fisk sagely observed, “Hamas needs violence to emphasise the oppression of the Palestinians - and relies on Israel to provide it. A few rockets into Israel and Israel obliges.” The oppression and support for Hamas were indeed forthcoming. Interviews with Palestinians hospitalized due to injuries suffered in the Israeli assault show that support for Hamas was on the rise. Individuals previously unaffiliated with the group indicated a willing to support or join Hamas in their struggle against Israel. Moreover, such support was evident among Gazan professionals, not just the young and restless who are the usual suspects.

As the offensive wound to a close, Hamas flipped Israel’s David vs. Goliath analogy in its favor and noted that the Israeli mobilization against Gaza was “enough to occupy dozens of countries,” and termed its resistance as “brave.” A Hamas spokesman stated Israel spread “excelled in destruction and killing children and women and the defenceless inhabitants in their houses. They succeeded to kill everything except our people's willpower and their determination and insistence on clinging to their national rights and constants and their rejection to offer any kind of concessions to the occupation.”

The humanitarian toll at the end of the Gaza War included: 90% of Gazans entirely dependent on food aid; more than 1 million chickens killed;
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214 schools destroyed or nearly destroyed; 52 mosques and churches sustained major damage or were destroyed; and nearly $2 billion in property damage.\textsuperscript{134}

Hamas was aware of the impact of the war on the Palestinian population and its organization. A Hamas official stated, “The legitimacy of the movement is not secured violently or by force; the movement gains its legitimacy through the popular support it has won, has acquired by defending the Palestinian people, and by adhering to the national rights that it considers as a priority, mainly the resistance.”\textsuperscript{135} He went on to say that in the wake of the Gaza War Hamas was clearly the legitimate voice of the resistance because it was it engaged the occupation forces and guarded “the resistance project, which is the basis of its views and position.”\textsuperscript{136} Less than five months later, Khaled Mishal, the exiled Hamas political leader in Syria, said, “Resisting is based on evaluation and timing that take into consideration the following: maintain the right to resist and to respond to the occupation, keeping in mind the interest of our people and the hardship they are going through, and exposing the reality of the Israeli aggression and its policies.”\textsuperscript{137}

Hamas utilized the Gaza War to its advantage as it highlighted and piggybacked on international efforts that showcased Israeli human rights violations, which it sees as part and parcel of the occupation. During the Gaza War, Hamas positioned the Palestinian people as collective victims of Israel aggression who have the right to resist, and Hamas as the leader of

\textsuperscript{134} “Damage to Palestinian people and Property during Operation Cast Lead,” \textit{Journal of Palestine Studies}, 38.3 (Spring 2009): 210-212.
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the resistance movement. In targeting Gaza, the base of Hamas, where it won legitimate, democratic elections, Israel not only provided building blocks for the Palestinian Islamist nation, but also became the cement that bound them together.

**CONCLUSION**

The United Nations General Assembly affirmed the Palestinians’ right to self-determination in the 1974 “Question of Palestine” resolution. Therein it also affirmed Palestinians inalienable rights and the right of return for refugees.138 Palestinians in the OPT are acutely aware of the disparities in law and practice, particularly those that existed between themselves and their Israeli neighbors. Palestinians have been “subjected to daily humiliations and had to live with the constant knowledge that they had been denied much that they considered was rightfully theirs. They knew they had been misgoverned by their own leaders and betrayed again and again by the international community and by other Arabs and Muslims.”139

Hamas arose out of this anger and frustration to “resist” Israel’s occupation of historic Palestine. However, as the Islamic resistance, they have been targeted by Israel. During the last twenty-two years, Israel has jailed and assassinated Hamas leaders and members, including Sheikh Yassin and Abd al-Aziz Rantisi, along with the ordinary Palestinians on whose behalf Hamas states it struggles. As of December 2009, approximately 10,000 Palestinians were jailed in Israel and more than 600,000 Palestinians have been jailed since 1967.140 Human rights
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violations have served as Hamas’ building blocks. It has utilized these narratives of common struggle against a common enemy to construct the Palestinian nation. Hamas positions itself as the legitimate defenders of the Palestinian people from Israeli violence – both physical and structural. It focuses on its members and the Palestinian population writ large. This allows Hamas to be one with the Palestinians, rather than a movement apart. Some Palestinians agree: One Gazan said Israel “think[s] everything is related to Hamas. They think if they destroy the buildings, they will bring Hamas down … But Hamas is not a building, or a mosque, or a school, or a police station. Hamas is people. Each and every house has Hamas people.”

141 Human Rights (http://www.pchrgaza.org/portal/en/).
CHAPTER 6
ONE PERSON’S “TERRORIST” IS ANOTHER’S “NATIONALIST” ENTREPRENEUR

[T]he depth and breadth of emotions that erupted on Monday throughout the region were not fueled only by the Yassin assassination. They reflected the general mood in the Arab world, which is defined by a troubling and cumulative combination of negative emotions, including anger and humiliation at the hands of the United States and Israel, … and fear for the ability of one's children to enjoy a better life in their own generations. None of those emotions or concerns is new. … They continue to be generated by a combination of domestic, regional and global events that the average Arab citizen perceives to be totally beyond his or her control.¹

How can you say your truth is better than ours?²

This was not a study of terrorism. However, two of the groups studied herein, the Irish Republican Army and Hamas, have oft been described as terrorist. When states battle against such groups they often engage in counterterrorism as part of their efforts to thwart violent attacks. Yet, Hamas and the IRA are much more than “terrorist” groups; they are, in part, nationalist entrepreneurs that have strategically used states’ violations of human rights, often undertaken as part of counterterrorist policies, to build movement support. The Muslim Brotherhood, while usually not characterized as terrorist, also functions as a nationalist entrepreneur to build organizational support but does so through socio-political means and eschews violence.

Although these findings provide a jumping off point for analyzing a range of theoretical and practical implications, this conclusion will emphasize two that are policy based. First, by looking across all three case studies, it is clear that organizations often described as sectarian can use a secular rights discourse to increase movement support, create national cohesion and transform conflict relationships to work nonviolently with a state that is “the other,” the oppressor, the victimizer. Second, and perhaps more significant because of its wider application, is that state violations of human rights are not only legal wrongs, and perhaps moral ones as well, they are also grounded in objective facts, which create context. Opposition and resistance movements make choices within those contexts. If there is a desire to alter the choices that certain groups make, the context must first be changed.

HAMAS: (RE)IMAGINING A NONVIOLENT ISLAMIST “NATION”

The Muslim Brotherhood uses, in part, a secular rights discourse to increase movement support and foster “national” cohesion while politically opposing Egyptian state violations of human rights. Sinn Féin and the Irish Republican Army re-imagined the Irish republican nation from one which utilized violence to highlight its human rights grievances and achieve its goals to one that works nonviolently within the state it opposed to address some of the same human rights grievances. Hamas, like the Brotherhood, uses in part, secular rights-based grievances to build the movement. However, unlike the IRA and Sinn Féin, it has not yet re-imagined the Islamist nation as one that can address its grievances (a) without utilizing violence as part of its strategic arsenal; and (b) work constructively with the Israeli state to end the occupation.

There are, as noted in previous chapters, differences between the IRA, Sinn Féin and
Hamas. The former two battled within a state, which has recognized sovereignty over the borders. By contrast, Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza is not recognized under international law as just, and many of its actions have been criticized by a range of respected international actors as being illegal. For example, British journalist Robert Fisk, wrote of Israel’s Operation Cast Lead which decimated the Gaza Strip, and compared the situation to Northern Ireland. He said, “[W]hen the IRA were firing mortars over the border into Northern Ireland, when their guerrillas were crossing from the Republic to attack police stations and Protestants, did Britain unleash the RAF [the Royal Air Force] on the Irish Republic? Did the RAF bomb churches and tankers and police stations and zap 300 civilians to teach the Irish a lesson? No, it did not. Because the world would have seen it as criminal behaviour.”3 There are of course, other reasons why the RAF did not bomb republican West Belfast. However, the point is not to say the British government did not commit human rights violations but rather it was aware of the perception of its actions, their legality and likely the potential backlash.

Finding positive ways to address human rights grievances that are respectful of international law, competing national narratives, and individual human dignity is a tall order. However, conflict transformation, as an approach can provide an answer. Conflict transformation embodies a different process than the oft-utilized tack of conflict resolution. Applying Lederach’s transformative approach to Hamas and Israel — it is not just about ending Hamas and Israel violence but about building something positive such as Israeli security in tandem with

---

a Palestinian state.\textsuperscript{4} Conflict transformation asks for more than evacuating Israeli settlements in the West Bank, but also creating communities in which Israelis and Palestinians can positively engage whether across, or on the same side of a border. In Northern Ireland, IRA violence ended as did select areas of British structural dominance of the region. However, the Good Friday Agreement also created a new framework for governance of the Northern Irish province. Thus, republicans moved from using human rights to construct a nation in opposition, to using human rights justice mechanisms as part of the foundation of the new state structures to address historic and ongoing violations.

Conflict transformation also emphasizes windows of opportunity for responding “to symptoms and engagement of systems within which relationships are embedded.”\textsuperscript{5} Given the above construction of entrepreneurial narratives, of victim/victimizer, resistor/oppress, the reframing of narratives is crucial. It also provides each side a potential opportunity to continue to act as support maximizers within their respective communities but not toward the obliteration of each other. If human rights violations are a fundamental grievance, addressing the contraventions tackles a key symptom of the conflict. Addressing the structures in which those violations are perpetuated allows for transformation of the traditional relationship between the oppressed and the oppressor.

Northern Irish republicans were able to endorse the agreement because it alters the relationship between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, and Northern Ireland and Great Britain, creating a legal mandate for the possibility of Irish unification, contingent upon the
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consent of the people of the six counties. The GFA also spawned the creation of the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, a legislative assembly that embodies mechanisms for cross community support for certain types of legislation, and a new police force, the PSNI. These new institutions address many of problems related to structural discrimination and violence and provide possibilities for new engagement and equality.

In many ways, the Egyptian government has failed to respond to windows of opportunity to engage with the Muslim Brotherhood. This is, in part, because of Brotherhood’s popularity and its status as Egypt’s most powerful opposition movement. In the 2005 parliamentary elections, Egypt opened a proverbial widow but attempted to literally and figuratively beat down any Brother that tried to enter. The state’s efforts were unsuccessful and the Islamist organization won a large number of seats in the lower house of parliament. Electoral successes have not since been repeated, in part because those same windows have been closed or blocked. The Brotherhood, however, have not responded to Egyptian repression with violence. Rather, they have stayed the socio-political course, using human rights violations, ranging from arbitrary detention to ill-treatment, to build the “nation” and thus reinforce their standing within and at the forefront of the Egyptian public.

Like the IRA, Hamas, meanwhile, bides its time, realizing it cannot militarily defeat the Israeli state. However, Hamas is also aware that the Palestinian people want a future for their children, which is free of violence and the Israeli occupation. After it participated in democratic

---

elections, Hamas was subsequently isolated on the Palestinian and international stages, despite or more likely because of its decisive victory. In short, it cannot wage war forever but it alone cannot alter the relationships and structures necessary to make peace. So, Hamas uses Israeli violations of human rights to garner public support reinforcing the boundaries of *us* and *them*.

The template exists, however, for Hamas to re-imagine the Palestinian nation as one that can live side by side with Israelis peacefully. To do this, Israelis and Palestinians must cooperatively work to forge new relationships, and new structures of intra-Palestinian and Palestinian-Israeli interaction must be created. Because of the role human rights violations have played, new frameworks must create space for Palestinians and Israelis to address historic and ongoing injustices without destroying each other in the process.

**Choice in Context**

So, the question remains. How do those concerned about “terrorist” groups change the context in which the state and the organization are making decisions? The answer, in part, lies in approach. There are a myriad of ways to respond to “terrorist” groups that use human rights as building blocks; three emerge from the pages of this study. They are not particularly novel, but they are noteworthy for groups that use this method of “nation”-building. First, groups and their grievances must be analyzed. Second, if a state or the international community chooses not to engage with a group which uses human rights grievances as building blocks, that does not preclude them from taking serious, positive steps to remedy injustices. Third, rehumanization must be part of any conflict cessation strategy that involves groups who have been demonized.

Stating that analysts must seek to understand groups and their grievances may seem like
an obvious statement. However, viewing some groups, such as Hamas, as terrorist is problematic because they are multifaceted. Terrorism is a tactic; groups and individuals may strategically employ horrific acts of violence directed at civilians to draw attention to their plight or engage the enemy with whom they are engaged in an asymmetric battle. However, they may also engage in “legitimate” violence, provide social services and/or engage in politics. All of these are points of interaction with their constituency as well as the target state, and they are potential windows of engagement.

Points of interaction are key. A RAND Corporation study entitled How Terrorist Groups End posits that groups with more narrow territorial or policy-oriented goals are more likely to reach political accommodation because there is space for dialogue and negotiation. Indeed they find groups that “ended” did so due to political engagement. Moreover, although the study found that a state can raise the cost of participation in groups through repression, it also highlighted these groups’ dependence on public support.

Cronin highlights a range of reasons segments of society might withdraw support from militant actors including: apathy; conflict fatigue; “historical ripeness;” or discomfort with group tactics. Hamas has shown it is attentive to the Palestinian population and its perceptions of the movement. One example of this was its cessation of suicide or martyrdom operations.

Related is that Hamas engages in activities, violent and non, that would not be termed terrorism. For example Hamas may target the Israeli military, run candidates in elections,

7 See, for example, Richard English, Terrorism – How to Respond (New York: Oxford U.P., 2009), chapter 1.
8 Seth Jones and Martin Libecki, How Terrorist Groups End – Lessons for Countering al Qaeda (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2008).
provide social support and education for people in Gaza. Hamas, as seen in chapter five, does all of these things. However, if the focus is on its “terrorist” activities, responses to these other tactics can be haphazard and counterproductive. For example, a U.S. Department of State survey in the occupied Palestinian territories found that many people were expected to support Hamas in the 2006 elections because of issues related to corruption and law and order the territories. It also found disenchantment with peace process to be a significant factor.\(^{10}\) Despite this, within weeks of the election result, the United States engaged with Israel to sort through how the two states might undermine the new, democratically elected Palestinian government.\(^{11}\) Rather than address the fundamental grievances that led people to vote for Hamas, two states key to an Israeli-Palestinian peace sought to negate the popular will of the Palestinian people. The window of opportunity was slammed shut.

Seeing groups solely through an Islamist prism raises issues for the same reasons. In the post 9/11 world, there has been tremendous scrutiny and demonization of Islamist groups, particularly in “the West.” For groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas, this is particularly troubling. Efforts to link the Muslim Brotherhood or Hamas with al Qaeda have been made by “terrorism experts.” For example, Emerson stated: “The dream of a world under Islam has engendered Muslim dissidents everywhere in the world over the last two decades. Almost every Islamic country has its militant faction, often two or three. The Hamas of Palestine,

---

Hizballah of Iran, … the Muslim Brotherhood and al-Gama’at a-Islamiyya of Egypt – all share the same goal of an Islamic world.”\textsuperscript{12} Notably, Emerson’s influence extends beyond his book; he has testified before the U.S. Congress repeatedly – both before and after 9/11.\textsuperscript{13}

This type of analysis oversimplifies and/or dangerously misapprehends the very local and very distinct nature of groups’ grievances. If counterterrorism analysts don’t understand group goals, it is more difficult to understand militant strategies and tactics as well as their organization and support infrastructure. Sageman finds neither the “root causes” nor the ideological motivations (resulting in shared goals) are sufficient. Rather one must look at relationships.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, in focusing primarily on their Islamist nature, other aspects of groups’ dynamic messaging and appeal, particularly those which are homegrown and secular, can be overlooked or disregarded, which means there is a failure to engage with certain aspects of the organization. For example, when al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri called for global Islamist militant support for Hamas, a Hamas leader replied, “Our battle is against the Israeli occupation and our only concern is to restore our rights and serve our people. We have no links with any group or element outside Palestine.”\textsuperscript{15} In short, it is much more difficult to stop the violence and transform the conflict if we do not understand how groups form and function in their respective environments.

Efforts have been underway, at least at a rhetorical level, to undo some of the harm that
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was done in aftermath of 9/11. U.S. President Barack Obama has rightly pointed out that America is not a war with Islam. Former British Foreign Minister David Miliband opined that:

[W]e need to understand the Muslim world better, or we will risk undermining the force of our own argument, as I have sometimes done when using the labels ‘moderate’ and ‘extremist’; we need to hold fast to our own values and support those who seek to apply them, or we will be guilty of hypocrisy; and we need shared effort to address the grievances, socio-economic and political, that are perceived to keep Muslims down, and in fact do.

If a state or the international community chooses not to engage with a group which uses human rights grievances as building blocks, that does not preclude those same actors from taking serious, positive steps to remedy injustices. Crenshaw notes, “ending terrorism may require a change in the motivations of the individuals involved.” Cronin adds a cautionary note that while states have the ability to engage in reforms, which can be positive, undermining grievances, care should be taken not to raise and frustrate expectations.

The demonization of terrorists has been part and parcel of many counterterrorism campaigns, including those against the IRA and Hamas. For example, at the time of the Gaza War, former Israeli Minister of Foreign affairs Tzipi Livni repeatedly referred to Hamas as illegitimate, extremist, and terrorist. She said Israel’s struggle against Hamas was on behalf of

the “free world.” Less than a week prior, Israeli Ambassador to the United Nations, Gabriela Shalev said that the “international community must make it clear that a terrorist organization can never be a legitimate leadership.”

Demonization has also been part of the United States “Global War on Terror” (GWOT). Hagopian details the international and domestic consequences of this campaign, which includes attacks on civil rights in the United States and erroneous foreign policy decisions. Referring to the GWOT, eminent jurist Bassiouni says, “For sure, throughout our history, there have been many miscarriages of justice against individuals and classes of people, particularly people of color, but never before has there been such an insidious and systematic undermining of the rule of law and due process of law.”

Because of these international and domestic processes whereby terrorists are rendered one-dimensional, as only individuals capable of committing acts of terror, there is a need to rehabilitate and rehumanize these actors if we are to engender a sustainable, positive peace in areas once rife with conflict. One rationale behind this approach is that,

There is a growing appreciation in the counter-terrorism environment that there is a broader value and need to draw lessons from dealing with people who have

19 Cronin, “How Terrorist Campaigns End.”
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joined terrorist groups or participated in terrorist acts, both with a view to bringing them back into society and to enlisting their help to dissuade others from taking a similar course.24

Shirlow and McEvoy, in studying former political prisoners in Northern Ireland note that changes in perceptions of the “other” must come not only from “moderates,” but also those “who are most secure and confident in their identities” – the extremists.25 Former “hardliners” Martin McGuinness (from the IRA and Sinn Féin) and Ian Paisley (Democratic Unionist Party) being termed the “chuckle brothers” is but one example of former enemies coming together. Make no mistake, Northern Ireland is not yet at peace, but it is in the process of transforming.

If, as Benedict Anderson states, nations are imagined communities, there exists an opportunity to influence those who are doing the imagining. The nationalist entrepreneurs studied herein are rational actors who make choices and those choices exist in a context. Human rights building blocks can be used to create sustainable communities that embrace diversity or they can be used to craft narratives in opposition that enhance discordance and can encourage violence. Those who are concerned about ending state violations of human rights and resistance movement violence have an opportunity to influence that context.
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